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1 Introdu
tion
The role of metal-
ontaining mole
ules in 
hemistry is remarkable. In areas rang-
ing from 
atalysis to bio
hemistry, atmospheri
 to interstellar 
hemistry, 
ombus-
tion to metal-organi
 vapor deposition, metal-ligand bonds are formed and broken.
Understanding the metal-ligand (M-L, L=CN, OH, CCH, CH3, C2H5) bond and
its properties is very important and the basis in many areas of 
hemistry.
The most 
ommon means of probing the metal-ligand bond is through detailed
quantum-
hemi
al 
al
ulations. Nowadays the methodology is highly developed
and a virtually 
omplete pi
ture 
an be obtained. The equilibrium bond length,
the bond disso
iation energy, the bond for
e 
onstant, the 
harge distribution and
the ee
t of ele
troni
 ex
itation all 
an be possibly extra
ted from these 
al
ula-
tions. Taking into a

ount the high ele
tron 
ount for metal atoms, the small sep-
aration of metal atomi
 orbitals leading to many near-degenera
ies, highly 
orre-
lated 
al
ulations are desirable making ab initio 
al
ulations for metal-
ontaining
spe
ies not a trivial task. The simplest 
onsist of a single metal atom bound to a
single atta
hed mole
ule, the ligand. However, although simple from a theoreti
al
point of view, the study of su
h entities represent a big 
hallenge to experimen-
talist be
ause for most of the metals, atta
hing a single univalent ligand results
in a highly rea
tive spe
ies that has only a transient existen
e in the 
ondensed
phase.
To redu
e their rea
tion rate to a negligible level a possible solution is to trap
these mole
ules in rare-gas matri
es. The low temperature and rigid environment,

hara
teristi
 of su
h matri
es, provide a semi-ideal yet ee
tive means for the
isolation and study of highly rea
tive spe
ies. However, a drawba
k of the matrix
isolation te
hnique is that the inexible trapping site tends to quen
h any rota-
tional motion, thus ruling out rotationally resolved spe
tros
opy leading to poor
stru
tural information. Nevertheless, the infrared (IR) and Raman spe
tra of ma-
trix isolated mole
ules
1
have been of a great help and tend to 
ompare with the
1
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spe
tra of the same spe
ies in the gas phase. In 
ontrast, the ele
troni
 spe
tra
are usually severely perturbed by the surrounding host latti
e.
The ideal environment to study rea
tive intermediates is in the gas phase. Over
the years, the exquisite sensitivity of mass spe
trometry based te
hniques has been
utilized to study the intera
tion of metals with organi
 and inorgani
 mole
ules.
Most of this gas phase work involves ions.
2
The te
hniques used in
lude traditional
high-pressure mass spe
trometry,
3
owing afterglows,
4
ion beams,
5
and Fourier
transform ion 
y
lotron resonan
e.
6
While these methods are the ben
hmark of
the gas-phase studies, in order to obtain elaborate stru
tural information dierent
te
hniques are required to investigate the ele
troni
 spe
tra of su
h spe
ies. Nev-
ertheless, produ
ing metal 
ontaining intermediates in the gas phase has been a

hallenging issue. The most 
ommonly used method for making free radi
als in the
gas phase involves fragmentation of a pre
ursor mole
ule, normally by photolysis
or by an ele
tri
al dis
harge. Unfortunately, these te
hniques have limited utility
in the produ
tion of metal-
arbon radi
als, sin
e suitable volatile pre
ursors do
not usually exist.
Most of the early work on metal 
ontaining radi
als was 
arried out using
Broida-type oven sour
e,
7
metal atoms being produ
ed by evaporation from a
heated 
ru
ible and entrained in a ow of inert 
arrier gas. This sour
e has been
extensively employed in the millimeter-wave te
hniques to obtain pure rotational
spe
tra. Spe
ies su
h as alkali and alkaline earth monohydroxides, monoa
etylides
and monomethyls have been identied and 
hara
terized in their ground ele
troni

states.
816
In this type of sour
e the temperature remains a serious disadvantage
in many 
ases. At best rotational temperature of 400 K is attained with a Broida
oven, and the vibrational temperature is often 
onsiderably higher on a

ount
of the mu
h lower e
ien
y for the 
ollisional 
ooling of vibrational degrees of
freedom.
To eliminate su
h a problem, supersoni
 
ooling is ne
essary. The develop-
ments in supersoni
 jet expansion te
hnology have made areas like mole
ular
spe
tros
opy to advan
e rapidly. Supersoni
 nozzles 
an be 
ombined with hot
oven evaporation upstream of the nozzle, but the te
hnology is quite di
ult to
implement and these sour
es have not seen widespread use.
17,18
More 
ommon,
and of more general use, are pulsed ablation sour
es, developed almost simulta-
neously by Smalley et al.
19
and Bondybey et al.
20
in the early 1980s. Using
2
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this sour
e, metal 
ontaining mole
ules with rotational temperatures below 50 K
are frequently obtained. It is important to admit that laser ablation is rarely a

lean sour
e of a parti
ular spe
ies. A multitude of pro
esses 
an take pla
e in
the laser ablation region. In addition to metal atoms whi
h 
an be formed in
both their ground and their ex
ited states, metal 
lusters and metal ions 
an also
be generated. The bombardment by intense laser radiation, and the subsequent
produ
tion of light, heat and a whole host of 
harged parti
le within the abla-
tion plasma, 
an lead to extensive fragmentation of mole
ular pre
ursors. Laser
ablation sour
e has been extensively used in 
onjun
tion with the laser indu
ed
uores
en
e (LIF) spe
trometer.
2126
A drawba
k of the LIF re
hnique is the la
k
of spe
ies dis
rimination. This 
an be over
ome using a mass-sele
tive te
hnique
su
h as resonant-enhan
ed multiphoton ionization (REMPI). The implementation
of the laser ablation sour
e in the REMPI spe
trometer will be des
ribed in the
Experimental se
tion.
1.1 Metal-
ontaining 
arbon 
hains and their
terrestrial appli
ations
Metal 
omplexes with 
onjugated hydro
arbon bridges (double and triple bonds)
or with donor and a

eptor ligands are 
andidates for ele
tri
ally 
ondu
ting mate-
rials and for materials with se
ond- and third- nonlinear opti
al properties. These

ompounds are also interesting as model systems for surfa
e 
arbides in hetero-
geneous 
atalysis.
2729
They are models for intermediates in the polymerization
pro
ess of alkenes and alkynes,
30
and for unsaturated hydro
arbons 
hemisorbed
on metal surfa
es
31
- a rst step during heterogenous 
atalysis.
Hydro
arbon on metals are of pra
ti
al importan
e in surfa
e 
hemistry. The
rst experiments were performed on metalli
 parti
les generally supported on ox-
ides, materials used in 
atalyti
 rea
tions. Nevertheless, the shape of the metalli

aggregates studied is of tremendous importan
e and it was di
ult and tedious re-
quirement to bring under 
ontrol the surfa
e stru
ture on atomi
 s
ale. Moreover,
the ele
troni
 properties of metal may in su
h 
ases be modied by intera
tions
with the support. The purpose of studying hydro
arbon absorption on metals is
to determine the 
hemi
al nature, the lo
ation relative to the surfa
e, and the ge-
3
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ometry of the adsorbed spe
ies, whi
h ree
ts the hybridization of 
arbon atoms.
This would enable to obtain a fundamental understanding of the dierent prop-
erties of dierent metal substrates with varied exposed sites and their relative
properties towards breaking or rearrangement of C-C and C-H bonds.
Dierent te
hniques have been employed to study su
h intera
tions. The 
ontri-
bution of infrared spe
tros
opy
3234
be
ause of the relative ease with whi
h infrared
spe
tra 
an be monitored for all states of matter. From vibrational energies, for
e

onstants 
an be determined and in this way additional information regarding the
bond strengths iwithin the adsorbate or that with respe
t to the substrate 
an
be obtained. Following the re
ent progress in ultrahigh-va
uum te
hniques allow-
ing experiments to be 
ondu
ted over a long time with 
ontrolled atmospheres
and surfa
es, re
ent years have seen a great development in the ele
troni
 and
geometri
al stru
ture determination of hydro
arbon-metal systems.
Convenient understanding of adsorption pro
ess requires some information
about the ele
troni
 properties of the adsorbate-substrate pair. Spe
tral infor-
mation on the orbitals of adsorbed spe
ies may be obtained using photoele
tron
spe
tros
opy. Despite the general similarities in the relative ionization levels of

hemisorbed hydro
arbons and their gas-phase 
ounterparts,
35
the latter would
provide a better understanding of the metal-
arbon bonding properties. Be
ause
of the large dieren
es in the behavior of bare metals with respe
t to their rea
tiv-
ity towards C-H or C-C bond breaking, the gas-phase studies in
luding ele
troni

spe
tros
opy, rea
tion kineti
s and dynami
s, would give an insight into the for-
mation of metal-
arbon bonds, a

urate ionization potentials, ele
tron anities,
bond disso
iation energies and bran
hing ratios. The appli
ability of these results
is not only for understanding the heterogeneous 
atalyti
 pro
esses but also are
of tremendous importan
e from a fundamental point of view.
The simplest mole
ular unit of 
arbon, C2, existing as a small part of the linear
polyenes [-(C≡C)n-℄ (also named "
arbynes"), is extremely rea
tive and has only
been 
hara
terized by spe
tros
opi
 methods. One method of stabilizing the C2
unit is by end-
apping through the derivatization of both ends forming organi

a
etylenes, a
etylide 
omplexes or a
etylide bridges between two metal 
enters.
In organometalli
 polymers, unsaturated hydro
arbons, Cn units, 
an a
t as ele
-
troni
 bridges
36
("mole
ular wires"
37
) between metal atoms.
4
1.2 Astrophysi
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The ultimate 
omputational system would 
onsist of logi
 devi
es that are ultra
dense, ultra fast, and mole
ular-sized.
38,39
Even though state-of-the-art nanopat-
tering te
hniques allow lithographi
 probe assemblies to be engineered down to
100 Å gap regime,
40
the possibility of ele
troni
 
ondu
tion based upon single
or small pa
kets of mole
ules has not been extensively addressed. The simplest
ele
troni
 devi
e, the one-dimensional wire, thus one-dimensional 
arbon 
hains,
has the basi
 motif of a π-bonding system, allowing the 
ondu
tion of ele
tri
ity41
as an ele
tri
al eld mixes the ground and ex
ited states of the mole
ule. Thus
the promotion of an ele
tron a
ross the band-gap of the free mole
ule plays an
important role, and it is this fundamental parameter (band-gap energy) that is
essential to des
ribe the behavior of mole
ular devi
es. Opti
al spe
tros
opy oers
a straightforward method to measure this band-gap
42,43
as well as the ionization
potentials and ele
tron anities of the wires, in addition to their bonding and
physi
al stru
tures. The ends of these 
arbon 
hains should be easily fun
tional-
ized and may serve as "mole
ular 
lips" for making surfa
e 
onta
ts with metal
probes for mole
ular ele
troni
s studies.
44
1.2 Astrophysi
al relevan
e
Mole
ules 
an exist in a wide range of astrophysi
al environments, from the ex-
tremely 
old regions between stars to the atmospheres of stars themselves. In-
terstellar mole
ules 
an be identied through their ele
troni
, vibrational and
rotational spe
trum. Typi
ally, ele
troni
 transitions of simple mole
ules arise
in the ultraviolet (UV) or visible portion of the spe
trum; vibrational bands lie
at infrared (IR) wavelengths; and rotational lines are seen at radio wavelengths.
Hen
e, the study of interstellar mole
ules ne
essarily involves a wide range of
observational te
hniques and instruments.
To date, around 150 mole
ular spe
ies have been tentatively or denitively
identied in interstellar or 
ir
umstellar 
louds, while about 50 have been identied
in studies of 
omets in our solar system. One should dene these astrophysi
al
environments before exemplifying the spe
i
 regions where these mole
ules have
been observed.
5
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The interstellar medium (ISM) 
onsists of gas and dust between stars, whi
h
a

ounts for 20-30% of the mass of our galaxy. Mu
h of this material has been
eje
ted by old and dying stars. The ISM 
ontains dierent environments showing
large ranges in temperature (10-10
4
K) and densities (100-10
8
H atoms/
m
3
). It
is lled with hydrogen gas, about 10% helium atoms, and ∼ 1% of atoms su
h as
C, N, and O. Other elements are even less abundant. Roughly 1% of the mass
is 
ontained in mi
ros
opi
 (mi
ron-sized) dust grains. The interstellar medium
represents the raw material for forming future generations of stars, whi
h may
develop into planetary systems like our own. The ISM appears to 
ontain a variety
of 
loud types, spanning a wide range of physi
al and 
hemi
al 
onditions: diuse
atomi
 and mole
ular 
louds, translu
ent 
louds, dense mole
ular 
louds and dark
mole
ular 
louds. Interstellar 
louds are neither uniform nor dynami
ally passive
on long times
ales. They display "
lumpy" stru
tures, are 
ontinually evolving as
new stars form, and are enri
hed by material eje
ted from dying stars that was
formed during stellar nu
leosynthesis.
1.2.1 Diuse atomi
 and mole
ular 
louds
Diuse atomi
 
louds represent the regime in the ISM that is fully unsheltered
from the interstellar radiation eld, and 
onsequently nearly all mole
ules are
qui
kly destroyed by photodisso
iation. Hydrogen is mainly in neutral atomi

form, and atoms with ionization potential less than that of hydrogen (most notably

arbon) are almost fully ionized, providing abundant ele
trons. Diuse atomi


louds typi
ally have a fairly low density (∼ 10-100/
m3), and temperatures of
30-100K.
Diuse mole
ular 
louds represent the regime where the interstellar radiation
eld is su
iently attenuated, at least at the individual wavelengths that disso
iate
H2. However, enough interstellar radiation is still present to photoionize any
atomi
 
arbon, or to photodisso
iate CO, su
h that 
arbon is predominantly still
in the form of C
+
. In order to provide the shielding of radiation, in steady state,
diuse mole
ular 
louds must ne
essarily be surrounded by diuse atomi
 gas.
This means that most radiations that 
ross a diuse mole
ular 
loud will also

ross diuse atomi
 gas.
6
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The presen
e of abundant H2 in diuse mole
ular 
louds permits the starting
of the 
hemi
al pro
esses. Mole
ules are observed in these 
louds in absorption
in the UV/visible (e.g., CO, CH, CN, C2, C3),
45
in the infrared (CO, H
+
3 ),
46
and
at millimeter wavelengths (e.g., HCO
+
, OH, C2H). These 
louds typi
ally have
densities on the order of 100-500/
m
3
, and temperatures that range from 30-100K.
1.2.2 Translu
ent 
louds
The main 
hara
teristi
s of su
h 
louds are relatively low temperatures (20-
50K) and densities of 500-5000/
m
3
. VIS-IR absorption and millimeter absorp-
tion/emission are the observational te
hniques used to identify the mole
ules
present in this environment. With su
ient shielding from interstellar radiation,

arbon begins its transition from ionized atomi
 form into neutral atomi
 (C) or
mole
ular (CO) form. The 
hemistry in this regime is qualitatively dierent than
in the diuse mole
ular 
louds, both be
ause of the de
reasing ele
tron fra
tion
and be
ause of the abundan
e of the highly rea
tive C atoms.
47
In many ways, the translu
ent 
loud regime is the least well understood of all

loud types. This is partly be
ause of a relative la
k of observational data, but
also be
ause theoreti
al models do not all agree on the 
hemi
al behavior in this
transition region.
1.2.3 Dense 
louds
These 
louds are 
hara
terized by very low temperatures (10-30K) and high den-
sities (10
4−8
/
m
3
). The 
old gas phase 
hemistry taking pla
e in this environment

an e
iently lead to the formation of simple spe
ies su
h as CO, N2, O2, C2H2,
C2H4 and HCN, and simple 
arbon 
hains (Herbst 1995). E
ient a

retion of
atoms and mole
ules in su
h environments and subsequent rea
tions on the grain
surfa
e 
an easily indu
e the formation of mole
ules su
h as CO2 and CH3OH,
whi
h are later returned to the interstellar gas.
48
These 
louds are the nas
en
e
sites of stars of all masses and their planetary systems. The building blo
ks for
protostellar disks, from whi
h planets, 
omets, asteroids, and other ma
ros
opi

bodies eventually form are the interstellar mole
ules and dust present in this en-
vironment.
49,50
Observations at infrared, radio, millimeter, and submillimeter
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frequen
ies show that a large variety of gas phase organi
 mole
ules are present in
the dense interstellar medium.
51,52
These in
lude organi
 
lasses su
h as nitriles,
aldehydes, al
ohols, a
ids, ethers, ketones, amines, and amides, as well as many
long-
hain hydro
arbon 
ompounds.
1.2.4 Cold dark 
louds
Stars and planets form within dark mole
ular 
louds. The internal stru
ture of
these 
louds, and 
onsequently the initial 
onditions that give rise to star and
planet formation is partially understood. The 
louds are primarily 
omposed of
mole
ular hydrogen, whi
h is virtually ina

essible to dire
t observation. But the

louds also 
ontain dust, whi
h is well mixed with the gas and whi
h has well
explained ee
ts on the transmission of light. The hydrogen mole
ule possesses
no dipole moment be
ause of its symmetri
 stru
ture and 
annot produ
e an
easily dete
table signal under the 
onditions present in the 
old, dark 
louds.
However, traditional methods used to derive the basi
 physi
al properties of su
h
mole
ular 
louds are making use of the observations of tra
e H2 surrogates, the
rare mole
ules with su
ient dipole moments to be simply dete
ted by radio
spe
tros
opi
 te
hniques, and interstellar dust.
Dust grains ee
tively shield mole
ules from interstellar UV photons, prior to
the beginning of star formation. However, 
osmi
 rays 
an pass through and drive
a ri
h ion-mole
ule 
hemistry, enhan
ed by neutral-neutral pro
esses, in whi
h
many 
omplex organi
 spe
ies may be produ
ed.
53
These rea
tions, along with
grain surfa
e pro
esses, a

ount for the high observed D/H ratios in interstellar
mole
ules.
54
The low temperature (∼ 10 K) and la
k of high-luminosity sour
es make these
regions ideal testing grounds for models of gas-phase ion-mole
ule 
hemistry. The

old, dark 
louds oer a rather mild environment; temperatures appear to be
typi
ally around ∼ 10K, with densities ranging up to 104-105/
m3. Nonethe-
less, an important fra
tion of the known interstellar mole
ules has been identied
in su
h dark 
louds. In fa
t, a number of these spe
ies, in
luding the heavier

yanopolyynes and related mole
ules, have been found only in su
h regions.
55
The dark 
loud TMC-1 
ontains a spe
ial series of many unsaturated 
ar-
bon 
hain mole
ules.
51
These in
lude the 
yanopolyynes (HC2n+1N, n=1 - 5),
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various 
umulene 
arbenes (H2Cn, n=3,4,6), and 
hain radi
als (HCn, n=1-8,
CnN, n=1,3,5), as well as some methylated mole
ules su
h as methyl
yanoa
ety-
lene (CH3CCCN) and methyldia
etylene (CH3CCCCH). Various small mole
ules
(CCO, CCCO, CCS, CCCS) are observed; their higher homologues and new ho-
mologous series may also be present.
5659
1.2.5 Cir
umstellar envelopes
The massive 
ir
umstellar envelopes (CSEs) of late-type, post-AGB stars are de-

isive to the evolution of the ISM be
ause they provide the dust and refra
tory
spe
ies for the diuse medium, and yet require the existen
e of the dense medium
to generate the stars.
Substantial amounts of interstellar dust are known to be formed in the inner
regions of the 
ir
umstellar envelopes of asymptoti
 stars. These grains are 
losely
linked to the mass-loss pro
ess as they absorb stellar radiation and drag the gas
away from the stellar surfa
e, initiating in this way a mass-loss whi
h leads to a
the 
reation of a 
ir
umstellar envelope (CSE) whi
h might 
ontain up to a solar
mass of gas. These CSEs in
orporate a wide range of physi
al 
onditions, from
very dense (n(H2) ∼ 1015/
m3), hot (T ∼ 2000K) mole
ular gas just above the
photosphere, to gas with properties similar to that found in dark mole
ular 
louds,
to diuse regions dominated by the external UV radiation eld whi
h produ
es
atomi
 gas far from the 
entral star.
60
Outowing 
ir
umstellar envelopes
61
are, in a sense, 
hemi
al laboratories,
where atoms 
reated through stellar nu
leosynthesis 
an rea
t for the rst time to
form long-lived 
hemi
al bonds. Via radioastronomi
al measurements, the mole
-
ular distributions within su
h astrophysi
al environments 
ould be tra
ed. These
information has provided insights into several aspe
ts of 
hemi
al evolution, one if
whi
h is the involvement of metal-
ontaining mole
ules. Among 
arbon-ri
h 
ir-

umstellar outows,
62
the representative sour
e IRC+10216
63
has been found to

ontain several dierent metal-
ontaining mole
ules, in
luding NaCl, KCl, AlF,
AlCl,
64
AlNC,
65
and the isomeri
 pair MgNC
66
and MgCN.
67
A group of these
mole
ules has been found also in another obje
t, the protoplanetary nebulae CRL
2688,
68
whi
h represents a more advan
ed stage of stellar de
omposition. While
the mole
ules identied to date do not all appear to share a 
ommon origin, their
9
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most obvious 
hara
teristi
 is that all are halides or 
ynides of the lighter (and
more 
osmi
ally abundant) main-group metal atoms.
10
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2 Multiphoton ionization
spe
tros
opy
2.1 Overview
Most of what is known about the intera
tion of light with matter 
omes from the
study of single photon events. The laser has now made possible the observation
of many novel and even exoti
 phenomena involving multiple photon pro
esses.
From the examination of these new nonlinear pro
esses information 
an be gained
on all aspe
ts of laser ex
itation of atoms and mole
ules. In parti
ular, one su
h
pro
ess -multiphoton ionization of mole
ules- is one of the most interesting elds
of resear
h made possible by the development of powerful lasers. Multiphoton
spe
tros
opy has been widely used in biology, 
hemistry, material s
ien
e, physi
s,
and other dis
iplines.
Multiphoton spe
tros
opy has made a great 
ontribution to mole
ular spe
-
tros
opy. When a mole
ule is subje
ted to an intense radiation eld, multiphoton
ionization o

urs with relative ease. A ground state ele
tron is ex
ited into the
ionization 
ontinuum by simultaneous or sequential absorption of a number of
photons. If an ex
ited ele
troni
 state lies at the energy sum of two or three of
these photons the ionization 
ross se
tion 
an be greatly enhan
ed, resulting in a
simultaneous two- or three-photon transition if symmetry and spin allowed. New
vibroni
 and ele
troni
ally ex
ited states, whi
h are not found in ordinary single-
photon spe
tros
opy be
ause of their dierent sele
tion rules, 
an be observed
in a wide range from lower ex
ited states to 
ontinua. As mentioned above the
possibility of simultaneous two-photon absorption or emission in mole
ules was
made possible only after lasers were developed as an intense light sour
e, espe-

ially when tunable dye lasers appeared after the late 1960s. In fa
t, 
ompared
17
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with one-photon 
ross se
tion for a typi
al mole
ule (∼ 10−17 
m2),1 the 
ross
se
tions of multiphoton transitions are extremely low at the intensity of 
onven-
tional light sour
es: for example, ∼ 10−51 
m4s and ∼ 10−82 
m6s2,2 for two- and
three-photon transitions, respe
tively.
Very high light intensities I [photons/
m
2
s℄ are needed in order to a
hieve
a signi
ant transition probability, σIN , therefore lasers are the only real op-
tion to use as light sour
es. Typi
al modern pulsed dye lasers have pow-
ers of around 1mJ/10 ns pulse (10
5
watts in 10
−8
s, or about 10
23
photons/s or
10
16
photons/pulse). These powers within a 1mm
2
spot will give only ∼ 10−8
Einstein fa
tor in ea
h laser pulse for two-photon resonan
e. In turn, fo
using
to a radius of about 100µm in
reases the probability of a two photon absorption
to 10
−2
in ea
h laser pulse, whereas a typi
al one photon transition is already
saturated by two orders of magnitude.
Su
h intensities are normally a
hieved by fo
ussing the output of 
onventional
(nanose
ond pulse duration) tunable dye lasers. Side ee
t of it is the lo
alization
of the multiphoton ex
itation events in small spa
e region (i.e. the fo
al volume)
whi
h makes the te
hnique ideally suited to be used with mole
ular beams.
The eld of multiphoton ionization spe
tros
opy, namely resonant enhan
ed
multiphoton ionization (REMPI), on free radi
als has seen a lot of developments
in the past twenty years. In 1975 the rst REMPI spe
tros
opi
 results where
reported, studies on a stable radi
al, NO,
3
and soon afterwards the I2 spe
trum
was re
orded using this te
hnique.
4
The rst REMPI dete
tion of a transient
mole
ular free radi
al was reported in 1978, when NH (a
1∆) radi
als were pro-
du
ed by multiphoton disso
iation of NH3.
5
Two years later another group re-
ported REMPI spe
tra of vibrationally ex
ited NH2 (X˜
2
B1) and bands of NH
(a
1∆) radi
al produ
ed by UV/visible multiphoton photolysis of NH3.
6
Soon
afterwards, the studies of methyl and triuoromethyl radi
als demonstrated that
REMPI spe
tros
opy 
ould 
onveniently and very sensitively dete
t nonuores
ent
free radi
als.
7,8
Sin
e 1983 the REMPI spe
tros
opi
 data of free radi
als have
greatly expanded, revealing new spe
tros
opi
 knowledge leading to dis
overy of
new ele
troni
 states of many transient spe
ies.
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2.2 Chara
teristi
 properties of multiphoton
transitions
Visible/UV multiphoton transitions have several 
hara
teristi
 features su
h as
laser intensity dependen
e, resonan
e enhan
ement, and polarization dependen
e.
The intensity dependen
e and resonan
e ee
t on mole
ular multiphoton spe
-
tros
opy are briey outlined as follows.
2.2.1 Intensity dependen
e
The multiphoton probability is formulated a

ording to time-dependent perturba-
tion theory. As an example, a two-photon absorption from states a to n, as shown
in Figure 2.1 is 
onsidered.
Figure 2.1: The two-photon absorption pro
esses of a mole
ule:(a) nonresonant,
(b) resonant.
The transition probability W
(2)
, taking into a

ount only the lowest order term
of the radiation-mole
ule intera
tion, is given as
W (2) ∝ I2 |
∑
m
〈n|µ|m〉〈m|µ|a〉
∆Ema − ~ωr |
2
(2.1)
where I is the intensity of the laser, m the virtual intermediate states, ∆Ema the
energy dieren
e between intermediate and initial states, µ the dipole moment,
and ωr the laser frequen
y. Equation (2.1) shows that the two-photon probability
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is proportional to the square of the laser intensity. Moreover, n-photon transition
probability is proportional to I
n
. This is 
alled the formal intensity law for the
multiphoton transition. If no saturation o

urs, one 
an determine the order of
the multiphoton transition from the log-log plot of the transition probability as a
fun
tion of laser intensity,
lnW (n) = n ln I + C (2.2)
The transition rate 
onstant for the n-photon pro
ess is proportional to the
nth order of laser intensity: k(n) = (σ(n) · I(n))/(~ωr)n, where σ(n), I, and ωr
are the nth order transition 
ross se
tion (strength) in units of 
m
2
, the laser
intensity in units of photons 
m
−2
s
−1
, and the laser frequen
y, respe
tively. The
formal intensity law is found to hold well for nonresonant multiphoton pro
esses
and to hold sometimes for the resonant pro
esses. The intensity law holds for
multiphoton transitions of mole
ules irradiated just above the dete
tion threshold
by light from moderately high-power lasers. In multiphoton experiments in whi
h
a strong laser beam brings about the saturation of the population between the
relevant states, one 
an often see a deviation from the intensity law and also in
the 
ase of multiphoton pro
esses via resonant states. In a following se
tion, using
the rate equation approa
h, it will be shown that the deviation is interpreted by
means of saturation between initial and resonant states.
2.2.1.1 The formal intensity law
The formal intensity law, I
n
-intensity dependen
e of the observed quantities, has
been utilized to determine the orders of multiphoton pro
esses su
h as ex
itation,
ionization and/or disso
iation of mole
ules. Figure 2.2 shows log-log plots of the
ion yield versus laser intensity for two-photon ionization of aniline observed by
Brophy and Rettner (1979). The laser pulse with a 293.9 nm wavelength and a
pulse duration tp∼ 1µs ex
ites the rst singlet state 1B2 of aniline. In Figure 2.2b
the I
2
-intensity dependen
e of the ion yield 
an be seen at the lowest intensities

orresponding to the unfo
used Nd
3+
-YAG pumped laser.
The estimated values of the 
ross se
tions are σ1 = (1.0± 0.2)× 10−17 
m2 and
σ2 = (3.5± 0.8)× 10−17 
m2 for the absorption from the 1A1 to the 1B2 resonant
state and that from the resonant to the ionized state, respe
tively. Assuming a
20
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Figure 2.2: Intensity dependen
e of the ion yield produ
ed by resonant two-photon
ionization via the
1B2 state of aniline: (a) with a fo
used high-power
laser, (b) with an unfo
used laser.
9
1-kW laser pulse, the absorption rate 
onstants k
(1)
B2A1
and k
(1)
fB2
are found to be
10
5
s
−1
, and the 
ondition k
(1)
B2A1
tp and k
(1)
fB2
tp≃10−1<1 is satised. Under this

ondition, the ion yield Rf(tp) 
an be safely expressed as
Rf(tp) = σ
(1)
fB2
σ
(1)
B2A1
t2pI
2/2(~ωr)
2
(2.3)
whi
h represents the formal intensity law for n=2 and has been derived by using a
simple kineti
 equation (see se
tion 2.2.1.3). The linear plot of the ion yield with
a slope of 1.5 (Figure 2.2) has been measured by using a high-power, strongly
fo
used laser beam.
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2.2.1.2 Saturation phenomena
The I
n
dependen
e generally holds for 
ases of low-intensity laser experiments,
long-lived intermediate states for short pulse times, and before the steady-state

ondition is satised for resonant multiphoton pro
esses. The use of high-intensity
lasers may result in saturation of the population between the resonant and ground
states and make it easy to rea
h a steady-state 
ondition. Boesl et al. reported
the REMPI spe
trum of benzene, via the resonant 6
1
vibroni
 state of S1. The
intensity dependen
e of the ion number has been monitored for dierent laser
intensities with an unfo
used parallel light beam and fo
used laser light, respe
-
tively. A pure quadrati
 intensity dependen
e that obeys the formal intensity law
is observed for laser intensities below 10
7
W 
m
−2
. Above this threshold value
of ion number 
hanges from quadrati
 to roughly linear intensity dependen
e.
10
Theoreti
al 
onsiderations for the deviations of transition probability, ion 
urrent,
and yield from I
n
-dependen
e have been reported by several authors.
1113
2.2.1.3 The rate equation approa
h
One of the methods used to study the deviation from I
n
-dependen
e is the rate
equation approa
h.
13
For simpli
ity the resonant two-photon ionization approa
h
is 
onsidered as shown in Figure 2.3.
k(1)nm
k(1)amk
(1)
ma
Figure 2.3: A simple model for two-photon ionization.
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The rate equations asso
iated with two-photon ionization for states a and n
through a resonant state m 
an be expressed as:
dρa(t)/dt = −k(1)aa ρa(t) + k(1)amρm(t), (2.4)
dρm(t)/dt = −k(1)mmρm(t) + k(1)maρa(t), (2.5)
dρn(t)/dt = k
(1)
mmρm(t), (2.6)
where ρa(t) ≡ ρaa(t) is the density matrix element for the initial state, and k(1)am=
k
(1)
aa:mm the radiative rate 
onstant asso
iated with the transition from states m to
a. The rate 
onstants satisfy k
(1)
mm=k
(1)
am+k
(1)
nm and k
(1)
aa=k
(1)
ma. In this treatment
ee
ts of the simultaneous two-photon pro
ess, spe
ied by k
(2)
na and k
(2)
aa , and the
relaxation have been omitted. The Lapla
e transformation of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5)
yields:
[p+ k(1)aa ]ρa(p) = N0 + k
(1)
amρm(p), (2.7)
[p+ k(1)mm]ρm(p) = k
(1)
maρa(p), (2.8)
where
ρ(p) =
∫
∞
0
dtρ(t)e−pt. (2.9)
The initial 
onditions have been assumed ρa(t=0)=N0 and
ρm(t=0)=ρn(t=0)=0. The solution is written as:
14
ρm(p) =
k
(1)
maN0
(p− α1)(p− α2) , (2.10)
ρa(p) =
N0
α1 − α2
[
(k
(1)
mm + α1)
p− α1 −
(k
(1)
mm + α2)
p− α2
]
, (2.11)
where α1 and α2 are the solution for the equation:
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[p + k(1)aa ][p+ k
(1)
mm]− k(1)amk(1)ma = 0, (2.12)
The ionization rate is proportional to dρn(t)/dt, whi
h is given by:
dρn(t)
dt
=
k
(1)
nmk
(1)
maN0
α1 − α2 (e
α1t − eα2t) (2.13)
The ion yield in the 
ase of a square laser pulse 
an be obtained by integrating
Eq. (2.13) over t and dividing the resulting expression by N0 as
Rn(tp) =
ρn(tp)
N0
, (2.14)
where tp is the pulse duration.
In the 
ase of a weak laser intensity, the ee
t of stimulated emission is negligible
and the 
ontribution of k
(1)
am to the intensity dependen
e may be negle
ted. In this

ase α1 and α2 
an be approximated with α1=-k
(1)
nm and α2=-k
(1)
ma. The ionization
rate 
an be then approximated as:
dρn(t)
dt
≃ k(1)nmk(1)maN0te−k
(1)
mat ≃ k(1)nmk(1)maN0t =
σ
(1)
nmσ
(1)
ma
(~ωr)2
N0I
2t. (2.15)
The ion yield Rn(tp) is expressed as:
Rn(tp) =
ρn(tp)
N0
=
σ
(1)
nmσ
(1)
ma
2(~ωr)2
I2t2p, (2.16)
In the 
ase of k
(1)
ma≃k(1)nm, the quadrati
 intensity dependen
e 
an be also derived
as:
dρn(t)
dt
≃ 1/2(k(1)nmk(1)ma)N0t). (2.17)
In other words in 
ase of weak laser eld, in whi
h laser pulse duration satises
k
(1)
matp<1, the formal intensity law holds for the ion 
urrent and yield.
In the 
ase of a strong laser intensity the stimulated emission 
an no longer
be negle
ted and the spontaneous emission 
an be safely omitted, k
(1)
am=k
(1)
ma. The
α1 and α2 solutions would in
lude now the stimulated emission term and the
ionization rate is redened as:
14
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dρn(t)
dt
=
k
(1)
nmk
(1)
maN0
α1 − α2 e
α1t[1− e−(α1−α2)t]. (2.18)
Here α1 and α2 are linear fun
tions of the laser intensity. For the time s
ale
t<(α1-α2)
−1
=[4(k
(1)
ma)
2
+(k
(1)
nm)
2
℄
−1/2
,
dρn(t)
dt
≃ k(1)nmk(1)maN0t, (2.19)
and for time s
ale t>(α1-α2)
−1
,
dρn(t)
dt
≃ k
(1)
nmk
(1)
maN0
[4(k
(1)
ma)2 + (k
(1)
nm)2]−1/2
, (2.20)
The two equations above indi
ate quadrati
 and linear intensity dependen
ies,
respe
tively. The deviation of the intensity from the I
2
dependen
e takes pla
e at
t>(α1-α2)
−1
, and
dρn(t)
dt
≃ k
(1)
nmN0
2
, (2.21)
for k
(1)
ma=k
(1)
am>k
(1)
nm
dρn(t)
dt
≃ k(1)maN0, (2.22)
for k
(1)
am<k
(1)
nm.
The absorption rate 
onstants are proportional to the 
ross se
tion as well as
to the laser intensity. Therefore, an appre
iable dieren
e between σ
(1)
ma and σ
(1)
nm
may 
hange the I
n
intensity dependen
e of multiphoton pro
esses, even in the
presen
e of weak laser eld.
The above rate equation treatment of the saturation phenomena treated above
is useful in determining if the resonant pro
ess is a two or a multiphoton pro
ess.
The quadrati
 or linear intensity dependen
e 
hara
ter of a multiphoton pro
ess

an be determined by measuring the ion yield and plotting it against the laser's
intensity.
In order to determine the saturation intensity of a mole
ular transition of a given
os
illator strength another approa
h has to be 
onsidered. The rate equation is
applied for an open two level system, assuming a rotational transition from level
25
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|1〉 to level |2〉. Demtröder treats the saturation problem of a mole
ular transition
taking into a

ount also the relaxation pro
esses su
h as spontaneous emission
and other phenomena that depopulate or repopulate a parti
ular level.
15
The saturation parameter is dened as:
S =
B12 · Iν
R∗ · c , (2.23)
where B12 is the Einstein B 
oe
ient, Iν is the laser intensity and R
∗
is the mean
of relaxation pro
esses. The intensity I=Is at whi
h the saturation parameter
be
omes S=1 is 
alled the saturation intensity and is dened as:
Is ≈ R
∗ · c
B12
·∆νL, (2.24)
Case study
Saturation of a mole
ular transition in a mole
ular beam by a broadband 
w
laser width ∆νL=4.5×109 s−1 (=0.15 
m−1). The mole
ular transition 
onsidered
here is the rotational ex
itation from J
′
=14 to J
′′
=13 in the A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
-
troni
 transition of linear AlCCH. The linewidth of this parti
ular transition has
been estimated to be 0.3841 
m
−1
. The mean relaxation rate 
an not be 
al
ulated
pre
isely be
ause the rates of all relaxation pro
esses are not known. Nevertheless,
based on the linewidth of the transition mentioned above a relaxation rate R is
estimated to be 7.25·1010 s−1.
The Einstein A 
oe
ient (spontaneous emission 
oe
ient) is related to the
dipole moment µ12 by:
16
A21 = |µ12|2 · ν312[8π2/(3~ε0)], (2.25)
The Einstein B 
oe
ient is then related to the spontaneous emission 
oe
ient
by:
B12 = (c
3/8πhν3)A21, (2.26)
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The os
illator strength of the A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 transition of linear
AlCCH has been 
al
ulated to be 1.6×10−3. The dipole moment 
an be estimated
based on the following relation:
16
f12 = |µ12|2 · ν12[4πmec/(3~e2)], (2.27)
where me and e are the mass and 
harge of the ele
tron, ν12 is ex-
pressed in 
m
−1
and µ12 in Debye. Based on the above equation the
dipole moment for the ele
troni
 transition is 
al
ulated to be 0.343Debye (1
Debye=3.336·10−30 Coulomb·m). The dipole moment 
an be used now to 
al
u-
late the A21 
oe
ient for the transition lo
ated at 347.7 nm. The permittivity
of va
uum is 8.854·10−12 J−1·Coulomb2· m−1 and ~=1.054·10−34 J·s. Using all the
known parameters mentioned above the A21 is 
al
ulated to be 8.83·105 s−1.
The saturation intensity 
an be now estimated 
onsidering all the parameters
from equation 2.24. The value obtained for 
w laser is 4.38×1010 W/m2. For a
pulsed dye laser with a pulse width of 10 ns and the beam diameter of ≈ 3mm2,
the saturation intensity is ≈1.461mJ.
2.2.2 Resonant ee
t
When the laser is tuned and its frequen
y approa
hes a real intermediate ele
troni

state (Figure 2.1b), we 
an see a drasti
 in
rease in the two-photon absorption
signal (resonan
e enhan
ement). This pro
ess is 
alled a resonant two-photon
transition. If a rigorous resonan
e 
ondition were satised, that is, ∆Ema=~ωr
in Equation (2.1), then the magnitude of the transition probability would go to
innity. However, the energy levels of intermediate states are not innitely sharp
but have widths Γma, and the divergen
e of the transition 
an be avoided. The
width originates from intra- and inter-mole
ular perturbations and from higher
order radiation-mole
ule intera
tion. In order to take the resonant ee
t into
a

ount phenomenologi
ally, the real energy denominator in Equation (2.1) is
repla
ed by a 
omplex energy denominator with the term iΓma. If the higher order
radiation-mole
ule intera
tion is negle
ted, Γma is 
alled the dephasing 
onstant -
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it des
ribes the rate of phase loss between the m and a states asso
iated with the
transition, and it may be expressed as:
Γma =
1
2
(Γmm + Γaa) + Γ
(d)
ma (2.28)
where Γmm and Γaa are the population de
ay 
onstants of state m and a, respe
-
tively, and Γ
(d)
ma is the pure dephasing 
onstant that originates from a mole
ule-
perturber elasti
 s
attering pro
ess.
It is interesting to note that the vibroni
 stru
ture appearing in the resonant
multiphoton transition is generally dierent from that in the non-resonant tran-
sition: in the former 
ase the vibroni
 stru
ture ree
ts the potential dieren
es
between the initial, resonant, and nal states or between these states, and in the
latter 
ase the vibroni
 stru
ture is mainly determined by the Fran
k-Condon vi-
brational overlap integral between the initial and nal states, sin
e the energy
mismat
h to the intermediate states is so large that the vibroni
 stru
ture of the
intermediate state |m〉 may be negle
ted in Equation (2.1).
2.3 REMPI me
hanism
Multiphoton absorption pro
esses 
an be 
lassied into two 
ategories: "simulta-
neous" and "stepwise" pro
esses. In nature the simultaneous absorption of more
than one photon is a rare event. But when atoms and mole
ules are irradiated
with extreme intensity of fo
used laser beam su
h as those generated by ex
imer
and Nd
3+
:YAG pulsed dye lasers, simultaneous photon absorption rates be
ome
greatly enhan
ed. A su
iently intense laser 
an 
ause any mole
ule to simultane-
ously absorb enough photons to ionize. Under typi
al laser 
onditions ionization
rates de
rease rapidly with photon order, the simultaneous three photon absorp-
tion rate is mu
h slower than the simultaneous two photon absorption rate and
so forth.
The ionization rate of 
hemi
al spe
ies is greatly enhan
ed when the path to
ionization is divided into two or more su

essive absorption steps (resonan
es) of
lower photon order. These absorption steps are provided by stable ele
troni
 states
that 
an a

umulate a population. In Figure 2.4 the sum of two laser photons
is resonant with an ex
ited mole
ular state. This mole
ular state a

umulates
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a population by simultaneous two photon absorption. Absorption of one more
photon promotes the ex
ited state mole
ule above its ionization potential and the
mole
ule ionizes. The REMPI signal is dete
ted by measuring the photoele
trons
or laser generated 
ations.
E
N
E
R
G
Y
NONRADIATIVE
DECAY
ION + e−
EXCITED STATE
FLUORESCENCE
GROUND STATE
2hν
Figure 2.4: S
hemati
 of a [2+1℄ REMPI pro
ess. The 
ompeting pro
esses, in-
tramole
ular relaxation and uores
en
e, whi
h deplete the ex
ited
state population and redu
e the ion yield are also shown.
The 
omplete ex
itation pro
ess depi
ted in Figure 2.4 is 
alled a [2+1℄ REMPI
me
hanism; two photon absorption populates a stable "resonant" ele
troni
 state
and an additional one photon absorption step ionizes the mole
ule. In fa
t,
within any n-photon ionization experiment whi
h involves one stable resonant
mole
ular state and one laser frequen
y the REMPI signal may arise from at
least n-1 possible ex
itation s
hemes.
[1+1℄ s
heme
The one-
olor two-photon [1+1℄ s
heme is one type of REMPI te
hnique. In
the [1+1℄ s
heme, the laser is s
anned over the rovibroni
 levels of the ele
troni

ex
ited state of the mole
ules of interest. An ionizing photon from the same laser
promotes the neutral spe
ies from the ex
ited state to the ground state of the
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orresponding ions. In the [1+1℄ s
heme, the energy of one photon must be ≥ 1/2
of the ionization potential (IP). Be
ause the IP of most hydro
arbon 
lusters are
more than 8 eV, the [1+1℄ s
heme is not suitable to measure their visible ele
troni

spe
tra. The one-
olor one-photon s
heme proved to be useful for re
ording
the spe
trum of the diatomi
 spe
ies like titanium oxide (TiO with an IP of 6.8 eV).
[1+1'℄ s
heme
In the [1+1'℄ s
heme, the rst 
olor laser is s
anned over the rovibroni
 level of
the ele
troni
 ex
ited state and the se
ond 
olor ionizes the spe
ies of interest.
This s
heme requires the sum of the two dierent photons to equal the IP of the
mole
ule. Thus, the [1+1'℄ s
heme is suitable for measuring the ele
troni
 spe
tra
of mole
ules in a very broad range from UV to visible using dierent 
ombination
of hν1 and hν2. This s
heme has been employed to re
ord the spe
tra of mole
ules
mentioned in this thesis. The [1+1'℄ 
onguration is the most appropriate to
re
ord the spe
tra of the hydro
arbons of astrophysi
al interest that absorb in
the visible region of the ele
tromagneti
 spe
trum. The 
ombination of a dye
laser with an F2 laser (7.9 eV) has proven to be su

essful for measuring the
gas-phase ele
troni
 spe
tra of most hydro
arbon 
lusters in the visible region.
17,18
[2+1℄ and [2+1'℄ s
heme
When one single photon 
an not bring the mole
ule in the ex
ited state then
the sum of the two photons will equal the energy required to make the allowed
transition. The probability of absorption is greatly in
reased if further absorption
of a third photon is su
ient to ionize the mole
ule.
Combination of photons of dierent energies may also be used ([2+1'℄ s
heme).
For example, one laser may be tuned to a two-photon absorption in the mole
ule,
and then a se
ond laser used to perform the ionization step. Be
ause the
absorption probability greatly in
rease, higher order pro
esses, su
h as three
photon absorption, are relatively rare. The very low number density of 
lusters
and low signal to noise ratio limit the pra
ti
al probability of using [2+1℄ or [2+1'℄
s
hemes or other higher order multiphoton s
hemes. In general, 
ombinations of
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low order pro
esses, utilizing multiple frequen
ies (
olor) are more 
ommonly used.
To date, the REMPI spe
tra have only ree
ted the properties of the initial
state and of a resonant intermediate ex
ited state. The nal absorption step
whi
h produ
es the ion does not appear to inuen
e the spe
trum strongly. This
fa
t 
an be rationalized by re
ognizing that the eje
tion of an ele
tron is usually
very rapid (10
−13
- 10
−15
se
onds).
Loss me
hanisms whi
h deplete the resonant ex
ited state population before the
ionizing photon is absorbed, redu
e the ion yield. Figure 2.4 shows some of these
signal loss me
hanism whi
h in
lude 1) uores
en
e from the resonant ex
ited
state to lower states, 2) 
ollisionless and 
olisionally indu
ed nonradiative relax-
ation of the resonant ex
ited state into the dense ba
kground of vibrational levels
asso
iated with lower ele
troni
 states, and 3) predisso
iation into smaller neutral
spe
ies. Be
ause laser ionization o

urs in less time than the laser pulse width
(10
−12
- 10
−8
se
onds), loss me
hanisms 
annot strongly attenuate the ion signal
until their rates approa
h the inverse of the laser pulse duration. For example, ev-
iden
e indi
ates that REMPI 
an over
ome moderately rapid predisso
iation.
19,20
As a mole
ule's size and mass in
rease, dynami
al aspe
t be
omes more and
more important. Middle sized 
losed shell stable mole
ules often possess rela-
tively large energy gaps between their ground and rst ex
ited states. Therefore
nonradiative de
ay is slow. Parti
ularly popular systems for study using REMPI
te
hniques were substituted benzenes. Their rst ex
ited (S1) singlet states are
generally stable, they have low rst IPs - less than twi
e the S1-S0 energy sep-
aration (the S1-S0 transition is thus well suited to study by [1+1℄ REMPI) and
the S1-S0 transition has a large os
illator strength and falls in an experimentally

onvenient wavelength range. However spe
tros
opi
 study of S2 is restri
ted
in relatively low resolution due to lifetime broadening. The situation generally
worsens with every next ele
troni
 state. In
reasing density of vibroni
 states,
generated by lower lying ele
troni
 energy levels, leads to in
reasingly e
ient
intramole
ular pro
esses by removing the mole
ule's ex
itation indu
ed by the
tunable laser at the rst step of REMPI. In extreme 
ases this depletion may
o

ur on time s
ales shorter than delay before arrival of next laser photons.
Using a variable time delay between the ex
itation step and the subsequent
photoionization, it is possible to derive kineti
 information about intramole
ular
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vibrational redistribution and vibrational predisso
iation in sele
ted vibroni
 levels
of the ex
ited state of the mole
ule. Often, however, the times
ale provided by

onventional (nanose
ond) pulsed lasers is not appropriate. To 
ompete ee
tively
with these ultrafast energy redistribution pro
esses a 
hange from nanose
ond to
subpi
ose
ond time s
ales is required.
2.4 Multiphoton sele
tion rules
As mole
ular symmetry in
reases, the number of ex
ited states whi
h are ina
-

essible to one photon spe
tros
opy also in
reases. Most of these "forbidden"
states are a

essible through two or three photon transitions. To help the experi-
mentalist, several papers have listed sele
tion rules, rotational line strengths, and
polarization fa
tors for two, three, and four photon absorption experiments on
diatomi
, symmetri
 and asymmetri
 top spe
ies.
2124
In diatomi
 mole
ules governed by Hund's 
ase (a) or (b) the one photon sele
-
tion rule, ∆Λ = 0,±1, be
omes ∆Λ = 0,±1,±2, . . .± n for n-photon absorption.
As the photon order of the resonant transition in
reases, new states be
ome a

es-
sible. For example, one photon absorptions from Σ states permit the transitions,
Σ← Σ and Π← Σ. Simultaneous two photon absorption permits the additional
transition, ∆← Σ, and three photon absorption adds the transition, Φ← Σ.
Multiphoton transitions give rise to more rotational bran
hes. Whereas one
photon absorption bands may display P, Q, and R bran
hes (∆J = 0,±1), two
photon bands may show O, P, Q, R, and S bran
hes (∆J = 0,±1,±2) and three
photon bands may show N, O, P, Q, R, S, and T bran
hes (∆J = 0,±1,±2,±3).
The spe
i
s of state symmetries, angular momentum 
oupling, and rotational line
strength fa
tors may greatly simplify the spe
trum by attenuating or eliminating
bran
hes. Rotational bran
hes often 
oin
ide. But in pra
ti
e additional bran
hes
asso
iated with multiphoton transitions often 
ongest REMPI bands su
iently
to pre
lude an extensive rotational analysis.
During standard deviations of the one photon vibrational sele
tion rules for
polyatomi
 mole
ules, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is invoked to sepa-
rate the ele
troni
 and nu
lear wavefun
tions. This separation permits indepen-
dent solution of the ele
troni
 and vibrational intera
tion integrals whi
h yield
32
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the ele
troni
 and vibrational sele
tion rules. In similar fashion the appli
ation
of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation permits division of the multiphoton in-
tera
tion integrals into vibrational and ele
troni
 parts. With this approximation
the vibrational intera
tion integral be
omes identi
al to the one photon intera
-
tion integral. Thus, the same vibrational sele
tion rules govern both one and
multiphoton transitions.
The vibrational sele
tion rules for polyatomi
 spe
ies have been des
ribed by
Herzberg.
25
The strongest of these asserts that totally symmetri
 (e.g. a1) vi-
brational modes follow the sele
tion rule, ∆ν = 0,±1,±2, . . . and that vibra-
tional modes that are not totally symmetri
 are governed by the sele
tion rule,
∆ν = 0,±2,±4, . . ..
Rotationally resolved [2+1℄ REMPI spe
trum of HCO radi
al
26
has been found
to 
onrm the sele
tion rules for multiphoton pro
esses where 2 more bran
hes
(O and S) are observed in the spe
trum. Vibrationally analyzed [2+1℄ REMPI
spe
trum have been reported for few radi
als (CH3,
27
CHCl2
28
) of C2v symmetry
or higher. In ea
h band system symmetri
 and nonsymmetri
 modes were assigned
and found to 
onform to the vibrational sele
tion rules mentioned above.
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3 Experimental setup
The experimental setup used in our laboratory is depi
ted in Figure 3.1 
onsisting
of mole
ular sour
e, ionization region and dete
tion system. Transient spe
ies are
produ
ed either by an ele
tri
al dis
harge of a pre
ursor gas diluted in an inert
buer, or through ablation of a solid pre
ursor material (rod or dis
), like 
arbon,
boron or a metal target. Two lasers are used and applied in sequen
e. The rst
pulse (λ1) promotes the mole
ules of interest into an ex
ited ele
troni
 state and
a se
ond laser pulse (λ2) ionizes the ex
ited spe
ies.
Skimmer
SH of YAG laser
Extraction
grids
Wiley - McLaren TOF
Neutrals
λ2
λ1
λ1
Cation
scanned
λ2fixed
Ground state
X
X
X
+e-+
*
Excited state
Figure 3.1: REMPI experimental setup.
The resulting ions are analyzed using a Wiley-M
Laren
1
time-of-ight (TOF)
mass spe
trometer equipped with a mi
ro
hannel plate (MCP) dete
tor. This
te
hnique allows the absorption spe
tra for many dierent radi
als of dierent
masses to be re
orded all at on
e. However, only neutral spe
ies with suitable
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ex
ited ele
troni
 states 
an be dete
ted. Its greatest advantage lies in its mass-
sele
tivity, whi
h allows one to make an unambiguous assignment of the absorption
features.
3.1 Mole
ular sour
es
3.1.1 Dis
harge sour
e
The dis
harge sour
e, a universal synthesizer of 
arbon spe
ies, is depi
ted in
Figure 3.2. Based on the design of Ohshima and Endo
2
it is indispensable for
produ
ing a great variety of both neutral and ioni
 hydro
arbon radi
als. Nearly
all 
arbon-
hain-related spe
tros
opi
 gas phase studies in the J.P. Maier group
in Basel have been done using this "pinhole" dis
harge sour
e or its slit modi-

ation.
3,4
A pre
ursor diluted with buer gas (Ar, Ne, He, N2,et
.) down to
0.15-3% is expanded under 5-10 bar ba
king pressure into va
uum through the

erami
 body. The pre
ursors used are hydro
arbons su
h as CH4, C2H2 or C4H2,
and re
ently used are the organometalli
 pre
ursors su
h as iron-penta
arbonyl
(Fe(CO)5) or tetramethyl-aluminum (Al(CH3)4). The gas burst generated by an
ele
tromagneti
 valve (General Valve 106, ø0.7 nm) is 
omputer 
ontrolled.
steel
electrodes
solenoid
valve
ceramicbody
and insulator
Figure 3.2: Dis
harge sour
e
The amount of gas released is varied by manipulating the width of the valve
opening pulse. This parameter dire
tly relates with the pressure in the sour
e

hamber and allows one to keep the latter 
onstant and thus ensuring stable sour
e
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ular sour
es

onditions. A 100-200µs long high voltage pulse (-700-900V) from a home-built
power supply is applied between the stainless steel ele
trodes pla
ed on either side
of the 10-20mm thi
k insulating spa
er. The stainless steel ele
trodes were often
repla
ed with silver ele
trodes to eliminate the generation of atomi
 spe
ies from
the ele
trodes, whi
h would otherwise overlap in mass with the spe
ies of interest.
The 
hannel is 1-1.2mm thi
k all the way through the sour
e, ex
ept for the
insulator se
tion where it is enlarged to 2mm in order to 
reate a lo
alized plasma
region. The inner ele
trode is simply a 1mm thi
k disk with a 1mm hole, and the
outer one is 3.4mm and possess a divergent 
oni
al exit 
hannel through whi
h
plasma is expanded to the va
uum 
hamber. The mass distribution of the 
lusters

an be inuen
ed by in
reasing the thi
kness of the outer ele
trode. A lengthened
ele
trode allows more time for "
lustering" and generally results in a higher relative
abundan
e of larger spe
ies. Sour
e stability is better when the outer ele
trode is
grounded while the inner one is negatively pulsed. The sour
e is mounted on an
XYZ translation system, whi
h allows one to vary the solid angle sampled by the
skimmer and thus a means to adjust the toleran
e to the perpendi
ular velo
ity
of the spe
ies in the beam. This gives 
ontrol over the 
on
entrations of spe
ies
(both 
old and hot) and their temperature 
hara
teristi
s during experiment. The
typi
al distan
e was 50-70 mm. A typi
al mass distribution of the ionized spe
ies
generated using the plasma dis
harge sour
e is depi
ted in Figure 3.3. To be noted
that in the mass spe
trum only spe
ies with an ionization potential (IP) lower or
equal to the energy of the ionizing laser are present.
3.1.2 Ablation sour
e
This sour
e (Figure 3.4) was designed spe
i
ally to produ
e large pure-
arbon

hains. It relies on 
onventional laser vaporization of graphite.
59
For the studies
des
ribed in this thesis the graphite rod is repla
ed with a metal rod su
h as
aluminium, magnesium and titanium. The rod is rotated and translated so that
a fresh surfa
e is 
ontinuously exposed to the laser (25mJ/5 ns pulse of 532 nm
Nd
3+
:YAG, fo
used into 0.3mm spot) whi
h is red to 
oin
ide with an inert gas
or a gas mixture ow over the target area.
Depending on the metal target used or the stability of the vaporization sour
e,
the ablation wavelength was 
hanged to 1064 nm (50mJ/5 ns pulse) produ
ed by
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Figure 3.3: Mass spe
trum of the spe
ies obtained in the dis
harge of a dia
ety-
lene/He mixture and ionized with 7.9 eV.
the Nd
3+
:YAG laser. Vaporized metal atoms or 
lusters are swept through a
15mm long and 3mm diameter tube by a buer gas maintained under 3-10 bar
ba
king pressure and expanded into a va
uum 
hamber. At the laser spot on
the metal rod the plasma is 
onstri
ted at high buer gas pressure. This makes

lustering rea
tions in the plume of the metal vapor rapid 
ompared with the
diusion speed resulting in the produ
tion of large mole
ules.
10
The distribution

an be shifted down to smaller masses by shortening or removing the extender
(ee
tively 
hanging the length of the intera
tion region from 20 to 5mm). This
redu
es the time available for 
lustering, and smaller masses generally are pro-
40
3.2 Va
uum system
Figure 3.4: Rod ablation sour
e
du
ed. Typi
ally mixtures of CH4, C2H2 or C4H2 in He, or Ne are used as a buer
gas. The pressure 
an be varied from 10 to 3.5 bar in order to optimize produ
tion
of a spe
i
 mole
ule. However, this will also ae
t the rea
tion produ
ts 
ool-
ing e
ien
y, whi
h should be kept in mind when doing su
h optimizations. The
mass distribution of metal-
ontaining spe
ies (Al 
ontaining spe
ies) is depi
ted
in Figure 3.5.
3.2 Va
uum system
The va
uum system of the experimental apparatus 
onsisted of two dierentially
pumped 
hambers - a sour
e 
hamber and a TOF mass spe
trometry 
hamber,
whi
h are separated by a 2mm diameter skimmer (Beam Dynami
s). First, the
sour
e 
hamber 
onsisted of a large stainless-steel 
ross-pie
e (25 
m in diameter
and about 15 dm
3

apa
ity) eva
uated by a large diusion pump (Edwards, EO6K,
2000 l/s with a bae 
ooled by water) being ba
ked with a 80m
3
/h two-stage me-

hani
al pump (Edwards E2M80). The pressure obtained in the 
hamber without
operating the mole
ular sour
e was at the level of ∼ 10−6 mbar, and typi
ally ∼
1.5x10
−4
mbar when operating the sour
e at 20Hz with a ba
king pressure of 8 bar.
The se
ond 
hamber hosted the TOF mass spe
trometer and ion dete
tor, and
required va
uum on the order of 10
−6
mbar during operation. This requirement is
a
hieved through the use of the turbo-mole
ular pumps: 210 l/s Pfeier TMU261
(ba
ked by a 12m
3
/h me
hani
al pump Edwards RV12) is lo
ated near the region
where the lasers intera
t with the mole
ules (extra
tion plates of TOF) and the
se
ond, smaller pump (Balzers TPH190, 190 l/s ba
ked by 10m
3
/h me
hani
al
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Figure 3.5: Produ
ts of aluminium ablation in the presen
e of an a
etylene/He
mixture and 7.9 eV ionization energy. *Impurity 
oming from the Al
rod.
pump Pfeier DUO10) se
ures the MCP dete
tor. A set of gauges are employed
to indi
ate va
uum levels in the ma
hine. Low va
uum, 1 bar-10
−3
mbar, is mon-
itored by Pirani-type gauges (Balzers TPR) whereas high va
uum in the range
10
−3
-10
−7
mbar is diagnosed by Penning ionization gauges (Balzers IKR251). The
pressure readings of the gauge in the sour
e 
hamber are sent via RS232 port to a

omputer for feedba
k 
ontrol of the valve driver program
11
to keep the pressure

onstant during the experiment.
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3.3 Light sour
es
The 
oherent light sour
es used in this experiment and the most appropriate

ombination to meet the energy 
onstraints of the ionizing photons ne
essary to
ionize the mole
ules of interest from their ex
ited state are presented in Figure 3.6.
I. ionization:
Lambda Physik
Excimer laser
(LPX200)
F2: 157 nm (7.9eV)(1-10mJ/10ns pulse)
ArF: 193 nm (6.4eV)(10-100mJ/10ns pulse)
Ekspla
Picosecond laser
(PG421)
3rd harmonic: 355 nm (3.5 eV)(7.1 mJ/25ps pulse)
4th harmonic: 266 nm (4.66 eV)(400 J/25ps pulse)
II. tunable:
308 nm
200 mJ/10 ns pulse
Lambda Physik
Excimer laser
(Compex)
Lambda Physik
Dye laser
(Scanmate 2E)
330-830 nm
1-10 mJ/10ns pulse
0.15 cm-1
0.05 cm-1 with étalon
Continuum
Nd:YAG
(Powerlite)
355 nm Lambda Physik
Dye laser
(Scanmate 2E)
380-960 nm
1-10 mJ/10ns pulse
0.15 cm-1
Continuum
Nd:YAG
(Powerlite)
532 nm Lambda Physik
Dye laser
(Scanmate 2E)
539-850 nm
1-20 mJ/10ns pulse
0.15 cm-1
Ekspla
Nd:YAG
(NT342)
355 nm
100 mJ/6ns pulse
Ekspla
OPO
420-2300 nm
15 mJ/pulse, 3 cm-1
Doubler
210-420 nm
1-3 mJ/pulse, 6 cm-1
Ekspla, 
Picosecond
laser
Nd:YAG
(PG421)
355 nm
7.1 mJ/25-50ps pulse
Ekspla
OPO
Picosecond
420-709 and 710-2300 nm
200-300 J/20ps pulse, 2-6 cm-1
Figure 3.6: Laser systems used in dierent stages of the experimental work de-
s
ribed in the thesis.
The tunable laser systems that provide the ex
itation photons in
lude two dye
lasers systems (Lambda Physik, S
anmate - 0.15 
m
−1
bandwidth and 0.05 
m
−1
with an intra
avity étalon) for high resolution s
ans pumped by an ex
imer laser
(Lamda Physik, COMPeX, operating at 308 nm) and the se
ond/third harmoni

of an Nd
3+
:YAG laser (Continuum, Powerlite), respe
tively. The laser system used
for a broad band (∼5 
m−1 bandwidth) survey is an opti
al parameter os
illator
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(OPO, Ekspla, NT 342) pumped by the third harmoni
 generated from a build-in
Nd
3+
:YAG rod. The light from the dye laser 
overs the region 330-850 nm with
typi
al output powers of a few mJ. The tunable UV radiation from 210-350 nm is
obtained by doubling the output of a dye laser using a BBO 
rystal. The OPO
systems provides photons from 210 up to 2100 nm with output powers between
few mJ up to tens of mJ in the visible region. The photons for the ionizing step
are delivered from an ex
imer laser (Lamda Physik, LPX200, operating at F2 with
157 nm (7.9 eV) or ArF with 193 nm (6.4 eV)).
A pi
ose
ond laser system (Ekspla PL2143 Series/PG421) has been proposed
as a photon sour
e for both ex
itation and ionization steps. The laser system was
rst tested as an ionization sour
e and mass spe
tra showing produ
ts of graphite
ablation as well as other metal targets were su

essfully re
orded. In the 
ase
of graphite ablation, fragmentation produ
ts of larger Cn 
lusters were observed
using ionization energies of 4.7 eV (266 nm) and 3.5 eV (355 nm). In addition
the ele
troni
 spe
trum of AlO was su

essfully reprodu
ed using the pi
ose
ond
pump-probe setup.
3.4 Time of ight mass spe
trometer
Mass spe
trometers use the dieren
e in mass-to-
harge ratio (m/e) of ionized
atoms or mole
ules to separate them from ea
h other. Mass spe
trometry is
therefore useful for quantization of atoms or mole
ules and also for determining

hemi
al and stru
tural information about mole
ules. Mole
ules have distin
tive
fragmentation patterns that provide stru
tural information to identify stru
tural

omponents.
The general operation of a mass spe
trometer is:
1. 
reate gas-phase ions
2. separate the ions in spa
e or time based on their mass-to-
harge ratio
3. measure the quantity of ions of ea
h mass-to-
harge ratio
A time-of-ight (TOF) mass spe
trometer uses the dieren
e in transit time
through a drift region to separate ions of dierent masses and is the simplest form
of mass analysis.
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ight mass spe
trometer
In Figure 3.7, a s
hemati
 diagram for a two-stage a

elerating linear TOF mass
spe
trometer
1
used in the apparatus is given.
2
S d D
E=0Es dE
ION COLLECTOR
FIELD FREE DRIFT TUBE
SOURCE BACKING PLATE
ACCELERATION REGION
IONIZATION REGION
Figure 3.7: Basi
 geometry of a Wiley-M
Laren time-of-ight mass spe
trometer.
1
The region between the rst two grids of length (s) is the rst a

elerating stage
with an ele
tri
 eld Es=Us/s. The region of length d is the se
ond a

elerating
stage with an ele
tri
 eld Ed=Ud/d. The region between last grid and the ion

olle
tor is a free-eld region (D). Let a 
harged parti
le (ion) with mass=m,

harge=q and velo
ity v=0 be lo
ated at a distan
e s0 from the se
ond grid in the
rst a

eleration stage. The for
e applied to the ion is F, while a1 and a2 are the
a

elerations of the ion in ele
tri
 elds Es and Ed, respe
tively.
F = ma1 = qEs (3.1)
a1 =
qEs
m
(3.2)
After time t1, the ion travels a distan
e s0 and moves into the se
ond a

elerating
ele
tri
 eld Ed, then
v2 − v1 = a2(t2 − t1) =⇒ t2 = t1 + v2 − v1
a2
= t1 +
(v2 − v1)md
qUd
(3.3)
From the law of energy 
onservation,
1/2mv21 = qUs0 (3.4)
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and
Us0 = Us
s0
s
(3.5)
s0 =
1
2
a1t
2
1 (3.6)
Using the three equations above the time t1 that the ion travels in the rst
a

eleration stage 
an be dened:
t1 =
√
2s0
a1
=
√
2m
q
·
√
s0s
Us
(3.7)
In order to determine the total time-of-ight t, the time t2 and t3, dened as the
time in the se
ond a

eleration stage and in the drift tube, respe
tively need to
be evaluated. The ion speed in the rst and se
ond a

eleration stage id dened:
v1 =
√
2qUs0
m
(3.8)
Energy 
onservation law for the se
ond stage gives:
v2 =
√
2q(Us0 + Ud)
m
(3.9)
When the ions arrive at the ion 
olle
tor after a ight distan
e D in the free-eld
region, in the time t3=
D
v2
, the total time-of-ight t is:
t = t2 + t3 = t2 +
D√
Us0 + Ud
·
√
m
2q
(3.10)
where,
t2 = t1 +
mUd
qd
·
√
2q
m
· (
√
Us0 + Ud −
√
Us0) (3.11)
Thus, the nal time-of-ight until ions rea
h the 
olle
tor is:
t =
√
2m
q
·
√
s0s
Us
+
√
2m
q
· d
Ud
· (
√
Us0 + Ud−
√
Us0)+
√
2m
q
· D/2√
Us0 + Ud
(3.12)
and may be written as:
t = const ·
√
m
q
, (3.13)
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ight mass spe
trometer
The 
onst is dependent on s0, s, d and D as well as on the ele
tri
 potentials
applied to the grids. If the initial velo
ity of the ion is not zero, t will not be stri
tly
linear dependent on (m/q)
1/2
. The ions may have non-zero initial velo
ity along
the ight tube and the ions are not at all formed at the same point. Both of these
fa
tors will lead to a loss of TOF mass spe
trometer resolution. The two-stage
a

elerating eld 
ompensates for the spa
e fo
using. The position of the spa
e
fo
us is a fun
tion of the ratio between extra
tion and a

eleration elds. Keeping
the total voltage xed by powering all grids via a potential divider and varying
the ratio allows one to mat
h the spa
e fo
us with the position of the dete
tor
without 
hanging the ight times and hen
e, the mass 
alibration. Higher order
spa
e fo
using 
an be a
hieved by using more then two eld regions.
The double stage a

eleration s
heme 
an not 
ompensate for the initial kineti

energy distribution of ions. A double eld system brings the ions to their maximum
energies in about 5% of the ight time 
ompared with 50% in the single eld.
To further improve the resolution of the mass spe
trometer by energy fo
using
a ree
tron 
an be introdu
ed in route of ions to the dete
tor. The ree
tron,
originally implemented by Karataev et al., is an ion fo
using devi
e used to both
lengthen the ight time and de
rease the temporal spread of ions with the same
mass rea
hing the dete
tor. It is 
omposed of two turning ele
tri
 elds lo
ated
at the vertex of an a
ute angle (18
◦
) in the ight tube. For a given mass, the
ions with greater velo
ity penetrate further into the ree
tron ele
tri
 eld before
stopping, and reversing their motion, moving down the se
ond ight tube, oriented
at 18 degrees from normal. Be
ause they penetrate more deeply into the ree
tron
eld, these faster ions spend more time turning around than the slower ions. In
the end the faster ions 
at
h up on
e again with the slower ones, 
oming to a
spatial fo
us at the dete
tor.
In the apparatus used in this thesis the introdu
tion of ree
tron was not ne
es-
sary be
ause the mass resolution of the TOF-MS is ∼ 900, enough to separate ions
dierent by 1 mass unit. The ion opti
s of the TOF mass spe
trometer 
onsists of
three parts. The rst part is the ion repeller and extra
tor. It must be noted that
the neutrals prior to ionize are traveling with the beam velo
ity of the 
arrier gas.
If this velo
ity 
omponent is left un
he
ked, then the ions will drift away from the
ight tube, most likely 
ollide against the walls and go undete
ted. An additional
feature is required to neutralize the original velo
ity due to supersoni
 expansion,
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whi
h is perpendi
ular to the ight tube. The added feature is a pair of dee
tor
plates to steer the ion beam in the x and y dire
tions.
3.5 Ion dete
tion
The ion dete
tor used in the experiment is a mi
ro
hannel plate (MCP) dete
-
tor. A mi
ro
hannel plate (Figure 3.8) 
onsists of an array of glass 
apillaries
(10-25µm inner diameter) that are 
oated on the inside with a ele
tron-emissive
material. The 
apillaries are biased at a high voltage and like the 
hanneltron,
an ion that strikes the inside wall one of the 
apillaries 
reates an avalan
he of
se
ondary ele
trons. This 
as
ading ee
t 
reates a gain of 10
3
to 10
4
and pro-
du
es a 
urrent pulse at the output. Two plate are sta
ked and 
onne
ted in
series (so-
alled Chevron 
onguration) so that the overall gain is 10
6
-10
7
. The
MCP dete
tors provide high temporal resolution, dire
t 
onversion, high physi
al

harge ampli
ation, low noise, and pulse-
ounting 
apabilities. The fast response
time (in the 100 ps range) and at geometry (ee
tive area diameter of 25mm)
are parti
ularly important for TOF mass spe
trometri
 appli
ations.
Figure 3.8: S
hemati
 of mi
ro
hannel plate dete
tor.
12
The dete
tor is operated for positive ion dete
tion (for the ele
tri
al arrange-
ment see Figure 3.9). Following impa
t by the positive ion the rst plate produ
es
an ele
tron output whi
h is subsequently amplied to more ele
trons to provide
a gain on the ion signal. The dete
tor gain is governed by the potential applied
to the plates (0.1 kV per plate). The gain sele
ted is determined by the intensity
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3.6 Ele
tri
al arrangement and syn
hronization of the REMPI setup
of the ion signal observed on the os
illos
ope and signal saturation is avoided by
lowering the dete
tor voltage when ne
essary.
Grid
Microchannel-Plates
Teflon 
insulators
Output signal
-1950 V
-1170 V
-195 V
4 M
5 M
1 M
Figure 3.9: S
hemati
 of mi
ro
hannel plate dete
tor for positive ions.
The dete
tion e
ien
y
1
of the MCP varies 
onsiderably based on the velo
ity
of the impinging ions. For positive ions with a

eleration potential of ∼ 3 kV
the e
ien
y is approximately 40%.
13
The output of the dete
tor is an ele
tron

urrent that is amplied by a fast, low-noise pre-amplier (Orte
) and transmitted
through a BNC 
able to the os
illos
ope (LeCroy LT342, 500MHz, 2 
hannels)
where the a

umulation and digitalization of the data takes pla
e.
3.6 Ele
tri
al arrangement and syn
hronization of
the REMPI setup
As seen in the Figure 3.1 the REMPI setup 
onsist of a sour
e, extra
tion and
dete
tion 
hambers. The experiment is operated at 10 or 20Hz 
ontrolled by the
1
dete
tion e
ien
y is dened as a measure of the ability of an in
ident parti
le to indu
e
se
ondary ele
trons in a MCP dete
tor.
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entral 
omputer whi
h generates an initial trigger TTL signal at time T0. The

omputer uses T0 to trigger the pulsed valve and a digital delay/pulse generator
system via a parallel port. The opening of the pulsed valve is automati
ally
adjusted by the 
entral 
omputer (250+∆tµs) based on the feedba
k signal from
the pressure reader that gives the pressure in the sour
e 
hamber. The 
entral

omputer reads this pressure via a RS232 port. The 
entral 
omputer and the
digital delay/pulse generator (Stanford Resear
h In
.,DG 535, 4-
hannels) provide
the syn
hronization of all systems as des
ribed in Figure 3.10.
TTL,  250 !s  
1!10 mJ/ 10 ns pulse
Ionization (F2/ArF ) 
laser
TTL,  100 V,  10 !s T
T
L,
  
4
0
 !
s
1!10 mJ/ 10 ns pulse
Probing (OPO/dye ) 
laser
Skimmer,Pulsed ablation source
Solenoid valve
S
ig
n
a
G
P
IB
0!±300 V, DC TOF grids,
HV,  3000 V, DC
a
l
Deflection plates
HV  0!2000 V DC,  , 
Preamplifier, 50 "
Figure 3.10: Ele
tri
al arrangement of the experiment.
The gas pulse with a width of ∼250µs is generated at T0. After a delay of
∼500µs, the pulse of 
arrier gas arrives in the vaporization region and the abla-
tion laser is red. After a ∼200µs delay, the beam of neutral mole
ules moves
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into the photoionization region where the two lasers are red, the probing laser
few nanose
onds before the ionization laser. After a ∼2µs delay, the ions are
extra
ted by a pulsed ele
tri
 eld (∼40µs duration). The ele
tri
 eld is pulsed
to redu
e the ba
kground noise on the MCP from photoele
trons produ
ed by
mainly se
ondary pro
esses. The os
illos
ope is triggered at the same time as the
extra
tion pulse of the TOF.
3.7 Data handling
Typi
ally 30 laser shots were averaged by the os
illos
ope before being transmitted
via a GPIB interfa
e to a PC 
omputer. The whole data a
quisition pro
ess is

ontrolled by a programm written in LabView. The program 
an work in two
main modes: mass spe
trometer and REMPI spe
trometer. The rst mode allows
the user to monitor the evolution of the mass spe
trum in near real-time. The

omputer that 
ontrols the whole experiment interrogates the os
illos
ope in 
y
le,
requesting it to digitize and average a set number of laser shots, ea
h of whi
h
is followed by a 
omplete TOF 
y
le. The resulting waveform 
an repla
e the
previous one on the s
reen of the PC or 
an be added to it when further signal
a

umulation is required. The mass 
alibration is dened by the operator through
an empiri
al assignment of two time delays to the two masses. The 
alibration
entered 
an be used immediately to 
onvert the mass spe
trum's abs
issa axis to
mass-to-
harge (m/q) units. Assessment of a 
orre
t 
alibration is usually done
when all observable mass-peaks are of integer value.
The peak of interest 
an be marked and "gated" manually or automati
ally,
based on the M0+i*M1+j*M2 template (expression). This is espe
ially 
onvenient
when a 
ertain family of mole
ules (for example like C2nH) is the fo
us of the study.
In the "REMPI spe
trometer" mode the program re
ords the dependen
e of the
mass-spe
trum on the laser wavelength. The master 
omputer drives the s
anning
laser to the next wavelength, programs the os
illos
ope on 
ertain given number
of a

umulation 
y
les, and downloads the a
quired waveform. The integrated
intensities of the gated peaks are 
al
ulated and stored. The 
y
le is looped and
the laser is tuned to the next wavelength. The mass-peak area is proportional to
the ion 
urrent of the ions with a spe
i
 mass, and, in turn, to the ionization
51
3 Experimental setup
e
ien
y of the 
orresponding neutral spe
ies. The variation of the peak area
versus laser wavelength provides the REMPI spe
trum of the mole
ule.
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4 Gas phase 11Σ+u ← X1Σ+g
Ele
troni
 Spe
tra of
Polya
etylenes HC2nH, n=5-7
4.1 Abstra
t
The 11Σ+u ← X1Σ+g system in polya
etylenes HC2nH (n=5-7) has been observed
for the rst time in the gas phase. The UV absorption spe
tra of these 
hains
were re
orded using the resonant two-
olor two-photon ionization te
hnique. A
strong vibrational progression 
orresponding to the a
etyleni
 stret
hing mode in
the ex
ited state has been observed. The absorption energy showed an inverse
dependen
e on the 
hain length. The relaxation pro
ess of the 11Σ+u ex
ited state
has been dis
ussed.
4.2 Introdu
tion
The atmosphere of Saturn's moon, Titan, is mainly 
omposed of N2 and CH4.
13
The 
omplex 
hemistry initiated by the photolysis of these gases has attra
ted
substantial interest in the last two de
ades.
46
Titan is the only other obje
t in
the solar system with an atmosphere resembling that of the early earth. This
similarity has intrigued s
ientists to better understand the 
hemi
al pro
esses
that eventually led to the origin of life on earth.
7
The other interesting feature
of Titan is the thi
k organi
 haze layer that appears as an orange fog obs
uring
its surfa
e. Several photo
hemi
al models
810
have been developed to gain insight
into the various pathways leading to the formation of haze parti
les. It has been
understood that these aerosol parti
les are the end produ
ts of the aggregation
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of small mole
ules su
h as, C2H2, C2H4, C4H2, C6H6, and HCN, whi
h have been
dete
ted on Titan. Polya
etylenes, 
yanopolya
etylenes, and poly
y
li
 aromati

hydro
arbons (PAHs) are 
onsidered as pre
ursors to the formation of aerosols.
In the 
ase of polya
etylenes, C4H2 is the only member to be dete
ted on Titan
thus far. However, the presen
e of longer members 
annot be ruled out. In terms
of laboratory measurements, UV absorption spe
tra of known polyynes have been
helpful in obtaining absorption 
ross se
tions, whi
h were then used to 
al
ulate
photolysis rates and dedu
e relative abundan
es of longer members in the series.
11
In this 
hapter the ele
troni
 spe
tra 
orresponding to the 11Σ+u ← X1Σ+g
band system in the polya
etylene 
hains HC10H, HC12H, and HC14H, observed for
the rst time in the gas phase, is presented. The spe
tra were re
orded using the
resonant two-
olor two-photon ionization (R2C2PI) te
hnique. Gas phase studies
of the above band system in the lower and higher homologues HC2nH (n=1-4)
12
and HC2nH (n=8-13)
13
are available. They also have been measured in solution
(n=5-10,12)
14
and in neon matri
es (n=6-12).
15
However for n=5, 6 and 7 only
the forbidden A1∆+u ← X1Σ+g band system has been observed thus far in the
gas phase.
16
4.3 Experimental
Details of the experimental setup 
an be found in the experimental se
tion of this
thesis. In brief, an ele
tri
 dis
harge of a gas mixture pulse (1% dia
etylene in
He) followed by a supersoni
 expansion into va
uum produ
ed HC2nH in su
ient
yield. The 
ontents of the jet-
ooled mole
ular beam were 
ollimated by a 2mm
skimmer and allowed to enter the extra
tion region of a pulsed time-of-ight mass
spe
trometer. The R2C2PI spe
tros
opy exposing the mole
ular beam to the out-
put of a tunable OPO (∼5 
m−1 bandwidth) and subsequently to an F2 (157 nm)
ex
imer laser. The resulting ions were extra
ted in a two stage a

eleration setup
and dete
ted using a mi
ro
hannel plate dete
tor. Ex
ited state lifetimes were
measured by re
ording the ion signal as a fun
tion of the delay between the ex-

itation and ionization lasers and tting resulting de
ay 
urves to an exponential
fun
tion.
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4.4 Results and dis
ussion
The even membered polya
etylenes, HC2nH, are 
losed shell spe
ies with a
1Σ+g
ground state, whi
h is derived from either a π4g or a π
4
u ele
troni
 
onguration.
Promotion of an ele
tron πg → π∗u or πu → π∗g gives rise to the 1,3Σ+u , 1,3Σ−u ,
and
1,3∆u ex
ited states. A

ording to the dipole sele
tion rules, a
1Σ+u ex
ited
state 
an be a

essed from a
1Σ+g ground state and will therefore 
arry most
of the os
illator strength. Figure 4.1 displays the ele
troni
 spe
tra assigned to
the 11Σ+u ← X1Σ+g transition in linear polya
etylenes, HC2nH (n=5,6 and 7).
Ea
h spe
trum is dominated by a strong vibrational progression 
orresponding to
the ex
itation of the −C ≡ C− stret
hing mode in the ex
ited state. Table 4.1
provides a list of the band positions along with the known experimental (neon
matrix and solution)
14,15
and theoreti
al
17
absorption wavelength of this band
system.
As seen in Figure 4.1, the 11Σ+u ← X1Σ+g band system shifts to the red with
in
reasing 
hain length. Previous studies have shown that a plot of the wavelength
vs the number of 
arbon atoms, exhibits a sublinear dependen
e.
13
This has
been attributed to the lo
alization of the π ele
tron 
loud in linear polyyenes.
DFT 
al
ulations on the
1Σ+g ground state shown that these mole
ules possess a
linear geometry and exhibit a single-triple bond length alternation.
18,19
It 
an be
inferred, on the basis of the spe
tral analysis of the
1Σ+u ex
ited state that the
a
etyleni
 stret
hing frequen
y de
reases with in
reasing 
hain length, suggesting
greater delo
alization of the π ele
tron 
loud and therefore a less pronoun
ed
bond length alternation in the ex
ited state. Theoreti
al investigation on the
1Σ+u ex
ited-state geometries in the longer 
hains have not been reported thus far.
However, a CASSCF study
19
on the smaller members HC4H, HC6H, and HC8H
indi
ates that the bond length equalizes in the middle of the 
hain and therefore
a 
umuleni
 stru
ture for the ex
ited state.
The os
illator strength (f ) of the 11Σ+u ← X1Σ+g transition in HC2nH in
reases
with the 
hain length. For n=5, 6, and 7 the theoreti
al f value around 6, 7, and
8, respe
tively.
17
This 
orresponds to ∼0.1 ns lifetime of the 1Σ+u state, assuming
that the uores
en
e quantum yield is unity. However, the width of the observed
bands indi
ates a mu
h shorter lifetime. The width obtained from a Lorentzian
t of the re
orded peaks is in the range of 300-500 
m
−1
. This 
orresponds to
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Figure 4.1: 11Σ+u ← X1Σ+g ele
troni
 absorption band system of polya
etenes,
HC2nH (n=5-7).
a lifetime in the sub pi
ose
ond time s
ale. Thus intersystem 
rossing is the
dominant de
ay pathway of the ex
ited ele
troni
 state. The de
ay 
hara
teristi
s
of the ex
itation-ionization pro
ess were measured by varying the pump-probe
delay. The exponential de
ay gave a time 
onstant in the range of 0.2-4µs. This
long lifetime 
orresponds to the slowest step in the ex
itation-ionization s
heme.
The prepared
1Σ+u ex
ited state undergoes rapid internal 
onversion to higher
vibrational levels of the
1Σ+g ground state or gets trapped in a long-lived ex
ited
state, whi
h 
ould be a
3Σu or a
3∆u state arising from the same ex
ited state

onguration. The mole
ule then absorbs a se
ond photon from this intermediate
state produ
ing ions whi
h are dete
ted. The mi
rose
ond time 
onstants appear
to be the lifetime of this latter state.
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ν˜ (
m−1) ∆ν
gas phase
a
neon matrix
b
solution
c
theory
d
(
m
−1
) assignment
HC14H 37667 36377 33898 38098 0 0
0
0
39644 1977 νC≡C
41622 3954 2νC≡C
43485 5818 3νC≡C
HC12H 40371 38971 36563 40876 0 0
0
0
42406 2036 νC≡C
44426 4055 2νC≡C
46350 5979 3νC≡C
HC14H 43784 39920 44345 0 0
0
0
45906 2122 νC≡C
Table 4.1: Observed band positions in the
1Σ+u ← X1Σ+g ele
troni
 transition
of HC2nH (n=5-7).
a
This work.
b
Referen
e 15.
c
Referen
e 14.
d
Referen
e 18.
4.5 Con
lusion
The gas phase spe
trum of longer polya
etylenes, HC2nH (n=5-7) presented here
provides the means to identify these mole
ules remotely by UV spe
tros
opy in
environments su
h as the atmosphere of Titan. It is generally understood that
the formation of polya
etylenes on Titan is initiated by the photodisso
iation of
C2H2 
reating a C2H radi
al that rea
ts with another C2H2 mole
ule, produ
-
ing C4H2. The longer 
hains also photodisso
iate, forming C2nH radi
als that
on
e again rea
t with a
etylene, 
reating HC2nH 
hains. In a re
ent review on
polyynes,
11
the authors 
al
ulated syntheti
 absorption 
ross se
tions using ana-
lyti
al expressions for the origin and the a
etyleni
 stret
hing frequen
ies of the
1Σ+u ← X1Σ+g system in these 
hains. The absorption 
ross se
tion was used to
derive photolysis rates and predi
t relative abundan
es (HC2nH/HC2H) of longer
spe
ies. The spe
trum presented here provides experimental veri
ation of the
UV absorption spe
tral region in HC2nH (n=5-7). This information 
an be used
to obtain improved absorption 
ross se
tions that 
an be extended to predi
t the
relative abundan
es of these spe
ies with better a

ura
y.
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5 Gas phase ele
troni
 spe
trum of
linear AlCCH
5.1 Abstra
t
The ele
troni
 spe
trum of the aluminum 
ontaining spe
ies AlCCH has been de-
te
ted in the gas phase in the region 315-355 nm. The experiment used a mass
sele
tive resonant two-
olor two-photon ionization te
hnique 
oupled to a laser ab-
lation sour
e. Stru
tures of the AlCCH isomers have been optimized using density
fun
tional theory and the ex
itation energies to the low-lying ele
troni
 ex
ited
states have been 
al
ulated. Based on the analysis of the observed rotational stru
-
ture and the theoreti
al data, the spe
trum is assigned to the A 1Π ← X 1Σ+
ele
troni
 transition of linear AlCCH. The vibroni
 band system is 
ompli
ated by
the Renner-Teller ee
t in the ex
ited state. The assignment yields ν
′′
4=516.4 
m
−1
for the stret
hing mode in the ground state and ν
′
4=654.5 
m
−1
in the A 1Π state.
Mole
ular 
onstants determined from the rotational analysis are B
′′
0=0.16487(14),
B
′
0=0.17845(13) and T0 = 28755.04 
m
−1
. The experimental and theoreti
al data
indi
ate a shorter AlC bond in the A 1Π ex
ited than the X 1Σ+ ground state.
5.2 Introdu
tion
Over the past thirty years of radio astronomy, a great deal has been learned about
interstellar mole
ules and their 
hemistry. Despite this progress, there are still
areas of mole
ular astrophysi
s where 
hallenges remain. One of these 
on
erns
the 
hemistry and distribution of mole
ules 
ontaining metals. Identifying the

arriers of these elements in the interstellar medium, in
luding 
ir
umstellar gas,
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troni
 spe
trum of linear AlCCH
is 
ru
ial for the evaluation of dust grain 
omposition, ionization balan
e, mass
loss and elemental depletions from evolved stars.
To date, nine mole
ules 
ontaining the metals aluminum, magnesium, sodium,
and potassium have been dis
overed toward 
ir
umstellar envelopes of 
arbon-ri
h
stars su
h as IRC+ 10216 and CRL 2688.
1
These spe
ies fall into two 
lasses: the

yanides MgNC,
2
MgCN,
3
NaCN,
4
KCN, and AlNC
5
and the halide 
ompounds
AlCl, AlF, KCl, and NaCl.
6,7
It seems that the most 
ommon metalli
 element
in IRC+ 10216 is aluminum.
8
At the same time stable spe
ies su
h as CO, C2H2
and HCN have been dete
ted in this 
arbon-ri
h obje
t.
9,10
It was postulated that
these mole
ules photodisso
iate in the star's outershell resulting in the formation
of C2H, C4H and C6H radi
als.
11
The produ
ts 
ould rea
t with Al atoms to form
AlCCH, a mole
ule with potential interest in astrophysi
s.
However, how metal spe
ies bond to hydro
arbon spe
ies has not been ex-
tensively explored, at least from a spe
tros
opi
 point of view. Rea
tion prod-
u
ts of metal atoms and hydro
arbon mole
ules are important for understanding

hemisorption and 
atalyti
 pro
esses. A number of metal atom rea
tions with
a
etylene have already been studied.
1215
Aluminum addu
ts with a
etylene have
been examined using ab initio 
al
ulations, and a number of stable Al-C2H2 iso-
mers have been predi
ted.
1618
The related rea
tion between laser ablated Al
atoms and a
etylene has been examined using IR matrix isolation spe
tros
opy.
19
It was found that Al atom and C2H2 form the AlC2H2 
omplex. This relaxes in
the matrix to form HAlCCH and under photolysis produ
es the AlCCH mole
ule.
Several gas phase studies of the ele
troni
 spe
tra of metal-ligand radi
als in
the gas phase su
h as MgCCH, CaCCH and SrCCH have been reported.
2022
All
three radi
als exhibit an A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ ele
troni
 transition in the visible
spe
tral range and it 
ould be 
on
luded that repla
ing a H atom with a metal
atom results in a linear metal-a
etylide spe
ies.
In this arti
le the ele
troni
 spe
trum of AlCCH is presented and analyzed for
the rst time. The experimental te
hnique used is the two-
olor two-photon laser
ionization in a supersoni
 mole
ular beam.
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5.3 Experiment
The experimental instrument 
onsists of a mole
ular beam 
ombined with a mass
spe
trometer.
23
The beam was produ
ed by laser ablation of an aluminum rod in
the throat of a pulsed supersoni
 expansion of 1% a
etylene in helium or neon at
a ba
king pressure of ∼ 10 bar using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser for ablation (532 nm,
30 mJ /pulse). The 
arrier gas and produ
ts of ablation owed through a 15mm
long, 3mm diameter 
hannel, whi
h then expands into a va
uum 
hamber. This
was skimmed to form a 
ollimated beam of neutral and ionized mole
ules. Ions
were then removed by a perpendi
ular ele
tri
 eld before entering the ionization
region of a Wiley-M
Laren time-of-ight mass spe
trometer,
24
where the mole
ules
were irradiated with a pulse of tunable ultraviolet-visible radiation. Following a
short delay the mole
ules were exposed to a pulse of 193 nm photons from an ArF
ex
imer laser. The 
ombination of the UV and the 193 nm photons was su
ient
to ionize AlCCH. The signal from the mi
ro
hannel plate ion-dete
tor was sent to
a fast os
illos
ope followed by data a
quisition.
The resonant two-
olor two-photon (R2C2PI) spe
trum of AlCCH was investi-
gated over the 300-700 nm range. Ex
itation photons were provided from an OPO
system (∼ 5 
m−1 band-width) for the vibroni
 survey s
ans. A pulsed dye laser
was used (∼ 0.1
m−1 , ∼ 5mJ/pulse) for the rotationally resolved work. Calibra-
tion was a

omplished using a wavemeter for the vibroni
ally resolved work. The
dye laser was 
alibrated with optogalvani
 spe
tra obtained from a Fe/Ne hollow

athode lamp.
5.4 Theoreti
al 
al
ulations
Ab initio 
al
ulations were 
arried out with the GAUSSIAN 98 suite of programs.
25
Geometry optimizations and energy 
al
ulations for two isomers Fig. 5.1 have been
performed at the B3LYP/aug-

-pvtz level of theory. The 
al
ulated harmoni

vibrational frequen
ies, rotational 
onstants and dipole moments in the ground
states of linear-AlCCH and 
y
li
-HAlCC are listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
The results are in agreement with those obtained with the CASSCF method.
19
These show that the linear stru
ture is more stable than the 
y
li
 one by
41.1 kJmol
−1
. Cal
ulations for other isomers, su
h as HAlCC, bent-AlCCH, have
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Frequen
ies AlCCH (C∞v) HAlCC (C2v)
ν1 3438 (σ) 2028 (a1)
ν2 2065 (σ) 1807 (a1)
ν3 733 (π) 754 (a1)
ν4 503 (σ) 522 (b2)
ν5 132 (π) 459 (b1)
ν6 415 (b2)
Table 5.1: Ab initio 
al
ulated harmoni
 vibrational frequen
ies (
m
−1
) for lin-
ear and 
y
li
 isomers in their ground ele
troni
 states at the DFT-
B3LYP/aug-

-pvtz level.
been 
arried out and indi
ate that HAlCC is unstable and 
onverges to 
y
li
-
HAlCC, while bent-AlCCH leads to the linear-AlCCH.
AlCCH (C∞v) HAlCC (C2v)
A/
m
−1
1.5571
B/
m
−1
0.16385 0.3668
C/
m
−1
0.3034
De/Debye 0.549
a
4.53
a
E/a.u. -319.216 -319.153
∆E/eV 0.0 1.71
Table 5.2: Cal
ulated energies, rotational 
onstants and dipole moments in the
ground states for linear and 
y
li
 isomers at the DFT-B3LYP/aug-

-
pvtz level.
a
Dipole moment along the C∞ and C2 axis, respe
tively.
The ele
troni
 
onguration of the ground state linear-AlCCH is
. . . [8σ]2[3π]4[4π]4[9σ]2, X 1Σ+ and . . . [3b2]
2[2b1]
2[7a1]
2[8a1]
2
, X˜ 1A1 for the

y
li
-HAlCC. Ab initio 
al
ulations of the ex
ited states were undertaken using
time-dependent DFT theory.
26
The ground state of linear-AlCCH is dominated
by the . . . 4π49σ2 ele
troni
 
onguration. Promotion of the ele
tron from
9σ → 5π leads to the . . . [8σ]2[3π]4[4π]4[9σ]1[5π]1 
onguration, resulting in
the A 1Π rst ele
troni
 ex
ited state. The 8a1 → 4b2 ex
itation for the

y
li
-HAlCC leads to the . . . [3b2]
2[2b1]
2[7a1]
2[8a1]
2[4b2]
1

onguration, resulting
66
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Figure 5.1: Cal
ulated ground state stru
tures of AlCCH using DFT-B3LYP/aug-


-pvtz level of theory (bond-lengths in Å).
in the A˜ 1B2 ex
ited state. The 
al
ulated verti
al ele
troni
 ex
itation energies
and os
illator strengths (f ) for the linear and 
y
li
 isomers are listed in Table 5.3.
5.5 Results and dis
ussion
5.5.1 Ele
troni
 spe
trum and the 
arrier
Figure 5.2 displays the ele
troni
 spe
tra of AlCCH (m/z = 52) and its isotopomer
(m/z = 53) obtained by laser ablation of an Al rod in the presen
e of 1% C2H2 in
a He gas mixture. The maxima of the vibroni
 bands are listed in Table 5.4.
The overall appearan
e of the origin band, measured at 0.1 
m
−1
resolution,
shows the general PQR pattern expe
ted for a linear A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ transition.
Ab initio 
al
ulations predi
t that linear-AlCCH with C∞v symmetry is the most
stable isomer. The se
ond isomer (
y
li
-HAlCC) is a lo
al minimum lo
ated ∼
1.71 eV higher in energy. Based on this energy dieren
e it 
ould be expe
ted
that linear-AlCCH will be the major 
ontributor to the observed spe
trum in a
supersoni
 mole
ular beam. The TD-DFT 
al
ulations predi
t that the verti
al
transition energy of the A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ system of linear-AlCCH is 3.64 eV (Ta-
ble 5.3). This is in good agreement with the observed transition energy (3.57 eV)
of the origin band. The transition energy for the 
y
li
 isomer is also in the range
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AlCCH (C∞v) HAlCC (C2v) Experiment
State Te/eV f Te/eV f Te/eV
X 0.0 (
1Σ+) 0.0 (1A1)
1 3.64 (
1Π) 9.9x10−2 3.83 (1B2) 1.6x10
−3
3.57
2 4.70 (
1Σ−) 0 4.04 (1B1) 1.1x10
−3
3 4.77 (
1∆) 0 4.58 (1A2) 0
4 5.62 (
1Σ+) 4.1x10−2 4.81 (1A1) 7.6x10
−3
5 5.78 (
1Σ+) 1.5x10−1 5.57 (1A1) 3.1x10
−2
6 5.85 (
1Π) 6.8x10−2 5.84 (1B1) 3.2x10
−2
7 5.87 (
1Σ+) 2.1x10−1 6.01 (1B2) 5.6x10
−3
8 6.25 (
1Σ+) 1.1x10−1 6.17 (1A2) 0
9 6.84 (
1Π) 5.1x10−2 6.22 (1B2) 5.6x10
−2
Table 5.3: Verti
al transition energies and os
illator strenghts (f ) for linear and

y
li
 isomers at the optimized ground state geometries 
al
ulated using
TD-DFT with aug-

-pvtz basis sets.
of the experimental spe
trum but is likely to have a minor 
ontribution due to
its weak os
illator strength (Table 5.3). Other predi
ted high lying transitions for
both the linear and 
y
li
 isomers were beyond the range of the probe laser.
5.5.2 Vibroni
 bands of AlCCH
The observed spe
trum is assigned as the A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 transition of
linear AlCCH. The vibroni
 bands reveal a 
ompli
ated stru
ture (Fig. 5.2). Band
1 is assigned as the origin transition be
ause it is the rst strong peak in the low
energy region and is not sensitive to the experimental 
onditions (temperature).
The determined T0 of the origin band is 3.57 eV, whi
h is in good agreement with
the 
al
ulated value (3.64 eV). Band 2
′
, lo
ated 516.4 
m
−1
to the red of the origin
is assigned as the 4
0
1 transition, the ν
′′
4 AlC stret
hing motion in the ground state.
This value is in a

ord with the 
al
ulated (503 
m
−1
) and matrix (512.8 
m
−1
)
data.
19
Upon deuteration, the band hardly shifts (516.4 
m
−1
to 513.6 
m
−1
),
indi
ating that the vibrational motion involves only the Al and C atoms. Band
2 is lo
ated 34.4 
m
−1
to the blue of the origin. Theoreti
al 
al
ulations predi
t
that the lowest vibrational frequen
y ν
′′
5 , is about 130 
m
−1
, whi
h is mu
h larger
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Figure 5.2: Observed A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 spe
tra of AlCCH and AlCCD
measured by resonant two-
olor two-photon ionization te
hnique in a
supersoni
 mole
ular beam.
than 34.4 
m
−1
. However, in the degenerate A 1Π state, the ν
′
5 vibrational mode
of π-symmetry is subje
t to a Renner-Teller ee
t. This 
auses vibrational levels
with ν
′
5 6= 1 to split into 
omponents. There are two vibrational modes, ν ′3 and
ν
′
5 with π-symmetry for linear AlCCH. The observed vibroni
 pattern indi
ates
that both ν
′
3 and ν
′
5 are involved in the Renner-Teller intera
tion. Bands 2 and
3 
an be assigned as the transitions arising from 
omponents of ν
′
5, supported by
the small shift upon deuteration. Band 4 shows a large isotopi
 
hange and thus
is assigned as a 
omponent of the CCH bending mode . The 
al
ulations give the
vibrational frequen
y of the AlC stret
h mode as 600 
m
−1
in the A 1Π state,
leading to the attribution of bands 5 and 11 as the 4
1
0 and 4
2
0 transitions. A 
lear
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designation for individual bands is di
ult be
ause of the Renner-Teller ee
t on
ν
′
3 and ν
′
5 modes. The suggested vibroni
 assignments are given in Table 5.4.
ν˜/
m−1 ∆ν˜/
m−1
Label AlCCH AlCCD AlCCH AlCCD Assignment
2
′
28 233.3 28 293.3 -516.4 -513.6 4
0
1 (AlC stret
h)
1
′
28 624.8 28 577.1 -126.0 -229.7 Hot band
1 28 749.7 28 806.9 0 0 0
0
0 (A
1Π ← X 1Σ+)
2 28 784.1 28 843.3 34.4 36.4 ν
′
5 (AlCC bend)
3 28 864.3 28 921.9 114.5 115 ν
′
5 (AlCC bend)
4 29 149.6 29 103.7 399.9 296.9 ν
′
3 (CCH bend)
5 29 404.2 29 435.4 654.5 628.5 4
1
0 (AlC stret
h)
6 29 427.0 29 468.1 677.3 661.2 (AlCC bend)
7 29 505.7 29 563.3 756.0 756.5 (AlCC bend)
8 29 623.8 29 635.9 874.0 829.1 (AlCC bend)
9 29 721.5 29 740.1 971.8 933.2 (AlCC bend)
10 29 857.3 29 921.7 1107.6 1114.8 (AlCC bend)
11 30 051.2 30 081.0 1301.5 1274.1 4
2
0 (AlC stret
h)
12 30 310.8 30 332.9 1561.1 1526.0
13 30 485.5 30 491.1 1735.8 1684.2
14 30 640.0 1890.0
Table 5.4: Vibroni
 bands in the A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ system of AlCCH and AlCCD.
5.5.2.1 Renner-Teller ee
t
The Renner-Teller ee
t, the 
oupling between vibrational and ele
troni
 angu-
lar momenta, has been extensively studied in the spe
tra of triatomi
 mole
ules,
parti
ularly those with
2Π ele
troni
 states. This 
oupling would give rise to
anomalies in the vibrational bands of the ele
troni
 spe
tra. In linear tetra-atomi

mole
ules, the Renner-Teller ee
t was less studied due to the 
omplexity arising
from the simultaneous angular momentum 
oupling in two degenerate bending
modes.
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The AlCCH vibroni
 spe
trum exhibits a 
omplex stru
ture and a preliminary
analysis has been attempted taking into 
onsideration the Renner-Teller ee
t.
Clouthier et al.
27,28
investigated the ee
tive vibroni
 Hamiltonian for a linear
tetra-atomi
 mole
ule in a Π state. The Renner-Teller model in
ludes various
vibroni
 
oupling, spin-orbit, Fermi resonan
e, and anharmoni
ity terms. The
ee
tive vibroni
 Hamiltonian has been written for AlCCH mole
ule. The terms
in tetra-atomi
 Hamiltonian are then:
27
H = H0 +Hanh +Hev, (5.1)
where,
H0(∆ν3 = 0;∆ν5 = 0) = ω3(v3 + 1) + ω5(v5 + 1), (5.2)
and the Renner-Teller 
oupling terms (ǫi) with i=3 or i=5:
Hǫi(∆Λ = 2;∆vi = 2,∆li = −2) =
1
4
ǫiωi
√
(vi − li + 2)(vi − li + 4), (5.3)
Hǫi(∆Λ = 2;∆vi = −2,∆li = −2) =
1
4
ǫiωi
√
(vi + li)(vi + li − 2), (5.4)
Hǫi(∆Λ = 2;∆vi = 0,∆li = −2) =
1
2
ǫiωi
√
(vi + li)(vi − li + 2), (5.5)
The basis fun
tions are:
|Λ〉|Σ〉|vs〉
N∏
i=1
|vi, li〉, (5.6)
where |Σ〉 are the spin fun
tions with quantum numbers Σ=±1/2 and the
|vs〉 are one-dimensional harmoni
-os
illator fun
tions with quantum numbers
vs=0,1,2,...
Using the equations mentioned above the matrix elements have been identi-
ed for vi=0,1 and 2 generating a 22×22 matrix. The 
ross-
oupling, the an-
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harmoni
ity and Fermi-resonan
es terms have not been in
luded in the matrix.
The Renner-Teller parameters for AlCCH mole
ules have been estimated based
on the values obtained for a similar mole
ule (CaCCH), ǫ3=0.003 and ǫ5=0.035,
respe
tively.
29,30
The harmoni
 frequen
ies ω3=733 
m
−1
and ω5=132 
m
−1
used
as starting point in the model were the 
al
ulated values for the ele
troni
 ground
state of AlCCH. The obtained term values don't mat
h the pattern of the experi-
mental vibroni
 spe
trum and new parameters have been 
onsidered as shown in
Table 5.5.
Renner-Teller parameters
ǫ3 0.009 0.04 0.04
3
1
0 (σ
−
, δ, σ+)/
m−1 396.4/400/403.6 384/400/416 384/400/416
3
2
0 (π
−
, φ, π+)/
m−1 794.9/800/805.09 777.3/800/822.7 777.3/800/822.7
ǫ5 0.035 0.035 0.4
5
1
0 (σ
−
, δ, σ+)/
m−1 110.49/114.5/118.51 110.49/114.5/118.51 68.7/114.5/160.3
5
2
0 (π
−
, φ, π+)/
m−1 223.35/229/234.68 223.35/229.0/234.68 167.02/230.0/295.67
Table 5.5: Renner-Teller parameters used in the model. The harmoni
 frequen
ies
used are: ω3=400 
m
−1
and ω5=114.5 
m
−1
.
The harmoni
 frequen
ies used in the model are the experimental values ob-
tained assuming that the band lo
ated at 114.5 
m
−1
is the σ+ 
omponent in the
ν
′
5, v
′
=1 and the 399.9 
m
−1
band as the σ+ 
omponent in the ν
′
3, v
′
=1 as seen
in Fig. 5.3. The estimated term values indi
ate a separation of ∼4 
m−1 between
the σ−, δ and σ+ 
omponents of the 510 mode. The same frequen
y dieren
es
was observed for the 3
1
0 
omponents. For the 5
2
0 and 3
2
0 the frequen
y dieren
e
in
reases to ∼6 
m−1. Considering that the resolution of the Ekspla laser used in
obtaining the vibroni
 spe
trum is ∼5 
m−1 the individual vibroni
 bands 
an not
be separated. In
reasing the Renner-Teller parameter the separation of dierent
Renner-Teller 
omponents in
reases to ∼6 
m−1 for ǫ3=0.04 and to ∼46 
m−1 for
ǫ5=0.4. In the latter 
ase individual vibroni
 bands 
an be separated.
Based on the symmetry sele
tion rules, the allowed transitions from the X1Σ+
ground ele
troni
 state of AlCCH to dierent vibroni
 levels in the A 1Π ex
ited
state are visualized in the Fig. 5.4. For the ν
′
3 mode (ǫ3=0.04 
ase), v
′
=1 only one
transition is allowed, namely from the v
′′
=0 level in the ground state to the σ+
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Figure 5.3: Observed A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 spe
tra of AlCCH and AlCCD
measured by resonant two-
olor two-photon ionization te
hnique in a
supersoni
 mole
ular beam and the new Renner-Teller assignment.

omponent in the ex
ited state. Other allowed transitions to the v
′
=1 level (σ+
and δ) are from the v
′′
=1 in the ground state and would show up in the spe
trum
as hot bands lo
ated ∼329.4 
m−1. In the experimental spe
trum no band is
observed around this value. For v
′
=2, the allowed transition is from the v
′′
=0
level in the ground state to the π+ 
omponent in the ex
ited state. More allowed
transitions to this vibroni
 level are the ones originating from the v
′′
=1 and 2 levels
in the ground state. These bands would be lo
ated at ∼89.6 
m−1 to the blue and
∼643.4 
m−1 to the red of the origin, respe
tively. In the experimental spe
trum
none of the bands mentioned above are present. The 3
2
0 overtone would be lo
ated
at ∼805.9 
m−1 based on the Renner-Teller model. Taking into a

ount that no
anharmoni
ity terms were in
luded in the model, the band might be lo
ated at a
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Figure 5.4: Qualitative s
heme of the allowed ele
troni
 transitions in the
A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 spe
tra of AlCCH. The transitions gener-
ated from the level v=0 in the ground state are displayed in blue and
the hot bands in red.
shorter frequen
y. In either of the 
ases, the presen
e of the 3
2
0 overtone 
an not
be identied in the experimental spe
trum.
The same treatment has been applied to identify the vibroni
 bands due to
the ex
itation of the ν
′
5 mode. The allowed transitions would be the same as
for the ν
′
3. The allowed ex
itations from the v
′′
=1 to the v
′
=1 level (σ+ and δ)
would be lo
ated at ∼13.7 
m−1 and 17.5 
m−1 to the red of the origin band. The
transition to the π+ vibroni
 level would be present to the blue of the origin band
at ∼102.7 
m−1. None of these bands are present in the experimental spe
trum.
New assigned bands in the vibroni
 spe
trum are the 4
0
13
1
0 lo
ated at -126.0 
m
−1
from the origin, previously assigned as a hot band. Based on the evident isotopi

shift upon deuteration the assignment of this band is unambiguous. The band
lo
ated at 399.9 
m
−1
to the blue of the origin is now assigned as 3
1
0 transition
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based again on the isotopi
 shift upon deuteration. It is to be noted that the
ex
ited state frequen
y obtained in this 
ase from the experimental spe
trum is
mu
h lower than the 
al
ulated value for ν3 for the ground state (733 
m
−1
). The
114.5 
m
−1
band (labeled with 3 in the Fig. 5.2) is now assigned as one ex
itation
of the ν5 mode, 
orresponding to the AlCC bending motion. A new band, of weak
intensity, lo
ated at ∼493.8 
m−1 is now tentatively assigned as the 
ombination
band of the bending modes (3
1
05
1
0). This band also shifts upon deuteration. The
band 
entered at ∼756 
m−1 to the blue of the origin band (labeled with 7 in the
Fig. 5.2) exhibits no shift upon deuteration and is assigned as another 
ombination
band between the AlC stret
hing mode and the AlCC bending vibration.
Thus far, the unassigned bands in the experimental spe
trum 
ould not be
a

ounted for by other allowed transitions. This may be due to the fa
t that the
Renner-Teller model used does not take into a

ount the 
ross 
oupling terms
between the two bending modes (ǫ35), the anharmoni
ity terms or transitions to
the higher vibroni
 levels. The model should be improved by adding the above
mentioned terms and transitions up to v=4 should be 
onsidered. This would
in
rease the matrix size and a routine tting programm would be required to
perform the tting pro
edure.
5.5.2.2 Vibrational 
ooling
An estimate of the 
ooling e
ien
y in the mole
ular beam 
an be determined
from the resolved ele
troni
 spe
tra of the neutral mole
ules. This spe
tros
opi

approa
h represents an easy method to evaluate the vibrational temperature. By
identifying, on either side of the band origin, a 1← 0 vibroni
 transition and the

orresponding hot band (0← 1), the vibrational temperature 
an be inferred from
the 
omparison of their relative intensities (assuming a mole
ular beam at ther-
mal equilibrium des
ribed by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution). If the Fran
k-
Condon fa
tors for both transitions are similar, their measured intensities should
be simply proportional to the populations of the initial states. Hen
e, the tem-
perature T is obtained from the intensities I 1←0 and I 0←1 as follows:
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I1←0
I0←1
= e
∆E
kB · T =⇒ T = ∆E
kB ln
(
I1←0
I0←1
)
(5.7)
∆E is the energy dieren
e between the initial states, i.e., the dieren
e be-
tween the band origin and the hot band. The states taken into 
onsideration for
evaluating the vibrational temperature for AlCCH are the bands labeled with 2
′
and 5 in the Figure 5.2, 
orresponding to 4
0
1 and 4
1
0 transitions. The estimated
vibrational temperature is about 750K.
Using this estimate the intensity of other hot bands 
orresponding to the bend-
ing modes in the ground state 
an be 
al
ulated. The ∆E values are the ab initio

al
ulated harmoni
 vibrational frequen
ies, 733 
m
−1
for ν
′′
3 and 132 
m
−1
for ν
′′
5 ,
respe
tively. The intensity of the ν
′′
3 band, not observed in the vibroni
 spe
trum,
is about half of the 4
0
1 (labeled as 2
′
in Figure 5.2) and that of the ν
′′
5 band approx-
imately the same intensity as 4
0
1. These estimates should not be taken as a

urate
due to the fa
t that the vibrational temperature assumed to be 750K, has been

al
ulated from the AlC stret
hing mode. The vibrational 
ooling is dierent for
dierent degrees of freedom. In a supersoni
 beam the two-body 
ollisions with
the 
arrier gas indu
e the 
ooling of the translational and rotational degrees of
freedom to reasonable low temperatures. As vibrations 
ool through rotation and
translation the bending modes 
ool more e
iently than the stret
hing modes
where due to the linear geometry of the mole
ule the rotational levels are further
apart. When the mole
ule is bent, the rotational K - stru
ture would allow a
better 
ooling.
5.5.3 Rotational stru
ture
The origin band of the A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ transition that was rotationally resolved
with a modest resolution of 0.1 
m
−1
, along with the simulation of the spe
trum
based on the least squares t of the lines are shown in Figure 5.5. To obtain a
t, the Σ+ and Π symmetries in the X and A states as predi
ted by ab initio

al
ulations for the linear isomer were used.
The 
al
ulated ground state rotational 
onstant (Table 5.2) was used as a rea-
sonable starting point in the simulation. The P-bran
h band-head shows that the
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Figure 5.5: The origin band in the A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 transition for
the AlCCH. The rotational temperature employed in the simulation is
45K.
rotational 
onstant in the ex
ited state is larger. The simulation
31
was performed
by systemati
ally adjusting the rotational 
onstant in the A 1Π state, while vary-
ing the spe
tros
opi
 line-width from 0.1 
m
−1
to 0.2 
m
−1
and rotational temper-
atures from 25 to 50K. Good agreement between the experiment and simulation
was a
hieved using 0.16 
m
−1
and 45K. A higher resolution simulations are pre-
sented in Appendix 1. Variations in line intensities between the experimental
and simulated spe
tra are mainly due to the ablation sour
e instability.
Rotational line assignments were made by 
omparing the observed spe
tral lines
with the 
al
ulated ones. The linear least square t was performed using forty
rotational lines and oating the rotational 
onstants for ground and ex
ited state.
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The derived spe
tros
opi
 
onstants are given in Table 5.6. Higher order terms,
su
h as 
entrifugal distortion or lambda-doubling parameter, q, were not in
luded
in the model as the spe
tral resolution used was inadequate.
Parameter X 1Σ+ A 1Π
T0/
m
−1
0 28 755.0455(50)
a
B0/
m
−1
0.16487(14)
a
0.17845(13)
a
rAl−C/Å 1.96830 1.85235
Table 5.6: Mole
ular parameters determined from the least square t of the spe
-
trum for AlCCH.
a
Values in parentheses denote one standard deviation
and apply to the last digits of the 
onstants.
Table 5.7 lists the frequen
ies re
orded for 20 separate rotational transitions
of linear AlCCH. The lines are assigned as part of the R-bran
h. The analysis
indi
ates that while this bran
h partially overlaps with Q- and P- ones, the as-
signment of the R-lines was possible be
ause their intensity is higher. Individual
overlapping lines from the Q-bran
h 
an not be easily distinguished due to high
density of spe
tral lines. The shape of the P bran
h is of a band head, thus making
individual line assignment di
ult. The T0 line 
al
ulated from the simulations
is at 28755.04 
m
−1
.
The derived rotational 
onstant analysis shows that the AlC bond-length de-

reases signi
antly in the A 1Π ele
troni
 ex
ited state (Table 5.6). This indi
ates
that AlC is more bonding in the ex
ited than in the ground state. The poten-
tial energy 
urves along the AlC bond stret
hing 
oordinate for the ground and
the ex
ited states have been 
al
ulated for a better understanding of the bonding

hanges (Fig. 5.6). These give an AlC bond-length as 1.977Å in the X 1Σ+
and 1.775Å in the A 1Π state, a ∼ 10% de
rease. The 
onstants inferred from
the rotational analysis yield a de
rease of ∼ 6%. The 
al
ulations indi
ate that
the highest o

upied mole
ular orbital (HOMO), 9σ, is 78% dominated by the 3s
orbital of Al atom, antibonding in nature, whilst the lowest uno

upied mole
ular
orbital (LUMO), 5π, is largely (92%) the 3px3py atomi
 orbital of Al with bond-
ing 
hara
ter. The transition of the ele
tron from the HOMO to LUMO leads
to a de
rease in the AlC bond-length. This ee
t has also been observed in the
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J
′ → J ′′ νobs/
m−1 νobs − νcalc/
m−1
12 → 11 28 760.9509 0.0155
13 → 12 28 761.6339 0.0153
14 → 13 28 762.3640 0.0349
15 → 14 28 763.0964 0.0296
16 → 15 28 763.8568 0.0250
17 → 16 28 764.6909 0.0669
18 → 17 28 765.4266 -0.0168
19 → 18 28 766.2723 -0.0178
20 → 19 28 767.1661 0.0021
21 → 20 28 768.0839 0.0187
22 → 21 28 768.9984 0.0048
23 → 22 28 769.9609 0.0177
24 → 23 28 770.8994 -0.0327
25 → 24 28 771.9548 0.0126
26 → 25 28 772.9620 -0.0176
27 → 26 28 774.0380 -0.0062
28 → 27 28 775.1175 -0.0188
29 → 28 28 776.2622 -0.0071
30 → 29 28 777.3382 -0.0632
31 → 30 28 778.5758 0.0008
Table 5.7: Observed rotational frequen
ies in the R-bran
h of the 0
0
0 band in the
A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 transition of linear AlCCH.
isoele
troni
 mole
ule AlCN
32
as well as in other metal mono-a
etylides, su
h as
MgCCH,
20
CaCCH
21
and SrCCH.
22
5.6 Con
lusions
An ele
troni
 spe
trum of linear AlCCH has been obtained using a resonant two-

olor two-photon ionization te
hnique. The 
ompli
ated vibroni
 stru
ture in the
A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ band system is due to a Renner-Teller ee
t involving the two
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Figure 5.6: Cal
ulated potential energy 
urves along AlC bond stret
hing 
oor-
dinate using DFT method with aug

-pvtz basis sets.
vibrational modes, ν
′
3 and ν
′
5. An analysis yields ν
′′
4 = 516.4 
m
−1
for the stret
hing
mode in the ground state and ν
′
4 = 654.5 
m
−1
in the A 1Π state.
The rotational stru
ture apparent for the origin band shows that AlCCH is
linear both in its ground X 1Σ+ and rst ex
ited A 1Π ele
troni
 state, the latter
being 
hara
terized by a de
rease in the AlC bond-length, a behavior similar to
other metal mono-a
etylides.
Regarding the astrophysi
al interest it is di
ult to 
ompare the observed
AlCCH ele
troni
 transitions with the diuse interstellar bands data be
ause there
are few dis
rete absorptions below ∼ 400 nm.33 However, AlCCH is likely to be
present in 
arbon-ri
h stars where the isoele
troni
 mole
ule AlNC as well as other
aluminum-bearing 
ompounds have been dete
ted, in parti
ular in IRC+10216
and CRL2688.
5,6
Although AlCCH is 
losed-shell, it probably la
ks the stability
of more robust spe
ies su
h as AlF and AlCl dete
ted in the dense inner envelope
of these stars. Thus one would expe
t to nd aluminum a
etylide toward the
80
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outer-shell. The rotational 
onstants dedu
ed here also may provide the basis for
the sear
h of the millimeter-wave spe
trum of AlCCH in the laboratory.
81
5 Gas phase ele
troni
 spe
trum of linear AlCCH
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6 Ele
troni
 spe
tra of MgC2nH
(n=1-3) 
hains in the gas phase
6.1 Abstra
t
Ele
troni
 transitions of MgC2nH (n=1-3) have been observed in the gas phase
in the visible region. A mass-sele
tive resonant two-
olor two-photon ionization
te
hnique 
oupled to a laser ablation sour
e was used. Ab initio 
al
ulations on
the geometries, energies and verti
al ele
troni
 ex
itations have been 
arried out
using the hybrid density fun
tional theory and 
oupled 
luster approa
h. The
spe
tra are assigned as the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ ele
troni
 transition of linear 
hains.
The origin bands are lo
ated at 4383, 4453 and 4525 Å for MgC2H, MgC4H and
MgC6H, respe
tively, and provide a means of dete
ting su
h spe
ies in astronom-
i
al environments.
6.2 Introdu
tion
Despite the su

ess of ion-mole
ule 
hemistry for 
arbon and other non-refra
tory
elements, there remain unanswered questions 
on
erning the mole
ular 
arriers of
the 
osmi
ally abundant metalli
 elements, su
h as magnesium, iron, and sodium.
1
These elements are heavily depleted in mole
ular 
louds and a few per
ent may
remain in the gas phase as atoms or in
orporated in mole
ules.
2
One believes, in
general, that most of these elements are 
ondensed out onto the surfa
es of dust
grains. The identi
ation of the mole
ular 
arriers 
ontaining su
h metals in the
interstellar medium would have impli
ations for gas-phase and grain 
hemistry,
ionization balan
e in dust parti
les, re
y
ling by sho
k waves, and 
onstraining
models of nu
leosynthesis.
3
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Carbon 
hains are abundant mole
ules and play an important role in the ISM

hemistry.
46
For example, small 
arbon 
hains C2, C3, C5 were dete
ted in the
interstellar medium (ISM)
7,8
and larger ones were proposed to be of relevan
e as

arriers of the diuse interstellar bands (DIBs).
9
Monohydro
arbon 
hains CnH
(n=2-8) have been measured in the 
ir
umstellar envelope of the 
arbon ri
h star
IRC +10216 and in dark mole
ular 
louds TMC-1.
1012
The small even polyynes
HC2nH, (n=2-3) 
hains have been observed in the proto-planetary nebulae of
CRL 618 and CRL 2688
13,14
and in the atmosphere of planets.
15
Be
ause the
isoele
troni
 
yanopolyynes HC2n+1N (n=1-5) were dete
ted in the ISM,
1618
the
larger ones HC2nH 
hains are believed to exist there. One thus wonders if metal-

ontaining 
arbon 
hains are also present. Unfortunately the knowledge about
the gas-phase abundan
es and forms of refra
tory-metal 
ontaining spe
ies in the
ISM is limited.
19
Spe
tros
opy and stru
ture of su
h spe
ies are relevant.
Magnesium is one of the most abundant refra
tory-metal elements in the Uni-
verse. Mole
ules MgNC and MgCN have been dis
overed toward 
ir
umstellar
envelopes of IRC +10216 and CRL 2688.
3,2022
Both mole
ules are present in the
outer shell of IRC +10216, where temperatures (T∼10-50K) and densities (n∼
10
5

m
−3
) are 
omparable to those in mole
ular 
louds. In the inner 
ir
umstellar
shell ( T≥1000K, n∼ 1010 
m−3) the more stable metal halide spe
ies NaCl, AlCl,
KCl, and AlF are abundant.
23,24
The formation of metal halide spe
ies in the inner
envelope of IRC +10216 has been explained by equilibrium 
hemistry.
25,26
The
synthesis of MgNC and MgCN radi
als, however, is more di
ult to a

ount for
by equilibrium 
hemistry. Several possible routes have been proposed su
h as the
radiative asso
iation of Mg
+
+HCN (or HNC), followed by disso
iative ele
tron
re
ombination,
1,21
the rea
tion of Mg
+
+CN, and desorption from grain surfa
e.
27
However, experimental data for these pro
esses are s
ar
e. As part of the under-
standing of 
hemistry, the study of other Mg-bearing spe
ies has been 
arried out.
For example, MgC2H, a radi
al isoele
troni
 with MgCN, has been investigated
in the laboratory by millimeter wave spe
tros
opy.
1
Ele
troni
 spe
tra of several alkaline-earth monoa
etylides MC2H (M=Mg,Ca,
Sr) have been investigated experimentally
2832
and theoreti
ally.
33,34
These indi-

ate that the alkaline-earth monoa
etylides have a linear geometry and X 2Σ+
ground state symmetry. Considering that magnesium and the polyyne 
hains
HC2nH are both abundant in the ISM, it is expe
ted that MgC2nH 
hains may be
88
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identied. The abundan
e and distribution of su
h MgC2nH spe
ies, as fun
tion
of mole
ular size, in the ISM 
ould provide an important 
lue for the 
hemistry of
magnesium 
ontaining spe
ies. Thus laboratory-based spe
tros
opi
 studies are
vital.
In this paper the gas-phase ele
troni
 spe
tra of MgC4H and MgC6H have been
observed for the rst time. The experimental te
hnique used a two-
olor laser
spe
tros
opy with mass-analysis and a laser ablation sour
e. Ab initio 
al
ulations
on the ground and ele
troni
 ex
ited states have been 
arried out. The ele
troni

stru
tures and bonding nature of these magnesium 
ontaining 
arbon 
hains are
dis
ussed in view of the spe
tral analysis.
6.3 Experimental
The experimental set-up 
onsists of a mole
ular beam 
ombined with a linear time-
of-ight (TOF) mass spe
trometer
35
). The laser ablation of a magnesium rod in
a pulsed gas mixture of 1% CH4 (or HC2H) in He was used to produ
e MgC4H
and MgC6H. The 532 nm output of a Nd:YAG laser (30 mJ/pulse, 5 ns width)
was fo
used on a rotated and translated magnesium rod. The vaporization took
pla
e within a pulse of the 
arrier gas with a ba
king pressure of ∼ 5 bar. The
hot plasma ew through a 15mm long and 3mm in diameter 
hannel followed
by expansion into a va
uum 
hamber. The resulting supersoni
 jet was passed
through a skimmer. Ions were removed from the beam by a perpendi
ular ele
tri
al
eld before entering the extra
tion zone of the TOF. The neutral mole
ules were
then ionized by lasers and the ions were extra
ted by a pulsed ele
tri
al eld. The
signal from the multi
hannel plate ion-dete
tor was fed into a fast os
illos
ope
followed by data a
quisition.
Resonant two-
olor two-photon ionization (R2C2PI) spe
tra of MgC2H, MgC4H
and MgC6H have been measured over the 360-640 nm range. Ex
itation pho-
tons were provided from an OPO system (∼ 5 
m−1 bandwidth) or a dye laser
(∼ 0.15 
m−1) pumped by a XeCl ex
imer laser. The power of the OPO was
typi
ally 15 in the visible and 5 mJ/pulse in the UV region. The wavelength 
ali-
bration was 
arried out by a wavemeter. An ArF-ex
imer laser at 193 nm delivered
the photons for the ionization.
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6.4 Theoreti
al 
al
ulations
6.4.1 Ground states
Ab initio studies for MgC2H at the RCCSD(T) and MRCI+Q levels of theories
have been reported.
34
The results indi
ated that the single referen
e RCCSD(T)
method yields good results 
ompared with the experimental observations. In
this study the hybrid density fun
tional theory DFT-B3LYP
36
and the restri
ted

oupled 
luster RCCSDT approa
h
37
were used for the ground state ele
troni

stru
tures of MgC2nH 
hains with n=1-8. Dunning's 
orrelation-
onsistent basis
set of aug-

-pVTZ
38
was taken for full geometry optimization and 
al
ulations of
vibrational frequen
ies. The resulting Mg-C bond lengths, the harmoni
 frequen-

ies of the Mg-C stret
hing mode, rotational 
onstants Be and dipole moments D
for MgC2H to MgC6H are given in Table 6.1.
Spe
ies State Method D(Debye) νMg−C(cm
−1) rMg−C(Å) B(GHz)
MgC2H X
2Σ+ B3LYP 1.735 488 2.048388 4.937922
RCCSD(T) 2.055774 4.846166
a
MRCI+Q 495 2.0516 4.8890
Experiment 496
b
5.009256
c
MgC4H X
2Σ+ B3LYP 2.307 398 2.052273 1.382526
RCCSD(T) 2.0610296 1.351426
MgC6H X
2Σ+ B3LYP 2.757 353 2.055892 0.581761
RCCSD(T) 2.065313 0.576899
Table 6.1: Cal
ulated dipole moments D, Mg-C stret
hing frequen
ies, bond
lengths and rotational 
onstants B in the ground state for MgC2nH
(n=1-3) at the B3LYP and RCCSD(T) levels of theory with aug-

-
pVTZ basis sets;
a
from Ref.;
34 b
from Ref.;
31 c
from Ref.
1
The trends of these values are shown as a fun
tion of the 
hain size MgC2nH
(n=1-8) (Figure 6.1). Both the lowest bending frequen
y (
urve 1) and Mg-C
stret
hing frequen
y (
urve 2) de
rease with n, as has been observed for other

arbon 
hain systems. The Mg-C bond length (
urve 3) in
reases from 2.048 to
2.063Åon passing from MgC2H to MgC16H. The 
al
ulations also indi
ate a C-C
alternation with short (∼ 1.23Å) and long (∼ 1.34Å) bonds.
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al
ulations
Figure 6.1: Cal
ulated lowest bending vibrational frequen
ies (1), MgC stret
h-
ing frequen
y (2) and MgC bond-lengths (3) in the ground state for
MgC2nH (n=1-8) as a fun
tion of the number of 
arbon atoms, using
TD-DFT theory with 

-pVTZ basis sets.
6.4.2 Ex
ited states
Theoreti
al investigation of the rst ex
ited ele
troni
 state of MgC2H has been
reported.
34
The 
al
ulated Te of the A
2Π state is 2.81 eV and 2.88 eV at the
RCCSD(T) and MRCI levels. The observed transition energy of MgC2H is
around 2.83 eV. This indi
ates that single referen
e theoreti
al methods su
h as
RCCSD(T) are reasonable in predi
tions. Thus the RCCSD(T) approa
h was used
for MgC2H to MgC6H and the time-dependen
e B3LYP theory (TD-DFT)
39
for
all MgC2nH (n=1-8) mole
ules with Dunning's 
orrelation-
onsistent basis sets
of 

-pVTZ. The X 2Σ+ ground state of linear MgC2nH is dominated by the
...4(n + 1)σ2(n+ 1)π4(4n+ 5)σ1 ele
troni
 
onguration, n=1,2,3...8.
Ele
tron promotion from the semi-o

upied mole
ular orbital (SOMO), (4n +
5)σ, to the lowest uno

upied mole
ular orbital (LUMO), (n + 2)π, leads to the
rst ele
troni
 ex
ited state A 2Π with ele
troni
 
onguration ...4(n + 1)σ2(n +
1)π4(4n+5)σ0(n+2)π1. The 
al
ulations indi
ate that the SOMO orbital (4n+5)σ
mainly 
onsists of a 3s orbital of Mg and the LUMO orbital (n+2)π is dominated
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A
2Π ← X 2Σ+
B
2Π ← X 2Σ+
Figure 6.2: Verti
al ele
troni
 ex
itation energies of the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ and
B 2Π ← X 2Σ+ systems for MgC2nH (n=1-8) 
al
ulated using the
TD-DFT theory with 

-pVTZ basis sets.
by 3px/3py of Mg. The A
2Π ← X 2Σ+ transition 
orresponds to the observed
spe
tra.
Verti
al ele
troni
 ex
itation energies were 
al
ulated at the ground state ge-
ometry for the doublet multipli
ity only. These were obtained using TD-DFT
for n=1-8 and the RCCSD(T) approa
h for n=1-3. GAUSSIAN 98 programs
40
and MOLPRO pa
kage
41
) were used for the 
al
ulations. The values are listed in
Table 6.2 and plotted in Figure 6.2. The 
al
ulated A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ energies
at TD-B3LYP level of theory have a typi
al error of ∼ 0.06 eV 
ompared to the
experimental data. The transition energies of both the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ and
B 2Π ← X 2Σ+ systems de
rease with the 
hain size (Figure 6.2).
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Spe
ies State T0 (eV) f
B3LYP RCCSD(T) B3LYP
MgC2H X
2Σ+ 0.000 0.00
A 2Π 2.9175 2.8668 0.1300
B 2Π 3.5113 0.0073
C 2Σ+ 4.3155 0.0100
MgC4H X
2Σ+ 0.0 0.0
A 2Π 2.7912 2.8369 0.0870
B 2Π 3.0529 0.0178
C 2Σ+ 4.4903 0.2891
MgC6H X
2Σ+ 0.0 0.0
A 2Π 2.6476 2.8137 0.0495
B 2Π 2.8338 0.0198
C 2Σ+ 4.3871 0.0296
Table 6.2: Cal
ulated verti
al transition energies T0 and os
illator strengths f at
the B3LYP and RCCSD(T) levels of theory with 

-pVTZ basis sets
for MgC2nH (n=1-3).
6.5 Results and dis
ussion
6.5.1 Ele
troni
 spe
tra
The ArF ex
imer laser multi-photoionization time-of-ight mass spe
trum of the
produ
ts produ
ed by the ablation of magnesium in the presen
e of a CH4/He
supersoni
 expansion is presented in Figure 6.3. The 
al
ulated isotopi
 ratios
(not plotted) t well with the measured ones. As observed many other spe
ies
are produ
ed in the ablation but the mass-sele
ted te
hnique employed in this
measurements gives an unambiguous assignment of the 
arriers of the ele
troni

spe
tra.
The observed spe
tra of MgC2H, MgC4H and MgC6H in the visible region are
shown in Figure 6.4. In the 
ase of MgC2H the observed ex
itation energy of
the origin band at 2.83 eV is 
lose to 2.87 eV as predi
ted by the RCCSD(T)

al
ulation. The origin bands for MgC4H and MgC6H are at 2.78 eV and 2.74 eV.
These are in agreement with the 
al
ulated values for the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ system
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Figure 6.3: The multiphoton ionization time-of-ight mass spe
trum of the prod-
u
ts of ablated magnesium in the presen
e of a CH4/He supersoni

expansion.
(Table 6.2). The spin-orbit 
oupling splitting in the A 2Π state of MgC4H is found
to be ∼ 34 
m−1. This is 
lose to the value of 35.3 
m−1 in MgH and 36.4 
m−1 in
MgC2H.
30
The spe
tra reveal short vibrational progressions with spa
ings of ∼ 549 
m−1,
∼ 453 
m−1 and ∼ 383 
m−1 for MgC2H, MgC4H and MgC6H, respe
tively. The
DFT-B3LYP 
al
ulations predi
t that for MgC2H the frequen
y of the Mg-C
stret
h in the ground state is 488 
m
−1
and 544 
m
−1
in the A 2Π state a

ording
to a MRCI 
al
ulation.
34
This is in good agreement with the observed value of
549 
m
−1
. In 
ase of MgC4H the 
al
ulations predi
t that the frequen
ies of the
Mg-C stret
h are 398 
m
−1
in the ground state and ∼ 460 
m−1 in the A 2Π state;
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Figure 6.4: Ele
troni
 spe
tra of MgC2nH (n=1-3) measured by a resonant two-

olor two-photon ionization te
hnique in a supersoni
 mole
ular beam.
the observed frequen
y in the latter is ∼ 453 
m−1. Thus the frequen
y in the
A 2Π state is 7% larger than in the ground state. For MgC6H a similar behavior is
expe
ted. Therefore the vibrational progression dis
ernible in the spe
tra of Fig-
ure 6.4 
orresponds to the Mg-C stret
hing motion. The maxima of the dete
ted
vibroni
 bands and their proposed assignment are listed in Table 6.3.
6.5.2 Dipole moment and os
illator strength
The rotational 
onstants (Be) and dipole moments (D) in the ground state of
MgC2nH (n=1-8) have been 
al
ulated (Figure 6.5). The rotational 
onstant Be
has been tted:
log(Be) = 4.47754−0.46787N+0.0418N2−0.00219N3+4.58744×10−5N4(MHz), (6.1)
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λ (nm) ν (
m−1) ∆ν(
m−1) Assignment
MgC2H 438.3 22809. 0.0 0
0
0 (A
2Π ← X 2Σ+)
428.0 23358 549 ν
′
(Mg-C)
MgC4H 445.3 22450 0.0 0
0
0 (A
2Π ← X 2Σ+)
436.5 22903 453 ν
′
(Mg-C)
428.4 23336 886 2ν
′
(Mg-C)
MgC6H 452.5 22093 0.0 0
0
0 (A
2Π ← X 2Σ+)
444.8 22476 383 ν
′
(Mg-C)
437.9 22830 737 2ν
′
(Mg-C)
Table 6.3: Maxima of the vibroni
 bands in the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ system of
MgC2nH and the suggested assignment.
where N=2n=2, 4, 6, ...16. The dipole moment (
urve 2 in Fig.6.5) in
reases
monotoni
ally with the size of the 
hains. This makes the dete
tion of larger
MgC2nH 
hains with mi
rowave spe
tros
opy easier. A similar behavior has been
experimentally observed for 
yano substituted 
arbon 
hains NC2n+1H (n=1-5),
whi
h are among the longest interstellar polyynes dete
ted
16,17
due to their large
dipole moments.
The os
illator strength of an ele
troni
 transition n′ ← n is dened as:
fn′ ← n =
2
3
(En′ −En)
∑
〈n|µα|n′〉〈n′|µα|n〉, (6.2)
where the energies En and dipole 
omponents µα are in atomi
 units and the
sum is over α. Os
illator strength (f -value) of ele
troni
 transition is important
for astrophysi
s. These f values of the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ transition de
rease
monotoni
ally with the size of the 
hain while those of the B 2Π ← X 2Σ+ system
rstly in
rease from MgC2H to MgC4H and then slightly de
rease (Figure 6.6).
This behavior may arise through mixing of ele
troni
 
ongurations. For the
smaller spe
ies MgC2H to MgC6H, the A
2Π ← X 2Σ+ transition loses os
illator
strength while B 2Π ← X 2Σ+ gains. At larger size it is distributed in a more
balan
ed way between the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ and B 2Π ← X 2Σ+ systems.
This is dierent from the polyyne 
hains HC2n+1H, for whi
h the
B 3Σ−u ← X 3Σ−g transition 
arries most of os
illator strength whi
h in
reases
with n
42
). This is be
ause the f -value in HC2n+1H 
hains arises from the delo-
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ussion
Figure 6.5: Cal
ulated rotational 
onstant (1) plotted as log(Be) and dipole mo-
ment, D (2) in the ground state for MgC2nH (n=1-8) as a fun
tion of
the number of 
arbon atoms, using DFT-B3LYP theory with 

-pVTZ
basis sets.

alized π-ele
tron ex
itation. On the other hand, for MgC2nH the transition is
dominated by the promotion of a σ-ele
tron, lo
alized on Mg, and results in a
de
reasing f -value when the σ-ele
tron be
omes more delo
alized along the 
hain
for larger n.
6.5.3 Mg-C bonding
The C-C and C-H bond lengths in MgC2nH 
hains are almost identi
al with the

ounterparts of HC2nH 
hains. However, the study on MgC2H indi
ates that the
Mg-C bond length in the A 2Π state de
reases by 2% 
ompared to the ground
state.
30,34
For MgC4H the Mg-C bond lengths are 2.061Å in the ground and
2.002Å in the A 2Π state. A 
hara
teristi
 of the MgC2nH mole
ules is that the
Mg-C bond length is shorter in the A 2Π than that in the ground state while the
Mg-C vibrational frequen
y is higher in the A 2Π state.
It has been suggested that this is due to a stronger Mg-C bonding in the ex
ited
than in the ground state,
30
but 
omputations did not 
onrm this and indi
ate that
97
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f A←X
f B←X
Figure 6.6: Os
illator strengths of the A 2Π ← X 2Σ+ and B 2Π ← X 2Σ+
transition systems for MgC2nH (n=1-8) 
al
ulated using the TD-DFT
theory with 

-pVTZ basis sets.
if 
urve 
rossings were not present (see Fig.1 in Woon 1997
34
), the energy required
to disso
iate A 2Π MgC2H to Mg (
3
P) + C2H (
2Σ+) is 71.9 k
al mol−1 at the
estimated RCCSD(T) CBS limit, about 5 k
al mol
−1
less than the 76.8 k
al mol
−1
value for the ground state.
34
The potential energy 
urves of the ground state and
A 2Π state of MgC4H as a fun
tion of Mg-C 
oordinate have been 
al
ulated at
RCCSD(T)/

-pVTZ level of theory. This shows that the ground state disso
iates
with no barrier to Mg (
1
S) + C4H (
2Σ+) with energy of 78.3 k
al mol−1 (Fig. 6.7).
An avoided 
rossing is indi
ated for the A 2Π state. This state 
orrelates with the
Mg (
3
P) + C4H (
2Σ+) asymptote (not plotted in Fig.6.7).
The latter produ
ts 
orrelate with the initially repulsive B 2Π state of MgC4H.
The 
al
ulated disso
iation energy of A 2Π of MgC4H is 73.4 k
al/mol to Mg (
3
P)
+ C4H (A
2Π) with a small barrier. This demonstrates that the bonding energy
in the ground state is stronger than that in the A 2Π state for MgC4H. The major
reason for a shorter bond-length of Mg-C in A 2Π is due to its mole
ular orbital
nature. Sin
e the SOMO orbital, (4n + 5)σ, has anti-bonding 
hara
ter, ele
tron
promotion from (4n+ 5)σ to the LUMO orbital, (n+ 2)π leads to a Mg-C bond-
98
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Mg (1S) + C4H (
2Π)
→ Mg (1S) + C4H (2Σ+)
X 2Σ+
A 2Π
B 2Π
Figure 6.7: Cal
ulated potential energy 
urves of the X 2Σ+ and A 2Π states for
MgC4H as a fun
tion of Mg-C bond-length using the RCCSD(T)/

-
pVTZ level of theory.
length 
ontra
tion, as noted in the study on MgC2H.
34
The o

upied (n + 2)π
orbital leads to a Mg-C bond-length de
rease and enhan
es the harmoni
 for
e
for the Mg-C stret
h motion, as experimentally observed. A similar behavior has
been found for other metal 
ontaining mole
ules su
h as CaC2H and SrC2H.
28,29,32
6.6 Con
luding remarks
The ele
troni
 transitions of magnesium substituted 
arbon 
hains MgC2nH have
a signi
antly dierent 
hara
ter 
ompared to highly unsaturated 
arbon 
hains
su
h HC2nH. Although the dipole moment of MgC2nH in
reases with the 
hain's
size, the os
illator strength of the allowed ele
troni
 transitions de
reases. This
has a 
onsequen
e that the ele
troni
 spe
trum for the longer 
hains be
omes more
di
ult than to observe their mi
rowave transition in the ground state. The lab-
oratory gas-phase ele
troni
 spe
tra of MgC2H, MgC4H and MgC6H allow a 
om-
parison with the 
atalog of the diuse interstellar bands (DIBs).
43
No mat
h was
found between the laboratory bands and the DIBs. Nevertheless, the presented
laboratory data on ele
troni
 transitions of these magnesium 
ontaining 
arbon
99
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hains in the opti
al spe
trum provides means of their dete
tion by astronomers
in spa
e. The bonding energy of Mg-C was 
al
ulated as ∼ 78 k
al/mol (3.4 eV).
This suggests that MgC2H, MgC4H and MgC6H may be destroyed by UV light in
the gas-phase but 
ould remain on the surfa
e of dust grains in mole
ular 
louds.
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7 Gas phase ele
troni
 spe
trum of
T-shaped AlC2 radi
al
7.1 Abstra
t
Gas phase ele
troni
 transitions for the C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 and D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1
band systems of T-shaped AlC2 (C2v) radi
al have been measured in the 345475
nm range. Vibrational analyses of both band systems are reported. Simulation
of several rotationally resolved bands 
onrms previously obtained rotational pa-
rameters for the C˜ 2B2 state. The radi
al is produ
ed by ablating an aluminium
rod in the presen
e of a
etylene gas. The resulting supersoni
 mole
ular beam is
probed using both mass-sele
tive resonant two-
olor, two-photon ionization and
laser indu
ed uores
en
e. Ab initio 
al
ulations and verti
al ele
troni
 ex
itation
energies help the assignment. Vibrational frequen
ies for the X˜ 2A1, C˜
2
B2, and
D˜ 2B1 states have been determined. Rotational analysis of a number of bands
yields spe
tros
opi
 
onstants for one vibroni
 state in the C˜ 2B2 manifold and
the origin band of the D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 system.
7.2 Introdu
tion
The relationship between the stru
ture of organometalli
 spe
ies and the nature of
the 
arbon-metal 
hemi
al bonding remain a topi
 of 
onsiderable interest. Su
h

lusters provide an opportunity to understand these intera
tions and to gain in-
sight into the growth me
hanisms of metal-
arbon nanomaterials. Of these, metal

arbides and di
arbides represent an important 
hemi
al 
lass with appli
ation in
a wide range of pro
esses and materials. However, spe
tros
opi
 information that
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ould reveal aspe
ts of metal-
arbon bonding at the triatomi
 level is relatively
sparse.
Metal-
ontaining 
arbon 
ompounds are also of interest in astro
hemistry, where
a few su
h mole
ules have been dete
ted in 
arbon ri
h astrophysi
al environments
through their mi
rowave and sub-mm/mm transitions.
13
Be
ause many elements
su
h as magnesium, iron, and sodium are depleted in mole
ular 
louds,
4
the 
en-
tral question 
on
erns the form in whi
h these metal-
ontaining spe
ies exist in
the interstellar medium (ISM). It is generally believed that the most refra
tory ele-
ments are 
ondensed out onto the surfa
e of dust grains. Unfortunately, knowledge
about the gas-phase abundan
es and the surfa
e absorption of su
h spe
ies in the
ISM is limited. A

ordingly, the spe
tros
opi
 identi
ation of metal-
ontaining
mole
ular 
arriers has impli
ation for both gas-phase and grain 
hemistry.
3
To date, eleven main group di
arbides have been investigated spe
tros
opi
ally
(XC2, X=H, B, C, N, O, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, As).
5
HC2, NC2,
6
OC2,
7
PC2,
5
SC2,
8
and AsC2
5
all possess linear (C∞v) stru
tures. ClC2 has been shown to have bent
shaped X˜ 2A′ ground state,9 while AlC2 and SiC2 are T-shaped (C2v).
10,11
Matrix
infrared and ele
troni
 spe
tra of BC2, whi
h is isovalent with AlC2, have been
obtained with features assigned to a 
y
li
 stru
ture.
12,13
As far as heavier systems
are 
on
erned, the A˜ 2A1 ← X˜ 2A1 transition of the T-shaped YC2 radi
al has
been studied extensively in vibrational, rotational, and hyperne detail.
1416
At high temperatures, vaporous metal di
arbides are the predominant spe
ies
in thermodynami
 equilibrium with metal-
arbon 
ondensed systems.
1719
Alu-
minium di
arbide was rst dete
ted in a high temperature Knudsen 
ell using
mass spe
trometry.
18
The study indi
ated that the atomization energy of AlC2 is
1104 ± 21 kJmol−1 and the disso
iation energy of Al−C2 is 514.2 ± 21 kJmol−1.
The latter is slightly higher than the disso
iation energy of AlO, and thus an
apparent ex
eption to the empiri
al rule that the disso
iation energy of a M−C2
bond is usually 40−130 kJmol−1 less than the 
orresponding M−O bond.18
Photoele
tron spe
tros
opy of AlC
−
2 revealed a vibrational progression of
590 
m
−1
, whi
h was assigned as the stret
hing mode of the neutral Al−C2.20
Theoreti
al 
al
ulations have provided estimates for all three vibrational frequen-

ies for AlC2, none of these have yet been observed in the infrared.
10,21,22
Ablation of an aluminium rod in the presen
e of a C2H2 / He gas mixture
together with photoionization mass spe
trometry with 7.9 eV photons, yielded
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ions at m/z 51 
onsistent with the mass of AlC2. The impli
ation that AlC2
possesses a stable stru
ture in the gas phase was established using laser indu
ed
uores
en
e (LIF). Conrmation of its T-shaped (C2v) stru
ture emerged from
the measurement of the C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 transition of AlC2. Rotational analysis
for the origin band provided estimates for the C˜ 2B2 state mole
ular parameters.
10
In this paper the gas-phase ele
troni
 spe
trum of AlC2 is investigated over a
broad spe
tral range using both a mass-sele
tive resonant two-
olor two-photon
ionization (R2C2PI) te
hnique and LIF. The C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 origin band has
been 
onrmed and new vibroni
 bands are observed. Ab initio 
al
ulations on
T-shaped AlC2 (C2v) have been 
arried out to guide the assignments.
7.3 Experimental
Jet 
ooled AlC2 was produ
ed using laser vaporization of an aluminium rod
(30mJ / 5 ns pulse from a 532 nm Nd
3+
:YAG, fo
used to 0.3mm) in the pres-
en
e of a 1-5% a
etylene gas mixture seeded in either helium or argon provided by
a 0.3mm ori
e pulsed valve. The rod was rotated and translated so that a fresh
surfa
e was 
ontinuously exposed to the laser, whi
h was red to 
oin
ide with the
gas ow over the target area. The ablation plume ows through a 
hannel (3mm
diameter, 5-15mm long) before entering va
uum. The resulting free-jet expansion
is probed using the mass-sele
tive R2C2PI te
hnique
23
or LIF.
R2C2PI spe
tra were 
olle
ted by probing the skimmed beam of the jet expan-
sion. Ions were removed by applying a perpendi
ular ele
tri
 eld before entering
the ionization region of a Wiley-M
Laren time-of-ight mass spe
trometer.
24
Neu-
tral mole
ules were irradiated with a pulse of tunable ultraviolet-visible radiation,
followed by 7.9 eV photons from an F2 ex
imer laser. Ions were then extra
ted
into a time-of-ight tube where the signal from a mi
ro
hannel plate ion-dete
tor
was sent to a fast os
illos
ope and data a
quisition 
ard. The 
ombination of
the UV-VIS and the 157 nm photons was su
ient to ionize AlC2. Low reso-
lution spe
tra for the vibroni
 survey s
ans were 
olle
ted over the 355 - 500 nm
range using an OPO system (∼ 5 
m−1 bandwidth). A pulsed dye laser was used
(∼ 0.15 
m−1 bandwidth, ∼ 5mJ/pulse) for the rotationally resolved work, with
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alibration through the use of an optogalvani
 spe
trum obtained from a Fe/Ne
hollow 
athode lamp.
LIF spe
tra were measured using an ex
imer pumped dye laser (bandwidth
0.15 
m
−1
). Fluores
en
e signal was 
olle
ted by an f /1 lens and dete
ted using
a photomultiplier and digital os
illos
ope.
7.4 Theoreti
al Cal
ulations
The ele
troni
 ground state stru
tures of AlC2 were investigated using both 
ou-
pled 
luster RCCSD(T) theory
25
and the hybrid density B3LYP fun
tional
26
with
Dunning's 
orrelation-
onsistent basis sets.
27
The 
al
ulations indi
ate that T-
shaped AlC2 (C2v) is a global minimum. Linear AlCC (C∞v) and CAlC (D∞h)
are lo
al minima lying approximately 0.4 eV and 7 eV higher in energy, respe
-
tively.
Transition Tv(eV) f
CAS MRCI MRCI+Q CAS
A˜ 2A1 ← X˜ 2A1 1.19 1.27 1.49 2.8·10−2
B˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 2.21 2.37 2.46 7.5·10−4
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 2.76 2.83 2.73 1.5·10−2
D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 2.97 3.31 3.31 7.8·10−3
E˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 3.59 3.89 3.83 1.5·10−2
F˜ 2A1 ← X˜ 2A1 4.21 1.8·10−3
G˜ 2A2 ← X˜ 2A1 4.70 0.0
Table 7.1: Cal
ulated verti
al transition energies (Tv) and os
illator strengths (f)
with CASSCF, MRCI, MRCI+Q theories with 

-pVTZ basis sets for
T-shaped AlC2 (C2v).
Equilibrium geometries for the ground state were optimized using the
B3LYP/aug-

-pVQZ theory and RCCSD(T)/

-pVTZ approa
h. Previously
10
theoreti
al 
al
ulations of ex
ited ele
troni
 states of AlC2 (C2v) were 
arried
out using the 
omplete a
tive spa
e self-
onsistent eld method (CASSCF)
28
and
multi-referen
e 
onguration intera
tion (MRCI) theory.
29
Verti
al ex
itation en-
ergies were 
al
ulated for states up to 3.8 eV above the ground state. In order to
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predi
t the spe
trum in the UV region, higher lying states for AlC2 (C2v) have
been investigated with CASSCF and MRCI approa
hes using the Gaussian 98
suite of programs
30
and MOLPRO pa
kage.
31
The resulting verti
al transition
energies and os
illator strengths are summarized in Table 7.1.
7.5 Results and dis
ussions
The R2C2PI low resolution (∼ 5 
m−1 bandwidth) ele
troni
 spe
tra of the
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 and D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 systems of AlC2 for the 345-475 nm range
are shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.6, respe
tively. The wavelengths of the vibroni

bands (maxima) and suggested assignments are listed in Table 7.2.
ν˜ ∆ν˜
Assignment
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1
22098 0.0 0
0
0
22305 207 2
1
0
22498 400 2
2
0
22682
a
584
3
1
0, 2
3
0
(22678, 22713) (580, 613)
22879 781 3
1
02
1
0
23309 1211 3
2
0
23496 1398 1
1
0
23710 1612 2
1
01
1
0
24733 2635 3
2
01
1
0
24880 2782 1
2
0
D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1
26073 0.0 0
0
0
26475 402 3
2
0
26616 543 2
1
0
27055 982 3
2
02
1
0
27186 1113 2
2
0
27563 1490 1
1
0, 2
3
0, 3
2
02
2
0
Table 7.2: Vibrational band maxima (
m
−1
) in the C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 and
D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 band systems of AlC2. aHigher resolution studies
show that the band at 22 682 
m
−1
is a
tually 
onsists of two overlap-
ping bands at 22 678 and 22 713 
m
−1
.
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7.5.1 C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1
Previous 
oupled 
luster 
al
ulations (CCSD(T)) estimate the harmoni
 frequen-

ies of ground state X˜ 2A1 AlC2 as ν1=1735 (a1), ν2=645 (a1) and ν3=421 (b2)

m
−1
.
10
These frequen
ies were thus used as a starting point in assigning the low
resolution C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 spe
trum depi
ted in Figure 7.1. Higher resolu-
tion rotationally resolved spe
tra were obtained to assist in 
onrming the most
probable identities of the vibrational bands.
22000 23000 24000 25000
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2
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Figure 7.1: Low resolution (5 
m
−1
bandwidth) spe
trum of the C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1
ele
troni
 system for the T - shaped AlC2 radi
al, re
orded in the range
21 000−26 000 
m−1 using a resonant two-
olor, two-photon ionization
te
hnique in a supersoni
 mole
ular beam.
The observed rotational stru
ture of the C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 origin band of AlC2
is 
onsistent with that expe
ted for an ele
tri
 dipole allowed perpendi
ular b-
type transition in a C2v mole
ule.
10
A

ordingly, transitions involving a1 modes
are also ele
tri
 dipole allowed, and will be observed as b-type perpendi
ular.
110
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However, those involving non-totally symmetri
 b2 vibrations, in the absen
e of
vibroni
 
oupling, are only allowed as even quantum 
hanges (i.e. Fran
k-Condon
allowed). These ∆v=±2 transitions will also display rotational 
ontours with b-
type perpendi
ular band stru
ture. Using these guidelines, assignments may be
made, starting with the dominant 22 108 
m
−1
band in Figure 7.1, whi
h has been
already 
onrmed as the origin.
10
The rotational resolved R2C2PI spe
trum of the +1398 
m
−1
band in the
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 transition is shown in Figure 7.2, a

ompanied by a spe
tral
simulation, assuming a b-type perpendi
ular band for a near-prolate symmetri

top, performed using the WANG program.
32
The band is assigned as the 1
1
0 tran-
sition, where ν1 is the C=C stret
hing mode. The measured ex
ited state (C˜)
frequen
y of ν
′
1=1398 
m
−1

ompares with the 
al
ulated ground state frequen
y
for ν
′′
1 of 1735 
m
−1
. The redu
tion in the C=C stret
hing frequen
y relative to
the ground state is 
onsistent with the lengthening of the C=C bond in the C˜
state (both 
al
ulation and estimated rotational 
onstants are in support of this).
The signi
ant Fran
k-Condon a
tivity in ν1 is also 
onsistent with the appre-

iable lengthening of the C=C bond bond in the C˜ state relative to the ground
state. Spe
tros
opi
 
onstants for ν
′
1 vibroni
 level have been estimated from the
spe
tral simulation with 
onstants reported in Table 7.3.
However it must be re
ognized that di
ulties 
an arise in tting the ner
features of the observed spe
trum due to the potential perturbations in the C˜ 2B2
manifold arising as a result of intera
tions with rovibroni
 levels of the underlying
B˜ state.10 Nevertheless the simulation is quite a

eptable.
The se
ond progression member in ν
′
1, i.e. the 1
2
0 transition, is observed at
+2782 
m
−1
(Figure 7.1) and displays a b-type perpendi
ular rotational band 
on-
tour with a shape quite similar to those shown in Figure 7.3, thus being asso
iated
with transition involving progressions in a1 modes or even-quantum-
hange over-
tones.
Figure 7.3 displays the origin band for the C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 transition at
452 nm (22 098 
m
−1
), re
orded using an ex
imer pumped dye laser (0.15 
m
−1
resolution) and LIF dete
tion. The extended K-rotational stru
ture observed is

onsistent with its interpretation as a b-type perpendi
ular band for a near-prolate
symmetri
 top. Below the spe
trum two vibroni
 transitions observed at +207,
and +400 
m
−1
with respe
t to the origin. The intensity of the +207 
m
−1
band is
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C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1
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Figure 7.2: Rotationally resolved resonant two-
olor, two-photon ionization
spe
trum (0.15 
m
−1
bandwidth) of the 23 496 
m
−1
band in the
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 AlC2 band system and a rotational 
ontour simula-
tion.
approximately one-third that of the origin, while that for +400 
m
−1
is less again
by a fa
tor approximately four. The pattern of relative intensities, as well as the

ontour being the same as that of the origin band, is 
onsistent with a progression
in a totally symmetri
 mode. A

ordingly, the +207 and +400 
m
−1
bands are
assigned as rst two progression members involving the ν2 (Al−C2 stret
h), with
an approximate value of ν
′
2=207 
m
−1
. The appre
iable anharmoni
ity observed
is 
onsistent with a large frequen
y 
hange o

urring for ν2 between the X˜ and
C˜ states (the 
al
ulated value for ν
′′
2 is 645 
m
−1
), indi
ating a mu
h shallower ν2
potential fun
tion in the C˜ state. The 220 transition, bottom plot, overlaps with
the 0−0 and 1−1 bands of the B˜ 4Σ− ← X˜ 4Σ− AlC transition, and therefore the
tra
e shown has been obtained using a normalized spe
tral substra
tion to remove
112
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X˜ 2A1
a C˜ 2B2 D˜
2
B1
1
1
0 0
0
0
A 1.7093(107) 1.5695(98) 1.743(50)
B 0.4052(50) 0.4035(50) 0.355(49)
C 0.3228(49) 0.321(45) 0.295(94)
T0 23499.7 ± 0.2 26083.2 ± 0.2
rAl−C 1.928
b
1.950
b
2.095
c
rC−C 1.276
b
1.321
b
1.27
c
αC−Al−C 38.7
◦ b
39.6
◦ b
35.3
◦ c
Table 7.3: Mole
ular parameters (
m
−1
) determined from the least square t of
the spe
trum for AlC2, C˜
2
B2 ← X˜ 2A1 (110) and D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1
(0
0
0). Values in parenthesis denote 2σ standard deviation.
a
Ref. 10.
Optimized geometries for the X˜ 2A1, C˜
2
B2 (0
0
0) and D˜
2
B1 (0
0
0) state
at CASSCF (
b
Ref. 10) and SA-CASSCF level of theories (
c
Ref. 33).
the 
ontamination from the AlC diatomi
 uores
en
e. This was possible due to
the fa
t that the above mentioned transition in AlC has a longer uores
en
e
lifetime than that of AlC2, thus allowing the 
olle
tion of a de
ongested spe
trum
of the diatomi
 through gating the tail end of the LIF de
ay and later subtra
ting
it from the total signal 
ontaining uores
en
e from both spe
ies.
Based on the assignment ν
′
2=207 
m
−1
for the C˜ state, the two bands observed
towards lower energy from the C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 origin (Figure 7.1, -218 and
-326 
m
−1
) are both 
andidates for the 2
1
1 sequen
e band. Our preferred as-
signment for the -326 
m
−1
band is 2
1
1 whi
h yields ν
′′
2=533 
m
−1

ompared with
ν
′′
2=645 
m
−1
from 
al
ulation. Despite the supersoni
 free jet environment vibra-
tional 
ooling may not be that e
ient in the helium 
arrier gas, hen
e it is not
unexpe
ted that there is thermal population in the ν
′′
2 ,v=1 level.
LIF spe
tra (0.15 
m
−1
resolution) re
orded for three more transitions at 421,
425, and 428 nm are shown in Figure 7.4. These 
orrespond to the bands showed
in Figure 7.1 at +1211, +1398 and +1612 
m
−1
with respe
t to the origin.
The band observed at +1211 
m
−1
from the origin (Figure 7.1) is shown in
high resolution detail as the top tra
e in Figure 7.4. The observed band 
ontour
indi
ates a totally symmetri
 transition. The most 
ompelling assignment is the
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Figure 7.3: Rotationally resolved laser indu
ed uores
en
e spe
tra (0.15 
m
−1
bandwidth) of the 22 098, 22 305, and 22 498 
m
−1
transitions in the
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 AlC2 band system.
Fran
k-Condon allowed ∆v=2 transition involving ex
itation in ν3, i.e. 3
2
0. This
yields an approximate frequen
y of 605 
m
−1
for ν3 in the C˜ state.
The lowest tra
e in Figure 7.4 is for the band observed at +1612 
m
−1
. The
frequen
y is 
lose to the 
ombination of the observed frequen
ies for ν
′
1 and ν
′
2,
i.e. 1398+207=1605 
m
−1
. A

ordingly, this transition is assigned as the 2
1
01
1
0

ombination band. The b-type perpendi
ular K-stru
ture is also as expe
ted for
a 
ombination involving two a1 modes.
Finally, the LIF spe
trum (0.15 
m
−1
resolution) re
orded in the region near
440 nm (Figure 7.1, +584 
m
−1
) is presented in Figure 7.5. Measurement at higher
resolution provides 
lear indi
ation that this does not 
onform to a b-type per-
pendi
ular transition. Figure 7.5 in
ludes rotational band 
ontour simulations for
an a-type parallel band 
entered at ∼ 22 678 
m−1 and a b-type perpendi
ular
band (intensity ∼ 30% that of the parallel band) at ∼ 22 713 
m−1. The third
member of the ν2 progression, i.e. 2
3
0 ex
itation, is expe
ted to lie in this region
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Figure 7.4: Rotationally resolved laser indu
ed uores
en
e spe
tra (0.15 
m
−1
bandwidth) of the 23 309, 23 496, and 23 710 
m
−1
transitions in the
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 AlC2 band system.
and would be responsible for the b-type perpendi
ular band. Added together, this

ombined simulation mat
hes the overall spe
tral stru
ture in the region 22 640 to
22 740 
m
−1
quite well.
An a-type parallel band derives intensity from the dipole-allowed Tz transition
moment, implying that the vibroni
 symmetry asso
iated with the +584 
m
−1
band is A1. The 
on
lusion advan
ed is that the +584 
m
−1
band 
orresponds
to the transition 3
1
0 where the ν3 vibrational mode (b2 symmetry; C˜ state vi-
broni
 symmetry=b2 ⊗ B2=A1) derives intensity through vibroni
 
oupling with
the strong, Tz dipole-allowed A˜
2
A1 ← X˜ 2A1 transition. The A˜ state is 
al-

ulated to lie approximately 12 000 
m
−1
below the C˜ state. The fa
t that the
ν3,v=1 vibrational frequen
y has in
reased in the C˜ state relative to the X˜ state
(ν3 ground state frequen
y 
al
ulated as 421 
m
−1
) is 
onsistent with the A˜ 2A1
ele
troni
 state, from whi
h intensity is borrowed, lying lower in energy than the
C˜ state.
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Figure 7.5: Rotationally resolved laser indu
ed uores
en
e spe
trum (0.15 
m
−1
bandwidth) of the C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 AlC2 band system (Figure 7.1,
+584 
m
−1
). Rotational 
ontour simulations for an a -type parallel
and a mixture of both a -type parallel band and b -type perpendi
ular
bands are shown above the experimental spe
trum.
Hen
e we 
on
lude that the +584 
m
−1
band is 
omposed of a stronger 
on-
stituent due the vibroni
ally allowed 3
1
0 transition together with a lesser 
ontribu-
tion from the Fran
k-Condon allowed 2
3
0 progression member (Table 7.2).
The attribution of the +781 
m
−1
band in Figure 7.1 as 3
1
02
1
0 follows from the
observed displa
ement of ∼ +200 
m−1 relative to the 310 vibroni
ally indu
ed
progression origin. Assignment of the +1211 
m
−1
band as 3
2
0 is based on the
anti
ipated Fran
k-Condon intensity for this transition.
Finally, we 
onsider the band at -218 
m
−1
(towards lower energy) from the
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 origin. A 
andidate for its assignment might be the 311 sequen
e
band. However, based on the estimate, ν
′
3=580 
m
−1
from the measured position
of the 3
1
0 transition, this assignment would imply that ν
′′
3=580+218=798 
m
−1
.
This appears to be too high given the values for ν
′′
3 derived from theory (∼400-
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450 
m
−1
).
10
An alternative assignment is the hot band 3
0
12
1
0, whi
h would yield
ν
′′
3=207+218=425 
m
−1
.
7.5.2 D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1
The two strongest UV bands found in the D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 band system (Fig-
ure 7.6, bands at 26 073 and +543 
m
−1
) were investigated further at higher res-
olution (0.15 
m
−1
) with R2C2PI and are shown in Figure 7.7. The bands 
ould
also be re
orded using LIF but due to other overlapping features in this UV region
the spe
tra are 
ongested and more 
ompli
ated to analyze.
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Figure 7.6: Low resolution resonant two-
olor, two-photon ionization spe
trum of
the D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 ele
troni
 system for the T - shaped AlC2 radi
al,
re
orded in the range 24 000−29 000 
m−1 in a supersoni
 mole
ular
beam.
The rotational band proles are mat
hed su

essfully with a simulation as-
suming a 
onventional Hamiltonian for an asymmetri
 top 
onsidering a c-type
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perpendi
ular transition in a C2v mole
ule (dipole allowed Tx transition moment).
The simulation 
ompares favorably with the experimental tra
e for the 26 073 
m
−1
band. Despite poorer signal to noise for the 26 616 
m
−1
band, the simulation is
a

eptable. Attempts to mat
h the measured rotational prole for the 26 073 
m
−1
band with either a b-type perpendi
ular or a-type parallel simulation proved un-
su

essful. A

ordingly, these are assigned as belonging to another ele
troni
 band
system, presumably the Tx ele
tri
 dipole allowed D˜
2
B1 ← X˜ 2A1 transition.
Re
ent 
al
ulations (SA-CASSCF geometry optimization - Table 7.3),
33
estimate
that the D˜ 2B1 state energy is in vi
inity of 3.1 eV (∼25 000 
m−1), lending further
support to the assignment of the AlC2 vibroni
 stru
ture in the 24 000-28 000 
m
−1
region as being due to the D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 transition. Assignments for the vi-
brational stru
ture observed are dis
ussed below and presented in Table 7.2.
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Figure 7.7: Rotationally resolved resonant two-
olor, two-photon ionization spe
-
tra (0.15 
m
−1
bandwidth) of the two strongest bands observed in the
D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 system. A rotational 
ontour simulation for a c -type
2
B1 ← 2A1 transition is shown in the top tra
e.
The dominant progression forming mode in the D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 transition
appears to be ν2, in 
ontrast to the a
tivity observed in ν1 for the C˜ ← X˜
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ex
itation. The ν2 vibrational mode is prin
ipally the Al−C2 symmetri
 stret
h.
As may be dedu
ed from the inertial parameters emerging from the c-type band

ontour simulation shown in Figure 7.7, the Al−C bond length, hen
e the Al−C2
perpendi
ular distan
e, 
hanges appre
iably in the D˜ state relative to the ground
state (D˜: 1.996Å; X˜: 1.819Å; ∆=0.165Å), and 
onsiderably more than between
the C˜ and X˜ states (∆=0.016Å).10 This large geometri
 
hange along the ν2
normal 
oordinate asso
iated with D˜ ← X˜ ex
itation 
onrms the assignment of
ν2 as the dominant progression forming mode in the D˜
2
B1 ← X˜ 2A1 transition.
The displa
ements for the transitions 2
1
0 and 2
2
0 are +543 
m
−1
and 1113 
m
−1
respe
tively. It is 
lear that the interval (570 
m
−1
) between ν
′
2, v=1 and v=2
suggests a signi
ant positive anharmoni
ity.
Figure 7.6 shows a relatively strong transition at +402 
m
−1
displa
ement from
the origin. The assignment oered is the Fran
k-Condon allowed ∆v=2 tran-
sition in ν3, i.e. 3
2
0. No band is observed at twi
e this displa
ement from the
D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 origin, hen
e the +402 
m−1 band 
annot be the rst mem-
ber of a progression in an a1 mode (the only possibility would be ν1, but in any

ase the observed frequen
y is far too low for ν1 to be a valid 
andidate). The
observed transition 
annot be 3
1
0 be
ause the vibroni
 symmetry for the 3
1
level,
assuming that this is the D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 transition, is b2 ⊗ B1=A2 and the
A2-A1 transition moment is zero for a C2v mole
ule.
Assignments follow for the bands at +982 
m
−1
and 1113 
m
−1
as 3
2
02
1
0 and 2
2
0.
However, it is ne
essary to address two questions regarding this, as well as the
relatively large anharmoni
ity in the ν2 progression. First, the 3
2
0 assigned band
is quite strong for a ν
′
3, v=2 Fran
k-Condon allowed transition. Se
ond, the po-
sitions for 3
2
02
1
0 and 2
2
0 appear a little abnormal. The most likely 
ause of these
anomalies is a Fermi resonan
e between ν
′
3, v=2 and ν
′
2, v=1. This would be a

lassi
 
ase of 3
2
. . . 2
1

oupling via 
ubi
 anharmoni
ity (the well known ground
state stret
h-bend 
oupling in CO2 being the pedagogi
al example).
34
This ex-
planation is supported by the appearan
e of the stru
ture in the +982, 1113 
m
−1
region, whi
h is relatively broad and indi
ative of the expe
ted Fermi triad arising
from the 
oupling between 3
4
. . . 3
2
2
1
. . . 2
2
. Likewise, the broad stru
ture in the
+1490 
m
−1
region would be due to the 
orresponding Fermi quartet. Modeling
of these possible Fermi resonan
es is outside the s
ope of this paper. It is likely
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that the rst progression member of the ν1 mode, i.e. 1
1
0, may also lie amongst
this stru
ture.
7.5.3 Vibroni
 
oupling
The estimates for the AlC2 vibrational frequen
ies derived for both the C˜ and D˜
states are summarized in Table 7.4. In the C˜ state, ν2 is redu
ed 
onsiderably
from its ground state value (ν
′
2=207 
m
−1
versus ν
′′
2=533 
m
−1
). The 2
1
level is
of B2 vibroni
 symmetry. The drop in frequen
y is 
onsistent with the proposal
that the E˜ (2B2) state, 
al
ulated ∼7500 
m−1 above the C˜ state, perturbs levels
of B2 symmetry in the C˜ state.
X˜ 2A1 C˜
2
B2 D˜
2
B1
ω ν˜ ν˜
ν1 1735
a
 1398(5)
c
1490(5)
c
ν2 645
a
533(5)
b
207(5)
c
543(5)
c
ν3 421
a
425(5)
b
580(5)
c
201(5)
d
Table 7.4: Experimentally determined vibrational frequen
ies (
m
−1
) for the two
ele
troni
 systems.
a

al
ulated,
10 b
this work (based on the assigned hot
bands),
c
this work,
d
by dividing double quanta ex
itations.
Vibroni
 
oupling between states in two intera
ting manifolds does involve all
vibrational levels of appropriate symmetry. However, the dominant intera
tions
are between like states with ∆v=±1 dieren
es in vibrational quantum num-
bers.
35,36
Hen
e, the v=0 level of the C˜ state will intera
t with the ν2,v=1 level
in the higher E˜ (2B2) state. In 
ontrast, the ν2,v=1 level of the C˜ state will be

oupled with both the ν2,v=0 and v=2 levels of the E˜ (
2
B2) state.
From simple perturbation theory |energy shift| = |H2ij/(Ej − Ei)|, where H 2ij
is the vibroni
 
oupling intera
tion matrix element and ∆E=Ej − Ei is the en-
ergy dieren
e between the 
oupled states. Furthermore, the 
oupling matrix
elements (for harmoni
 os
illator wavefun
tions) are related by the relationship
〈v + 1|Hij|v〉 =
√
v〈1|Hij |0〉. A

ordingly, a simple 
oupling s
heme is used to
obtain estimates for the shifts in vibrational energy levels due to vibroni
 
ou-
pling. The 
oupling matrix elements in the range ∼1 000-3 000 
m−1 are typi
al
for 
oupling between ele
troni
ally ex
ited states.
35,36
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A modest vibroni
 
oupling matrix element of ∼1050 
m−1 (with
∆E=7500 
m−1 taken as energy gap between the C˜ and E˜ states) is su-

ient to "push down" the ν2,v=1 level in the C˜ state by ∼300 
m−1 relative
to what might be an unperturbed frequen
y for ν
′
2 of ∼500 
m−1 (based on
ν
′′
2=533 
m
−1
). This 
ould explain the 
onsiderably redu
ed frequen
y for ν2
observed for the C˜ state.
The estimates for ν
′′
3 and ν
′
3 are 425 and 580 
m
−1
. The question arises as to
why ν3 is in
reased in the C˜ state relative to the X˜ state. Observe that ν3 is of
symmetry spe
ies b2, hen
e the vibroni
 symmetry of the 3
1
level is b2 ⊗ B2=A1.
As established above from rotational 
ontour simulations, the 3
1
0 transition arises
as a result of vibroni
 
oupling. The A1 ele
troni
 state (with signi
ant os
illator
strength) that is most likely to be responsible for the intensity borrowing is the
lower lying A˜ 2A1 state, 
al
ulated as lying∼12 000 
m−1 below the C˜ state. From

al
ulations analogous to those dis
ussed above for ν2, a 
oupling matrix element
of ∼900 
m−1 is su
ient to "push up" the 31 level by ∼160 
m−1 in the C˜ state
relative to its (
al
ulated) frequen
y of ∼420 
m−1 in the X˜.
Analogous arguments may be applied to rationalize the frequen
ies for ν2 and ν3
observed in the D˜ state. The 21 level is observed at +543 
m−1. This in fa
t is little
dierent from it's ground state frequen
y of 533 
m
−1
. The vibroni
 symmetry of
2
1
in the D˜ state is B1. Moreover, the nearest B1 ele
troni
 state with whi
h the
D˜ state 
an 
ouple is the lower B˜ 2B1 state, ∼6 700 
m−1 below. Thus one would
anti
ipate that if anything, ν2 might in
rease in frequen
y in the D˜ state. The
observed frequen
y of 543 
m
−1
is 
onsistent with the proposal that it has been
pushed up, relative to its unperturbed frequen
y, as a result of vibroni
 
oupling
with the lower lying B˜ 2B1 state.
The ν3 vibroni
 frequen
y in the D˜ state, derived from the observation of the
3
2
0 band at +402 
m
−1
is approximately 200 
m
−1
. This 
ontrasts with ν3 in the
X˜ state, derived from the spe
trum of ∼425 
m−1. The vibroni
 symmetry of 31
in the D˜(2B1) state is A2. The only A2 state nearby in AlC2 is G˜(
2
A2) state,

al
ulated ∼12 500 
m−1 above the D˜ state. A vibroni
 
oupling matrix element
of ∼1150-1200 
m−1 would be su
ient to depress the 31 level in the D˜ state by
the requisite amount of ∼220-250 
m−1.
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While the above arguments are indi
ative rather than quantitative, they serve
to rationalize the observed frequen
ies for ν2 and ν3 observed in the C˜ and D˜
ele
troni
 states of AlC2.
7.6 Con
lusion
Vibrational stru
ture in the ele
tri
 dipole allowed C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 and
D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 transitions has been measured with both LIF and mass sele
-
tive R2C2PI spe
tros
opy. Rotational 
ontour measurements have been 
arried
out at higher resolution for a sele
tion of the stronger bands in both systems.
Assignments are provided for the Fran
k-Condon a
tivity involving ν1, ν2 in the
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 transition, as well as vibroni
 a
tivity in ν3 due to 
oupling
with the strong dipole allowed A˜ 2A1 ← X˜ 2A1 ex
itation. The strong Fran
k-
Condon a
tivity in the ν1 mode (C=C stret
h) is 
onsistent with the observed
C˜ 2B2 ← X˜ 2A1 geometry 
hange, dedu
ed from rotational band 
ontour simu-
lations, whi
h involved appre
iable lengthening of the C=C bond. In the higher
lying D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1 transition, the Fran
k-Condon a
tivity is dominated by an
intense progression involving ν2 (Al−C2 stret
h). This assignment is supported by
an appre
iable 
hange in the Al-C bond length, and hen
e Al−C2 perpendi
ular
distan
e, estimated from rotational band 
ontour simulation assuming an c-type
perpendi
ular transition. The simulations 
onrm the attribution of the ex
ita-
tion as D˜ 2B1 ← X˜ 2A1. No vibroni
 a
tivity in ν3 is possible for this transition
be
ause of symmetry 
onstrains. However, there is eviden
e of 3
2
. . . 2
1

oupling
via 
ubi
 anharmoni
ity in the D˜ vibrational manifold. New estimates for vibra-
tional frequen
ies and rotational parameters are thereby provided for the C˜ and
D˜ states of AlC2 (Table 7.4).
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8 Ele
troni
 spe
trum of titanium
dioxide, TiO2
8.1 Introdu
tion
Among the more important of the numerous te
hnologi
al appli
ations of titanium
dioxide is its use as a photo
atalyst to degrade organi
 pollutants or to perform
other useful 
hemi
al transformations. Nanomeri
 and subnanomeri
 
lusters of
TiO2 prepared on or in
orporated in zeolites are parti
ularly promising photo
ata-
lysts.
1,2
The photo
atalyti
 role of TiO2 
ould be greatly enhan
ed if a parti
ular
isomer that more ee
tively absorbs the solar radiation at the Earth's surfa
e

ould be identied and synthesized. Studies of gas-phase 
lusters of TiO2 provide
a pra
ti
al experimental and theoreti
al means of gaining a mole
ular level un-
derstanding of the properties that inuen
e the a
tivity of zeolite supported TiO2

lusters and the isomeri
 dependen
e of absorption. Insight into the 
hemi
al a
-
tivity of bulk TiO2 may also be revealed from studies of 
lusters. Indeed, there is
experimental eviden
e that the properties of small gas-phase 
lusters of TiO2 em-
ulate those of the bulk. For example, the observed band gap of mole
ular (TiO2)n

lusters approa
h that of bulk TiO2 at n = 6 and remains relatively 
onstant up
to n=10, the largest spe
ies studied.
3
Furthermore, small 
lusters of mixtures
of (TiO2)n and (Ti2O3)m are observed to have an intense vibrational transition
at 13.5 µm, whi
h 
oin
ides with an intense band in the rutile spe
trum, inde-
pendently of their size and stoi
hiometry.
4
The monomer and small 
lusters of
TiO2 are also of interest in their own right being prototypes for d -orbital 
hemi
al
bonding investigations.
Titanium is one of the most abundant refra
tory metals in spa
e. It has been
dete
ted in the gas phase form as TiO and TiH towards 
ool M-type stars. The
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ele
troni
 transitions of the TiO mole
ule are so prominent in the M- and S-
stars, that they are used for their spe
tral 
lassi
ation. Due to the refra
tory
nature of this element, it is assumed that a large fra
tion of Ti will be absent
from the gas phase, but the temperature at whi
h depletion be
omes signi
ant is
not known. It has been suggested that Ti may be removed from the gas phase at
temperature as high as 1650K be
ause of the formation of CaTiO3.
5
Observations
of the ele
troni
 spe
trum of TiO towards M-stars, however, indi
ate rotational
temperatures as low as 600K, possibly even lower.
6
Towards 
ooler regions of
stellar atmospheres or in the 
ir
umstellar shells of oxygen-ri
h stars, TiO may be
further oxidized to TiO2,
7
a very stable mole
ule whi
h may be then in
orporated
into grains along with other oxides su
h as MgO, SiO2, CaO, or FeO, to form

omplex minerals.
Given this diverse interest, there has been an intense eort to measure and pre-
di
t the properties of the monomer and small 
lusters of TiO2. The properties of
the monomer are more readily derived from experimental studies than the prop-
erties of 
lusters. A

ordingly, a 
omparison of theoreti
ally and experimentally
derived properties for the monomer is the primary means of assessing method-
ologies being implemented for predi
ting the properties of 
lusters of TiO2. The
numerous reported theoreti
al studies for the TiO2 monomer
819
are, in a large
part, due to its use as a ben
hmark for this purpose. A review of the theoreti-

al investigations 
an be found in Ref. 19. The theoreti
al predi
tions for this
prototypi
al metal dioxide should be highly quantitative be
ause of the limited
number of valen
e ele
trons (eight) and the small relativisti
 ee
ts owing to the
low atomi
 number. A goal of the present study is to experimentally determine
the vibrational frequen
ies and geometri
 stru
ture for the low-lying ex
ited states
of mole
ular TiO2 using opti
al spe
tros
opy.
The majority of spe
tros
opi
 studies of TiO2 involve matrix-isolated samples.
The infrared absorption and visible emission spe
tra of neon matrix isolated TiO2
were analyzed in early 70s.
20
The spe
trum was 
onsistent with a C2v stru
tures
in both the ground and ex
ited ele
troni
 state. The ν1 (a1) symmetri
 stret
hing
frequen
y, ω1, the ν3 (b2) asymmetri
 stret
hing frequen
y, ω3, for the
48
TiO2
isotopologue were determined to be 962.0±2 
m−1 and 934.8±2 
m−1, respe
tively.
The isotopi
 dependen
e of ω3 was used to extra
t an estimate for the bond
angle, Θ, of 110±15◦. Weak, visible emission having an origin at 5295.02±2Å
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and exhibiting a progression in the ν3 (b2) asymmetri
 stret
h of the X˜
1
A1 state
was observed. It was rationalized that the observed long vibrational progression
implied a signi
ant 
hange in geometry upon ex
itation. The infrared absorption
spe
trum in an argon matrix was re
orded and analyzed to give ν1 and ν3 of
946.9 
m
−1
and 917.1 
m
−1
, respe
tively.
10
Again the isotopi
 dependen
e of ν3
was used to estimate Θ to be 113±5◦. The results were supported by Hartree-Fo
k
level ab initio 
al
ulations. The infrared and ele
troni
 spe
trum in a neon matrix
of isolated TiO2 was re
ently re
orded in our group.
21
A mass sele
ted deposition
te
hnique using TiO
−
2 anions was employed and neutral TiO2 was generated by
photo-deta
hment. Progressions in two band systems in the visible range were
assigned. The origin of one band, having a vibrational progression with spa
ing of
840 
m
−1
, was at 628 nm. It was suggested that this band was due to an ele
troni

transition for the linear isomer. The se
ond band system exhibited two vibrational
progressions, one with a spa
ing of 850 
m
−1
, and another of 180 
m
−1
. The origin
of this band was di
ult to assign be
ause of overlapped TiO features, but was
estimated to be 524 nm and assigned as the A˜ 1B2 ← X˜ 1A1 transition of the
bent oxo (O=Ti=O) form. A third, weak, band system with an origin at 368 nm
was assigned as the C˜ 1B1 ← X˜ 1A1 transition of the same isomer.
Gas phase spe
tros
opi
 studies of TiO2 are few in number. Forty years ago, the
Harvard group
22
performed an ele
trostati
 dee
tion measurement on a mole
ular
beam sample of TiO2 demonstrating that the ground state had a permanent ele
-
tri
 dipole, thus ruling out a linear O=Ti=O stru
ture. The ele
troni
 stru
ture of
TiO2, and small 
lusters thereof, were investigated by photoele
tron spe
tros
opy
(PES).
23
The symmetri
 stret
hing frequen
y, ω1 (a1), of the X˜
1
A1 state was
measured to be 940±40 
m−1, 
onsistent with the matrix isolation value. Spe
tral
features at 1.96 eV and 2.4 eV above that of the X˜ 1A1 were assigned to the a˜
3
B2
and A˜ 1B2 ex
ited states, with the latter being 
onsistent with the matrix isola-
tion value. Re
ently, the pure rotational transitions in the (0,0,0) X˜ 1A1 vibroni

state were re
orded and analyzed to produ
e the rst experimental stru
ture.
24
The determined ee
tive bond length, RT i−O, and bond angle, Θ, were 1.651Å,
=111.6
◦
, respe
tively. A laser ablation/supersoni
 expansion s
heme was used for
the generation of mole
ular TiO2 in both the pure rotational and PES studies.
The theoreti
al predi
tions and experimental data suggest that the opti
al spe
-
trum of TiO2 will be 
omplex. The lowest a˜
3
B2 triplet and A˜
1
B2 singlet states
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are predi
ted
17
to assume a bent oxo (O=Ti=O) form like the X˜1A1 state, but
with a mu
h smaller bond angle (≈95◦). Hen
e the A˜ 1B2 ← X˜ 1A1 ele
troni

transition will have long vibroni
 progressions and a very open bran
h stru
ture.
Strong vibroni
 
oupling is also expe
ted be
ause the C2v stru
tures a˜
3
B2 triplet
and A˜1B2 states are only approximately 0.3 eV more stable than the linear form.
17
8.2 Experimental
Mass sele
ted resonan
e enhan
ed multiphoton ionization (REMPI) measurements
were 
arried out to obtain the low resolution and partially rotationally resolved vi-
broni
 bands in the TiO2 ele
troni
 spe
trum. The experimental setup is presented
in the Experimental se
tion of this thesis. TiO2 was produ
ed by laser ablation
of a pure titanium rod in the presen
e of approximately 2% O2 in helium. The
supersoni
 expansion produ
ts were skimmed to produ
e a well 
ollimated mole
-
ular beam. Low-resolution (∼ 5 
m−1 bandwidth) mass sele
ted REMPI spe
tra
were re
orded using an OPO system (ex
itation laser) and an F2 ex
imer laser
(λ=157 nm or 7.9 eV) as the ionization sour
e. Higher-resolution (∼ 0.15 
m−1
bandwidth) spe
tra were re
orded using a broad-band tunable dye laser with an
output of 2mJ/pulse (pumped by a XeCl (λ=308 nm) ex
imer laser).
8.3 Results and dis
ussion
The F2 ex
imer laser multi-photoionization time-of-ight mass spe
trum of the
produ
ts produ
ed by the ablation of titanium in the presen
e of a He/O2 super-
soni
 expansion is presented as the red tra
e in Figure 8.1. In addition to the
monomer TiO2, signals from the dimers (TiO2)2, and (TiO)2, the O2 
omplexes
TiO(O2) and TiO2(O2), and Ti2O3 are dete
ted. The sti
k diagram is the 
al
u-
lated mass spe
trum based on the isotopi
 ratios of Ti atom. The mass spe
trum
is dominated by the Ti atomi
 signal and TiO (not displayed in the spe
trum),
both having and ionization potential lower then 7.9 eV. The TiO2 mass signal was
re
orded only on resonan
e. It is to be noted that the adiabati
 and verti
al ion-
ization potential of TiO2 have been determined to be 9.5 and 9.62 eV, respe
tively.
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Figure 8.1: The multiphoton ionization time-of-ight mass spe
trum of the prod-
u
t of the ablated titanium in a He/O2 supersoni
 expansion.
The low resolution, mass sele
ted, REMPI spe
trum in the range of a
17000 
m
−1
to 21500 
m
−1
is presented in Figure 8.2. The simulated spe
trum
is displayed below the experimental one. Based on the theoreti
al studies whi
h
predi
t a big geometry 
hange from ground to ex
ited state, the experimental
spe
trum would be dominated by a long vibroni
 progression and a very open
bran
h stru
ture. The TiO2 mole
ule, as other triatomi
 spe
ies of C2v symmetry,
is 
hara
terized by three vibrational frequen
ies, ν1, ν2 of a1 symmetry, and the
asymmetri
 mode ν3 (b2). The X˜
1
A1 ground state of TiO2 has been well 
har-
a
terized, the ν1 and ν3 vibroni
 frequen
ies have been measured using matrix
isolation spe
tros
opy.
10
Re
ently, the ν2 has been determined through dispersed
uores
en
e te
hnique.
25
Unfortunately, little is known about the ex
ited state
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Figure 8.2: Low resolution REMPI ele
troni
 spe
trum of the A˜ 1B2 ← X˜ 1A1
ele
troni
 transition of titanium dioxide. Below the experimental spe
-
trum the vibrational simulation is presented.
geometry and vibrational frequen
ies, ex
ept the theoreti
al 
al
ulations whi
h
predi
t ν1=875 
m
−1
, ν2 drops to approximately half of its ground state value,
196 
m
−1
and the same behavior for the ν3 whi
h drops to 480 
m
−1
.
17
These
dieren
es are asso
iated with the big geometry 
hange in the ex
ited state.
The preliminary analysis of the experimental spe
trum shows a long progression
in the symmetri
 stret
hing (ν1) and bending (ν2) vibrational modes, and 
ombi-
nations of the two. In the simulated vibrational spe
trum, the predi
ted values
for the ex
ited state have been used and a vibrational temperature of 100K has
been assumed. The spe
trum ts well in the low frequen
y region but not very
well at high frequen
ies. The dis
repan
ies between experimental and simulated
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spe
trum may arise from the fa
t that vibroni
 
oupling of ν3 with a low or high
lying ele
troni
 state has not been introdu
ed in the simulation. It should be
noted that the 
al
ulations predi
ted the a˜3B2 triplet state to lie only 0.05 eV
higher in energy than the singlet state. In order to 
he
k the presen
e of another
state in the same frequen
y region, ex
ited state lifetime measurements have been
performed by varying the delay between the ex
itation and ionization laser. No
signi
ant dieren
es between the lifetimes of the vibroni
 bands has been ob-
served, indi
ating that the observed bands should belong to one state. The triplet
state, based on the ele
troni
 sele
tion rules would be spin forbidden, if allowed
would be a long lived state.
The dispersed uores
en
e measurements were performed by ex
iting the
514 ← 413 rotational line of the 18659.2 
m−1 band in the A˜ 1B2 ← X˜ 1A1
ele
troni
 spe
trum and dispersing the uores
en
e with the use of a mono
hro-
mator.
25
The results indi
ate no features to the blue of the ex
itation wavelength

onrming that the ex
ited band is not a hot band. Based on the parallel prole
of the observed band it was 
on
luded that the ex
ited band originates from a
totally symmetri
 mode (either ν1 or ν2). The la
k of more dispersed uores
en
e
measurements of other vibroni
 bands to the red of 18659.2 
m
−1
band make the
identi
ation of the origin band di
ult at this point.
The isotopi
 shifts of the vibroni
 bands should help in assignment of the origin
band. It has been estimated the Ti isotopi
 shifts for ν1 mode are between 1.8-
2.1 
m
−1
, smaller than for ν3, 2.8-3.1 
m
−1
whi
h has less oxygen 
hara
ter in the
vibrational motion. Due to the fa
t that the laser employed in the low-resolution
s
ans has a bandwidth of ∼5 
m−1, su
h shifts 
an not observed, ruling out the
possibility of assigning the origin band.
The vibroni
 bands marked with stars in the low resolution spe
trum have been
partially rotationally resolved. In Figure 8.3 the high resolution spe
trum of the
19615 
m
−1
vibroni
 band, one of the strong band in the low resolution spe
trum,
is presented. The experimental spe
trum is a

ompanied by a spe
tral simula-
tion. A rotational analysis using the PGOPHER program
26
was performed with
a 
onventional Hamiltonian for an asymmetri
 top assuming an a-type transition
in a C2v mole
ule. Two other bands are presented in Figure 8.4 and 8.5 together
with a spe
tral simulation of an a-type transition.
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Experimental
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Figure 8.3: High resolution REMPI ele
troni
 spe
trum of the 19615 
m
−1
band
in the A˜ 1B2 ← X˜ 1A1 ele
troni
 transition of titanium dioxide.
Below the experimental spe
trum the rotational simulation obtained
by varying the following parameters ν0, A',B',C',DJ ',DJK ', DK ', ∆J ',
∆K ' is presented.
Based on the symmetry sele
tion rules, only the bands due to the ex
itation
of a totally symmetri
 mode would have su
h a prole. The rotational 
onstants
and the 
entrifugal distortion parameters for the ground state are well determined
through the means of mi
rowave spe
tros
opy and were kept 
onstant during
the simulation. A good agreement between the experiment and simulation was
a
hieved by varying the ex
ited state rotational 
onstant, 
entrifugal distortion
parameters and for a temperature of 45K. Based on the sele
tion rules for an
a-type parallel transition rotational lines with ∆Ka=0 and ∆Kc=±1 would be
present in the experimental spe
trum. Due to the nu
lear spin statisti
s only
half of the levels are present. Spe
i
ally, only those levels that have ele
troni
-
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19085 19090 19095 19100 19105 cm-1
Experimental
Simulation
Figure 8.4: High resolution REMPI ele
troni
 spe
trum of the 19097 
m
−1
band
in the A˜ 1B2 ← X˜ 1A1 ele
troni
 transition of titanium dioxide.
vibrational-rotational spe
ies A1 and A2 in C2v symmetry are allowed due to the
equivalent
16
O(I=0).
27
The rotational spe
trum is in qualitative agreement with the expe
tations that
the P, Q, and R bran
hes will have an open stru
ture be
ause of the predi
ted
large 
hange in geometry upon ex
itation. Due to the modest resolution of the
ex
itation laser individual rotational lines under the P, Q and R bran
hes 
ould
not be resolved. However, few R and Q-lines 
ould be identied in the rotational
spe
trum. The reason for the imperfe
t t may arise from the fa
t that the
A˜1B2 rovibroni
 levels are perturbed as a result of rovibroni
 
oupling with higher
lying ele
troni
 states. The mole
ular 
onstants obtained are given in Table 8.1
together with the 
al
ulated values. Geometri
 stru
tures 
an be estimated from
the rotational 
onstants derived in the spe
tros
opi
 t, with the Ti-O bond length
of 1.711Å and the O=Ti=O angle of 102.5
◦
.
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19390 19395 19400 19405 19410 cm
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Experimental
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Figure 8.5: High resolution REMPI ele
troni
 spe
trum of the 19404 
m
−1
band
in the A˜ 1B2 ← X˜ 1A1 ele
troni
 transition of titanium dioxide.
Another vibroni
 band marked with star, lo
ated at 18659 
m
−1
, was partially
rotationally resolved using the REMPI te
hnique. Based on the REMPI modest
resolution spe
trum, a high resolution spe
trum (0.001 
m
−1
) was measured using
the laser indu
ed uores
en
e (LIF) te
hnique.
25
Very pre
ise mole
ular param-
eters have been obtained and the TiO2 ex
ited state geometry has been inferred.
The bond length and O=Ti=O angle values are in a good agreement with the
ones obtained by tting the REMPI spe
trum of the 19615 
m
−1
band.
8.4 Con
lusions
The gas-phase ele
troni
 spe
trum of titanium dioxide has been re
orded for the
rst time. The spe
trum reveals a very 
ompli
ated stru
ture with no 
lear ori-
gin band making the assignment of the vibroni
 bands di
ult. The preliminary
analysis of the vibrational spe
trum indi
ates progressions in the ν1 and ν2 modes
and 
ombination of the two. The simulation does not t well in the higher fre-
quen
y region of the spe
trum. The a˜ 3B2 triplet state is predi
ted to lie only
0.05 eV higher in energy than the singlet state whi
h may 
ompli
ate the spe
-
trum. Another reason for an imperfe
t t is that the vibroni
 
oupling of the ν3
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A B C rT i−O ∠ OTiO Ele
troni
 
onguration
X˜1A1 1.0180 0.2826 0.2260 1.651
a
111.5
a
1a
2
23b
2
19a
2
16b
2
2
1.651
b
110.7
b
A˜1B2 0.7653 0.2957 0.2166 1.711
c
102.5
c
1a
2
23b
2
19a
2
16b
1
210a
1
1
1.703
b
96.3
b
Table 8.1: Mole
ular parameters for the 19615 
m
−1
band obtained through a spe
-
tral t of the high resolution spe
trum.
a
Referen
e 23.
b
Referen
e 17.
c
This work.
mode (asymmetri
 mode) with higher lying ele
troni
 states 
ould not be intro-
du
ed in the simulation. Dispersed uores
en
e measurement of the bands to the
red of 18659 
m
−1
band would help in assigning the origin band. The rotational
prole of the rotational resolved bands indi
ate an a-type parallel prole leading
to the 
on
lusion that the observed bands are due to the ex
itation of totally sym-
metri
 modes. The obtained rotational parameters agree well with the 
onstants
obtained from the spe
tral t of the 18659 
m
−1
band rotationally resolved with
a resolution of 0.001 
m
−1
. The vibrational analysis awaits for more dispersed
uores
en
e measurements and elaborated ex
ited state theoreti
al 
al
ulations.
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This thesis des
ribes the experimental measurements and spe
tral analysis of large
polya
etyleni
 
hains and metal-
apped 
arbon 
hains. The experimental method
employed is a resonan
e enhan
ed multiphoton ionization te
hnique (REMPI).
The transient spe
ies were produ
ed in a dis
harge or laser vaporization sour
e.
The main advantage of the REMPI te
hnique is its mass sele
tivity making the
assignment of the spe
tral 
arriers unambiguous.
The
1Σ+u ← X1Σ+g ele
troni
 transitions of the HC2nH (n=5-7) 
hains have
been measured for the rst time in the gas phase. The origin band shifts to the red
with the in
rease in the 
hain size. The spe
trum is dominated by a progression
in the a
etyleni
 stret
hing mode. It is the only progression and therefore the
only signature of a 
hange in geometry for all these 
hains. The ground state is

hara
terized by a bond alternation between the single and triple bonds. Bond
lengths in the ex
ited state have not been 
al
ulated. The trend 
an however be
derived from the vibrational pattern of the ele
troni
 spe
tra. Be
ause the C≡C
bond length in
reases in the ex
ited state, the single bonds must be shorter. Thus
bond alternation in the ex
ited state is less pronoun
ed and the π∗ orbital is more
delo
alized. The individual vibroni
 bands 
an not be rotationally resolved due to
the lifetime broadening. Internal 
onversion is responsible for the subpi
ose
ond
lifetime of the
1Σ+u ex
ited state.
In order to understand the ee
t of a metal atom atta
hed to the 
arbon 
hains,
an appropriate system to study is the metal-
apped a
etylene. In this dire
tion,
the ele
troni
 spe
trum of the AlCCH mole
ule has been measured in the gas phase
for the rst time. The 
ompli
ated vibroni
 stru
ture is due to the Renner-Teller
ee
t involving two vibrational modes. The origin band has been rotationally
resolved and the linear stru
ture of the mole
ule has been 
onrmed. The Al− C
bond length de
reases in the ex
ited state leading to the 
on
lusion that the
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ele
troni
 transition is dominated by the promotion of a σ-ele
tron lo
alized on
the Al atom to a π orbital with bonding 
hara
ter.
For studying the 
hain size ee
t on these metal-
apped 
hains, the in
rease
in the number of 
arbon atoms is important. Therefore, the properties of longer
metal-
apped 
hains have been studied by measuring the ele
troni
 spe
tra of the
MgC2H, MgC4H and MgC6H mole
ules. It has been observed that the os
illator
strength of the allowed ele
troni
 transitions de
reases with the in
rease in the

hain size while the dipole moment in
reases. Therefore, the longer the 
hain the
more di
ult it is to re
ord their ele
troni
 spe
trum and the easier to measure
their mi
rowave spe
trum. In 
omparison to the bare 
arbon 
hains, the nature
of the ele
troni
 transition in the metal-
apped 
hains is dierent. The latter
involves ex
itation of an ele
tron lo
alized on the metal atom in 
ontrast to the

arbon 
hains where the delo
alized π-ele
tron is ex
ited.
When the shortest metal-
apped 
hain looses the other hydrogen atom the de-
viation from the linear stru
ture of the mole
ule is observed. Thus, the T-shaped
stru
ture of the AlC2 mole
ule has been 
onrmed by measuring its ele
troni

spe
trum in the gas phase. Two ele
troni
 systems have been re
orded and ana-
lyzed. Changes in the ex
ited state geometries relative to the ground state have
been noti
ed and the mole
ular parameters for both ground and ex
ited states
have been determined. It is to be noted that the ele
troni
 transition shifts to
the visible region of the ele
tromagneti
 spe
trum with the loss of the hydrogen
atom.
Another mole
ule of interest, based on its astrophysi
al relevan
e and also te
h-
nologi
al appli
ations is titanium dioxide, TiO2. The most adequate way to in-
vestigate the stru
ture of su
h a mole
ule is to measure its ele
troni
 spe
trum
in the gas-phase, free of any intera
tions with the surrounding host latti
e. The
ele
troni
 spe
trum of titanium dioxide has been measured for the rst time in the
gas phase and reveals a 
ompli
ated vibroni
 pattern. The preliminary analysis
indi
ates that few vibroni
 bands 
an be assigned to the ex
itation of totally sym-
metri
 modes (ν1 and ν2). From the rotational analysis of two vibroni
 bands the
ex
ited state geometry 
ould be inferred, indi
ating a lengthening of the Ti-O bond
and a de
rease in the O=Ti=O angle. A 
omplete analysis of the vibroni
 spe
-
trum awaits dispersed uores
en
e measurements of more of the vibroni
 bands
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in the lower frequen
y region of the spe
trum and elaborated 
al
ulations to take
into a

ount perturbations due to other ele
troni
 states.
The purpose of measuring the ele
troni
 spe
tra of these spe
ies is not only
the fundamental understanding of their ele
troni
 properties but also their as-
trophysi
al relevan
e. The 
arbon 
hains have been proposed for a long time as

arriers of the diuse interstellar bands and have also been dete
ted in dierent
environments su
h as 
ir
umstellar shells of the 
arbon-ri
h stars. Metals and
metal-
ontaining spe
ies have been observed in the same environments based on
their sub-millimeter/millimeter spe
trum. As the spe
ies mentioned in this thesis
have been measured for the rst time in the gas phase, the mole
ular parameters
dedu
ed here provide the basis for the sear
h of their millimeter spe
tra in the
laboratory leading to sear
hes for their dete
tion in spa
e.
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A Appendix 1
A.1 Further spe
tral simulation with higher
resolution for AlCCH
Given the fa
t that dye laser employed in the measurement of the origin band of the
A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ transition has a modest resolution of 0.15 
m−1 the rotational
stru
ture has been partially resolved. As shown in Figure 5.5 of the 
hapter 2
individual overlapping lines of P and Q bran
hes 
an not be distinguished easily
at this modest resolution due to the high density of lines.
In order to resolve the rotational stru
ture of the origin band two simulations
have been 
arried out 
onsidering the laser resolution available in the laboratory.
First, of 0.05 
m
−1
that would be a
hievable with a dye laser equipped with an
intra-
avity étalon. Taken into 
onsideration that the origin band of the AlCCH
lies in the UV region of the ele
tromagneti
 spe
trum the adjustment of an intra-

avity étalon it is very di
ult. The simulation with su
h a resolution is showed
in the Figure A.1. With this resolution the P and Q bran
hes are better resolved
and more a

urate rotational parameters 
an be obtained.
To obtain narrow-band radiation for high resolution spe
tros
opy a pulsed-
ampli
ation system has been developed in the laboratory to be 
oupled with
the pulsed 
avity ring-down spe
trometer. The Doppler-free line-width that 
an
be a
hieved with this system is 0.001 
m
−1
. The Doppler broadening for AlCCH
has been estimated using the following equation:
∆ν˜D = 7.2× 10−7 · ν˜0 ·
√
T
M
(A.1)
in whi
h T is in K, M in atomi
 mass units u, ν˜0 in 
m
−1
, and ∆ν˜D in 
m
−1
.
An R-line at 28 764.1526 
m
−1
was taken as ν˜0 and temperature T of 30K. The
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28752 28754 28756 28758 28760 28762 28764 28766 28768 28770 28772 28774
 
cm-1
Simulation
Experiment
Figure A.1: Simulation with 0.05 
m
−1
resolution of the origin band of the
A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 transition for AlCCH.
Doppler broadening of 0.0157 
m
−1
was obtained, thus the maximum resolution
a
hievable. A simulation at this spe
tral resolution is displayed in the Figure A.2.
Due to the fa
t that P and Q bran
hes are better resolved, higher order terms,
su
h as 
entrifugal distortion and Λ-doubling 
onstant, q, 
an be in
luded in the
model and more pre
ise rotational 
onstants would be obtained.
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Figure A.2: Simulation with 0.016 
m
−1
resolution of the origin band of the
A 1Π ← X 1Σ+ ele
troni
 transition for AlCCH.
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